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1

Theatre & In-Between

1.1

The Aims of the Thesis: Deleuze & Forced Entertainment’s Poetics
It may be that believing in this world, this life, becomes our most difficult task, or the
task of a mode of existence still to be discovered on our plane of immanence today.1

Theatre as well as performance are artistic form exploring the possibility of
experience connected to a life. The theatre experience is real, although is derived from a
more or less staged or illusionary world on presented on stage. The creative process that
leads to the creation of the performance is transferred into the spectators who by
witnessing a collaborate on the overall creative process of theatre experience. Ideally,
the experience is mutually transformative, both for performers and the audience. It is the
interconnections of their lives in the here and now that constitutes the territory of inbetween that is difficult to locate, yet seminally important for the understanding of the
affect of theatre and performance. The notion of immanence as advocated by Gilles
Deleuze and Félix Guattari operates as continuum enabling the mapping of this
interspace.
The aim of the thesis is to map the transformative, liminoid relationship between the
performers and the audience, the territory “between the real and the phantasmatic”2
wherein a theatre production of Forced Entertainment explores the potentiality of
proximity to achieve an intimate bond with their spectators. Thus the company’s
performative approaches are analysed along the question of performing (in) time,
performance’s affect, in other words, what I have called the poetics of immanence.
Initially, the thesis in this chapter further elaborates upon the concepts of the
postdramatic, performance theatre, and the theatres of immanence. I build upon the only
academic treatise dedicated solely to Forced Entertainment, Not Even a Game Anymore:
The Theatre of Forced Entertainment (2006) edited by Judith Helmer and Florian
Malzacher, which maps the first two decades of Forced Entertainment, to critique and
springboard to company’s other more recent projects from the third decade of the
troupe’s existence, during which their idiosyncratic voice fully crystalized.

Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, What is Philosophy? (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994)
75.
2
Peggy Phelan, “Performing Questions, Producing Witnesses” in Tim Etchells, Certain Fragments:
Contemporary Performance and Forced Entertainment (London and New York: Routledge, 1999) 11.
1
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The present analysis is therefore structured to cover company’s productions from
their third decade and beyond, i.e. from 2004 to 2016; most specifically the research
examines closely six devised performances and five recent (or recently revived)
durational projects. The studies will comprise six devised productions, namely - Bloody
Mess (2004), Spectacular (2008), Void Story (2009), The Thrill of it All (2010), The
Coming Storm (2013) and The Last Adventures (2013). Their organically devised
manner reflects the major aims of the thesis, a focus on the rhizomatic dramaturgy
within the open-system that produces spectatorial sympathy within their performing of
devised and open-structured pieces accentuating the aforementioned radical presence.
Secondly, other five durational projects from their third decade: Speak Bitterness
(1994, performed 2014), Quizoola! (1996, performed 2013), And on the Thousandth
Night (created in 2000, performed 2013), Complete Works (2015) and From the Dark
(2016) will be also considered in the connection with their creative restraints, selfimposed limitations, or “survival techniques”3 – choreographic rules which performers
have to follow while delivering their speeches. The inclusion of rule-based theatremaking dramaturgy is highly symptomatic for Forced Entertainment. Nevertheless,
particularly in the case of their durational pieces, the rules are usually simpler, therefore
contributing greatly to mapping their creative strategies. These conceptual and
durational performances are hence analysed to support especially the elements of timeperception along with the company’s unique chronopoetics – the strategy to stretch
scenes or whole performances to bearable limits. The chapter aim to demonstrate that
the extended time frame enables the greater operation of their immanent poetics.
My analysis of the productions is based on the mixture of source. The great part of
projects has been witnessed personally and is thus build solely on my live experience.
Quite recently the company has started to live stream their production, therefore a
substantial part of the analysed material was experienced via the company’s live
streamed productions. Thirdly, the DVD versions and available performance texts (both
which can be purchased via the company’s website) were also analysed, which itself is
paradoxical, given the fact that the issue of liveness is one of the company’s chief
interests. This fact also contradicts the abovementioned call for the non-repeatability of
the performance, as advocated above by Peggy Phelan. Nevertheless, the obtained
material sufficed to demonstrate Forced Entertainment’s poetics of immanence.
3

Andrew Quick, The Wooster Group Workbook (New York and London: Routledge) 272.
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There are few other critical treatments of Forced Entertainment to build on. Besides
the above-mentioned monograph devoted to their oeuvre celebrating 20th anniversary of
the company’s existence Not Even a Game Anymore, there are several studies that
devote chapters or sections to Forced Entertainment including, Performance Theatre
and the Poetics of Failure: Forced Entertainment, Goat Island, Elevator Service (2011)
by Sarah Jane Bailes and At the Sharp End: Uncovering the Work of Five Leading
Dramatists: Edgar, Etchells, Greig, Gupta and Ravenhill (2007) by Peter Billingham,
Finally, there are scarce chapters dealing with the company’s individual projects, such
as “Forced Entertainment - The Travels (2002) – The anti-theatrical director” by Alex
Mermikides, published in Making Contemporary Theatre: International Rehearsal
Processes (2010), edited by Jen Harvie and Andy Lavender, Christina Wald’s essay
“Forced Entertainment’s Adaptation of Sophie Calle’s Exquisite Pain,” Devising
Theatre: A Practical and Theoretical Handbook by Alison Oddey; or Site-Specific Art:
Performance, Place and Documentation by Nick Kaye, to name just a few. As it is
apparent, there is no other single study devoted solely to the complexity of Forced
Entertainment’s performance projects.
Prior to the actual analysis of company’s performance pieces, both the quasi-fictional
and fictional writings of Tim Etchells will be closely examined in chapter three, since
Etchells’s prose often reverberates in theatrical performances and bear a striking
resemblance to the palimpsestuous and conceptual approach of the troupe’s
performance-making strategies. Most notably, Etchells’s aforementioned book Certain
Fragments dealing with the life in/and theatre, provides a basis for the analyses or
juxtaposition of the company’s attitude towards theatre-making. The book consists of
three parts – essays, performance texts and section called Journalism/Programme Notes.
Particularly the first essayistic part functions as a manifesto, elaborating on the
background to company’s theatre-making approach. No matter how personal and
visionary their tone reads, the idealized concepts in reality inevitably fail.
Secondly, pastiche, interconnectedness, direct address, storytelling tactics and
aesthetics present in Etchells’s fiction texts undeniably share the major elements of his
creative dramaturgy – interruptions, non-linearity, catalogues, interest in phenomena
such as silence, failure, blankness, testing the borders of language and the endurance of
the audience/reader. Given the parallel features of both theatrical and literary
productions, the present study suggests that to describe Etchells’s performance related
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works, it is illuminating to consider his non-theatrical work as a parallel to his
performance related projects; hence the interconnection between the author, audience
and their work appears analogously in his purely non-theatre-oriented fiction writing.
Etchells’s texts interweave the life of the author, the theatre of Forced Entertainment
and the audience.
Besides paying attention to the company’s in/outside theatre’s accent on the radical
presence (acting, audience address, sympathy-triggering aesthetics), the crucial element
in mapping the company’s creative approach is the issue of spectatorship that is
pervasive in his quasi-fictional works (epistolary address) or theatre writings. New
terminology in the contemporary theatre milieu has inevitably resulted in a new
understanding of spectatorship. Relatively recent umbrella terms and strategies, such as
postdramatic theatre or performance theatre have brought the need to locate the newly
rediscovered spectator in the context of creative strategies of these state-of-the-art
theatre trends. Forced Entertainment, classified as the theatre for the spectator who was
brought up in a house where the TV was always on,4 provides ironically a study case for
the following analysis that highlights the physical presence of the actor on the stage
with a direct address to the audience. Furthermore, their channel-hopping aesthetics
summons spectatorial experience of failure; their mode of personal confession generate
sympathy which leads to fragile realization of bodily co-presence – of both actors and
spectators - the company’s ultimate efficacy of making present and enabling live
experience of the immanent.
Specifically, the issue of devised theatre’s efficacy and Deleuze’s notion of
immanence and performance is in particular elaborated by Laura Cull in Theatres of
Immanence: Deleuze and the Ethics of Performance. Cull applies Deleuze’s thought to
devised performance practices as a methodology, “a mixture of tendencies” which
highlights that there is “a life” within “a theatre that is independent of anything outside
of itself […] because theatres are processes […] nurtured by means of collective
creation.”5 While speaking of theatres of immanence, Cull speaks about its open, nonlinear, independent structure. The Deleuzian plane of immanence, arguably the life
existing within the territory between the actor and the spectator, rather than outside as

Lyn Gardner, “Little to Regret” in Bloody Mess Information Pack (Forced Entertainment 2004) 3.
Laura Cull, Theatres of Immanence: Deleuze and the Ethics of Performance (Basingstoke and New
York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012) 229, 10, 31. Original emphasis.
4
5
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the transcendental approach suggests. Thus her approaches seem a viable apparatus to
conceptualize collective process-based approach to theatre making. However, rather that
the creative approach, I would like find use of the immanent logic while speaking about
the poetics and the affect of theatre, the so-called poetics of immanence. Secondly,
Cull’s project, albeit ultimately pioneering and original, however stresses chiefly the
immanent quality of theatre and lacks the interconnectedness with other Deleuzian
concepts, most notably the potential of haeccaeity.
The devised approach of Forced Entertainment closely resembles Deleuze’s
empirical, positivistic, postidentitarian open-system attitude to understanding and
making philosophy. The application of Deleuze’s thought onto highly idiosyncratic
performance-making strategies of Forced Entertainment seems a logical and natural step
in attempting to pin down complex devised theatre processes which enhance
spectatorial complacency, spectatorial proximity or what Clare Wallace identifies as
spectatorial complicity.6 The concept of the spectator as an accomplice is suggested e.g.
by Jiří Havelka;7 the concept connotes participation within a negative, often illegal or
offensive event. Adrian Heathfield postulates that “as theatre spectators we are
colluders in collective crimes of erasure.”8 The “crime of erasure,” as suggested by
Heathfield, designates the intricacy of performer-spectator encounter and their mutual
relationships.
Analogously, complexity and interconnectedness constitute a leitmotif of Deleuze’s
thought therefore the entire second chapter is dedicated to his key ideas which relate to
the devised nature of Forced Entertainment’s oeuvre in the connection with liveness and
spectatorial proximity. The rhizomatic approach of Deleuze to immanent elements and
transformative potential stem from the ludic approach of the company towards their
audiences. Their confessional and fragile voice – their aesthetics of failure – produces
sympathy rather than empathy, the “intimacy of in-between:” the complex relationship
between the performers, the work and the audience, the real and imagined, in the here
and now.

Clare Wallace, “Uncertain Convictions and the Politics of Perception,” in Mark Berninger and Bernard
Reitz, eds. Ethical Debates in Contemporary Theatre and Drama: Papers Given on the Occasion of the
Twentieth Conference of the German Society for Contemporary Theatre and Drama in English (Trier:
Wissenschaftlicher Verlag Trier, 2012) 60.
7
Jiří Havelka, Zmrazit čerstvé ovoce: úvahy o divadelní zkoušce (Praha: Namu, 2012) 35.
8
Adrian Heathfield in Tim Etchells, While You Are With US Tonight (London: Live Art Development
Agency, 2013) 6.
6
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1.2

Theatre & In-Between
[I]sn’t theatre now just an endless rearticulation of this proxemics – the play between
hereness and thereness – the play between presence and absence?9

Theatre always lies somewhere in-between. Theatre is an event of incarnations in the
fleetingness of the present in a particular temporal and spatial framing, presented by
living performers to the living temporarily assembled communitas of beings – the
spectators. Theatre is a process happening here and now with and for living bodies. As
Peggy Phelan argues, “[p]erformance’s only life is in the present. Performance cannot
be saved, recorded, documented, or otherwise participate in the circulation of
representations of representations…”10 In the media-saturated twenty-first century,
liveness, the live production and its live experience, is clearly desirable. One of
theatre’s greatest strengths is precisely in its weakness – in its uniqueness, vulnerability,
mistakes, immediacy, potentiality to fail. Performance-making poetics which enhances
such experience of humanness or humanity can thus produce indeed transformative
theatrical experience. However, the non-reproducibility and uniqueness of performance
is questionable. Curiously, the majority of performances discussed within this thesis
were recorded and the versions analysed come from the very recordings. Even Phelan
herself admits the insufficiency of her statement. What is, however, crucial for the
present thesis, is the performances’ transformative potential of the in-between that will
be analysed via the thought of Gilles Deleuze.
Performance experience is never only on stage or in the auditorium; it is in the area
between the actors and the audience. Therefore, the heading “Theatre & In-between”
includes an ampersand, rather the conjunction “and,” which suggests the mutual
interconnectedness of theatre and its audiences; in other words, their exclusive and
unavoidable proximity. There exists a certain contact energy - theatre’s capacity to
produce an effect or affect, or in other words, to highlight its life (or the capacity to
realize its life through live experience) inside the vaguely formulated area of
performance-producing and performance-witnessing, rather than outside the experience

9

Tim Etchells, Certain Fragments: Contemporary Performance and Forced Entertainment. (London
and New York: Routledge, 1999) 79.
10
Peggy Phelan, Unmarked: The Politics of Performance (London and New York: Routledge, 1993)
146. Original emphasis.
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of a theatrical event. Therefore, I will employ the notion of immanence as developed by
Deleuze, which accentuates the relationality, interconnectedness and the ultimate
productive force of these connections that are located within, rather than outside of the
theatrical system.
There have been several attempts to map the transformative potential of the territory
between the stage and the auditorium. Erika Fischer-Lichte argues in The
Transformative Power of Performance: A New Aesthetics that “performance literally
occur[s] between the actors and spectators, and even between the spectators
themselves.”11 One of the basic premises for such experience is the collapse of binaries
between the theatre and the Other; or as, the dissolution of those boundaries: “[w]hen
oppositions [between spectators and audience] dissolve into one another our attention
focuses on the transition from one state to the next. The space between opposites opens
up; the in-between thus becomes a preferred category.”12 Fischer-Lichte emphasizes
such moments of transgression and transition – “the border turns into a frontier and a
threshold, which does not separate but connects.”13 This connect-ability and
community-creation ability is akin to the understanding spectatorship in recent
performance studies discourse which replace the notion of “either/or” with inclusive “as
well as.”14
Following Fischer-Lichte’s logic, based on “the shift from art object to art event, is
the collapsing of binaries, headed by that of subject and object, or in the case of
performance, spectator and actor.”15 The collapse of binaries entails an invitation of the
possibility to transform or to be transformed. Fischer-Lichte in her argumentation
further elaborates on “perceptual multistability” - the process that is characterized by
“oscillating focus between the actor’s specific corporeality and the character portrayed,”
between

“presence”

and

“representation.”16

The

transformative

potential

of

performance, Fischer-Lichte advocates, is achieved via self-organizing autopoiesis,
which operates in opposition to autonomously creative artwork, in an unplanned and

11

Erika Fischer-Lichte, Theatre, Sacrifice, Ritual: Exploring Forms of Political Theatre (London and
New York: Routledge, 2005) 46-68.
12
Erika Fischer-Lichte, The Transformative Power of Performance: A New Aesthetics, trans. Saskya Iris
Jain (New York and London: Routledge, 2008) 174. Emphasis added.
13
Fischer-Lichte, Transformative Power of Performance 204.
14
Fischer-Lichte, Transformative Power of Performance 204.
15
Fischer-Lichte, Transformative Power of Performance 8.
16
Fischer-Lichte, Transformative Power of Performance 7.
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unpredictable way.17 “The transformation of the subject–object relationship is closely
connected to the change in the relationship between materiality and semioticity,
signifier and signified.”18 Yet, the downside of such “self-organizing” nature of the
autopoeitic loop between the signifier and signified lies both in its vaguely formulated
relationship as well as certain out-datedness of semiotic aesthetics. Therefore, to follow
Fischer-Lichte’s interest in “performative turn” – I would suggest what Laura Cull
defines as “philosophical turn”19 be followed. Therefore, as already suggested, I will
build upon the thought of Gilles Deleuze as well as on the collaborative trilogy Deleuze
co-wrote with Félix Guattari, who created a methodology which could be successfully
employed when discussing transformativity of devised performance theatre.
Primarily, I would like to argue that performative transformations do not occur via
transcendental power, an exclusive outsider force, but the immanent structure and
capacity of performance. The composition of devised performances is largely a result of
immanent activity, meaning that the productions are created from inside, by
collaboration, rather than results of any outside authority. Hence also their capacity or
affect functions immanently.
Immanence, life within theatre production and its perception, as I will argue
throughout the thesis, is palpable via a series of virtual-proximity triggering invitations
of a performance: 1) the devised open structure of a performance with chasms or rifts in
the structure enabling permeability of the theatrical fourth wall as a space for
spectatorial contemplation to explore the liminoid territory between real and
representational; 2) non-matrixed acting accentuating the live presence of live bodies
both on stage and in the auditorium – “making present” of the performers in the here
and now; 3) the acknowledged presence of the audience; 4) a ludic approach to theatremaking using metatheatrical elements drawing upon sympathy triggering elements
(failure, silence, fragmentary, unfinished, sampling, bricolage aesthetics). Phelan’s
earlier assertion of the non-reproducibility and authentic experience of theatrical event
is embedded within the practice of several crucial British live artists at the turn of the
millennium, with Forced Entertainment being one of the most prolific groups in the task

17

Fischer-Lichte, Transformative Power of Performance 7-8.
Fischer-Lichte, Transformative Power of Performance 17.
19
Laura Cull, Theatres of Immanence: Deleuze and the Ethics of Performance (Basingstoke and New
York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012) 2.
18
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of exploring the possibilities of the proximity between theatre production, theatre
perceptions and its limits.
In 1999 Tim Etchells, the director of Forced Entertainment, published a book titled
Certain Fragments: Contemporary Performance and Forced Entertainment. On the
frontispiece of the book, below the book’s title in big letters, three questions appear:
“What is the relationship between performance and play? Between performance and
technology? Between performance and death?”20Most significantly the first question
addresses the artistic relationship between performance, theatre and game. The second
tackles the highly topical issue of mediatisation of society. The third, suggests ritualistic
readings of performance as liminal, threshold experience. However, similar to Etchells’s
work with Forced Entertainment, rather than providing answers to these questions, the
book serves as an illustration of the personal confessional mode of the group’s
performance tactics which play with the fine line between truth/illusion.
The cover of the book is also symptomatic of the company’s approach to
performance: It shows a photograph of Cathy Naden, one of the company’s core
members, standing in the half opened curtains at the beginning of the performance
Pleasure (1997), see Fig.1.

20

Etchells, Certain Fragments 1.
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Fig. 1. Hugo Glendinning, Certain Fragments Book Cover

It is primarily this fragile yet transformative, liminal area “betwixt and between”21
that the company is fundamentally committed to exploiting. This thesis aims to explore
the company’s “poetics of immanence,” that specifically in the case of Forced
Entertainment is connected with their constant interplay with the real and
representational, presence-driven, “here-and-now-for-you-tonight-ness.” I will examine
the nature of the encounter of live bodies on stage and the living people in the
auditorium, and the company’s attitude to acting which is “between pretended and just
happening, between deliberately and staged and the accidental.”22 This poetics, as will
be argued in the forthcoming chapters, is productive in achieving sympathetic bond with
the audience.
The collage of sympathy triggering elements throughout Forced Entertainment’s
projects unite in a compassionate communitas in theatre, what Alan Read calls the last

21

Victor Turner, From Ritual to Theatre: Human Seriousness of Play (New York: PAJ, 1982) 95.
Peter Billingham, At the Sharp End: Uncovering the Work of Five Leading Dramatists: Edgar,
Etchells, Greig, Gupta and Ravenhill (London: Methuen Drama, 2007) 167.
22
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human venue –“a space called community-in-the-making […] the strangeness of human
[…] the excitements, disappointments and saturated senses of a life coming to an
awareness of the intimacies of itself and its engagement with others.”23 Spectatorial
experience of the “awareness of the intimacies of itself and its engagement with
others,”24 as argued by Read, is achieved via a carefully devised mixture of silence,
failures, errors, low-fi, do-it-yourself amateurism.
Curiously, discussing the “performance of human frailty” Anette Pankratz with
Claus-Ulrich Viol argue exemplify that the experience of respect and compassion in
contemporary British theatre is similar to that one of e.g. “Pope John Paul II’s public
displays of moribundity shortly before his death in 2005.”25 The weak body of Pope
John Paul II performing live literally summons the idea of Read’s “last human venue”
and inevitably has a transformative effect on the audience. The “performance of human
frailty” which exposes traces of authenticity in a weak human body or fragile
performative structure is where the Forced Entertainment’s poetics manifests its
immanence. The birth, death and the liminality issues explored by Pankratz and Viol
indeed elaborate on a theatrical plane that is similarly highlighted by Heiner Müller:
“the specificity of theatre is precisely not the presence of the live actor but the presence
of the one who is potentially dying.”26 The potentially dying character denotes the
territory of the realization of the fleetingness of both actorial and spectatorial humanity
of theatre.
Thus the trajectory of this dissertation project departs from the exploration of the real
bodies in real time in a theatrical territory, which Jiří Havelka, among others, identifies
as the “undefinable interconnectedness [of theatre] with real life.”27 The
interconnectedness of theatre and life, which Havelka describes as undefinable, or later
as “communication about communication,”28 recalling the famous “All the world is a
stage” of William Shakespeare, has been a constant interest of the company. Similarly
to Havelka, in the foreword to Certain Fragments, Peggy Phelan praises Forced
23
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Entertainment’s “long commitment not to notice certain boundaries - especially those
around performance and life.”29 Indeed, the company’s performance tactics are based
on the fluidity of those boundaries and a brief historical overview of their oeuvre proves
the aforementioned penchant for exploiting the boundaries of the “radical betwixt and
between,” enabling thus liminal experience with the potential to transform.30 The radical
betwixt and between, as examined in The Transformative Power of Performance,
Fischer-Lichte highlights the significance of accentuated awareness of presence and
posits the importance of radical concept of presence31 as a key factor in the
transformative potential of performance: “[t]hrough the performer’s presence, the
spectator experiences the performer and himself as embodied mind in a constant process
of becoming – he perceives the circulating energy as a transformative and vital
energy.32 Analogously, both transformative potential of performance, processes of
becomings and spectatorial and actorial interconnectedness are at the root of Gilles
Deleuze’s notions of haecceity – “thisness,”33 as well as Deleuzoguattarian concepts of
rhizome, deterritorialization, becoming and ultimately, immanence.

1.3

Deleuze & Theatre
A becoming is “neither one nor two, nor the relation of the two; it is the in-between.”34

Why Gilles Deleuze? Deleuze’s or Deleuzoguattarian thought has arguably had a
great impact on performance theory. Most notably crucial appears the concept of
becoming as a tool to explore the physical relationship between the performer, space
and presence, as well as the Deleuze’s treatment of immanence, which is at the crux of
the present project.35 Yet, the complexity and interconnectedness of Deleuze’s
philosophy invites for the scrutiny of other key notions of his. Therefore, I have
dedicated the whole chapter two to introduce the crucial concepts of Deleuze’s thought
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as well as his collaborative projects with Félix Guattari. Besides immanence and
becoming, I will address also the notions of haecceity, deterritorialization and rhizome.
The rhizome serves as the presents thesis argument’s trigger and contextualising
framework: rhizome originally refers to a plant stem growing horizontally underground
and sending out its roots and stems.36 In the introductory chapter to A Thousand
Plateaus Deleuze and Guattari stress the rhizomatic as opposed to the binary or causal
relation between rather than cause-and-effect nature of occidental thought. Rhizome
“has neither beginning nor end, but always a middle (milieu) from which it grows and
which it overspills,”37 thus rhizomatic thinking suggests non-hierarchy and multiplicity
without clear origin (root) or centre as its source. A rhizomatic understanding of
performance art manifests denial of the binary opposition between life and art, real and
fictitious, or theatre and the Other, and thus enables inevitable coalescence of the
(originally) two.
Similarly, Deleuze’s understanding of deterritorialization as fragmented, multiple,
decentred systems support the idea of fluid boundaries and multiplicity of flows. In
pursuing the rhizomatic thinking within the reterritorialized space, equally important
appears Deleuzoguattarian concept of human subjectivity which no longer supports the
subject-object dichotomy, but invites for heterogeneity. This collapse of binaries and
mutual interconnection is already at the heart of the rhizome. This interconnectedness is
famously exemplified in A Thousand Plateaus by the relationship between the wasp and
an orchid, both of which compose a rhizome that is transitory and blurs the boundaries
of the wasp and the orchid: “a becoming-wasp of the orchid and a becoming-orchid of
the wasp.”38 This relationship equally functions in theatre when the rhizomatic nodes of
a becoming-performer of the spectator and a becoming-spectator of the performer. This
transformation-inviting becoming enables an immanent mode of interpretation, as
illustrated below.
In A Thousand Plateaus, Deleuze and Guattari further elaborate on the notion of
haecceity, which is a term derived from the Latin haecceitas, which translates as
“thisness” – individualising difference, uniqueness, individuation, “the entire
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assemblage in its individuated aggregate.”39 Haecceity is closely interconnected with
time and space, longitude, latitude, and chronos – “the time of measure that situates
things and persons, develops a form, and determines a subject.”40 Deleuze and Guattari
define an individual as “longitude and latitude, a set of speeds and slownesses between
unformed particles, a set of nonsubjectified affects. You have the individuality of a day,
a season, a year, a life.”41 Thus the existence of an individual is a set of complex
interconnected relationships that is never finite but is in a constant flux, the state of
creative becoming. A seminal element of Deleuzoguattarian concept is the indefinite
article, the undesignated universal potentiality.
The concepts of rhizome, deterritorialization, becoming and haecceity seem a
particularly valuable critical framework for considering theatre performances whose
nature is devised, fragmentary or discontinuous, or collapse the traditional classification
as performance art, postmodern theatre, postdramatic theatre or performance theatre.
Examining performance using the thought of Deleuze thus offers a solution of
rhizomatic state - theatre-becoming-life, or ideally its interconnectedness that is
immanent.
The argument of the present thesis revolves around the Deleuze’s treatment of
immanence. Deleuze’s immanence, as already highlighted above, suggests the collapse
of binary oppositions and accentuates its connection-making. Immanence is a key theme
of Deleuze – he uses immanence as an instrument to evaluate other philosophers.
Immanence also serves as philosophy: creating in relations as well as inevitably
opposing other modes of thinking, primarily transcendent thinking. To do so Deleuze
and Guattari speak of so-called plane of immanence, which is the image of thought. The
plane if immanence is a horizon out of which thinking as such takes place; it is always
in relation. The plane of immanence constitutes a sieve retaining a certain number of
chaotic termination. In other words, the plane of immanence enables the creation of
meaning in chaos, in otherwise chaotic life, in otherwise chaotic collaborative
performance theatres. Immanence is a concept is a creative potential. Chaotic
relationship and nonlinearity can be attributed of collectively devised performance. In
the following part of the present chapter I am going to introduce the later analysed
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features of Forced Entertainment – aesthetics, acting, spectating and transformativity,
also taking in consideration the context of the exiting performance discourse.

1.4

Forced Entertainment

Founded in 1984 by Tim Etchells together with other five regular members, Robin
Arthur, Richard Lowdown, Claire Marshall, Cathy Naden and Terry O’Connor, Forced
Entertainment has created over fifty performance-related projects in the UK and
internationally. Besides theatrical performances of conventional length, the company
has produced a large number of durational pieces lasting from 6 to 24 hours, several
photographic projects, gallery installations, site-specific works, publications and
interactive CD-ROMs. They are now widely recognised as one of Britain’s leading
experimental companies. Their projects are characterised by idiosyncratic and formally
subversive staging strategies ranging from direct address, devised palimpsestuous
approach – recycling their own shows and borrowing from B-movies, the internet or
overheard conversations, the inclusion of provocative elements such as silence, failure,
and playful oscillation between reality and fiction, to “explore the highs, lows and
complexities of modern life.”42 Their attitude towards performance-making suggests
that Forced Entertainment “wants to discover a way to stage questions rather than to
stake claims.”43 As a result, the structure of their performances is non-linear and
irregular, what Laura Cull calls a theatre of immanence. By performing questions,
Forced Entertainment involves theatregoers in compelling and formally challenging
ways. Returning to Deleuze, his immanence in its nature suggests seeing things
differently. Philosopher is the one who always thinks differently. Analogously, thinking
is becoming other, transformative, always on the verge of thinking.
The company’s chief interest lies in scrutinizing the boundaries between
performance and life. The performance aesthetics of Forced Entertainment is a result of
a lengthy devised process of usually several months’ long rehearsal exercises of freeplay improvisations, discussions, constraints imposing processes of a highly ludic
nature. Some of their shows thus appear fully improvised, yet they are under control;
other projects, usually durational pieces, often are subordinated to self-imposed game-
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like limitations or rules, therefore they appear conceptual and enable certain space for
improvisation on stage.
Although in Performance Theatre and the Poetics of Failure: Forced Entertainment,
Goat Island, Elevator Service, Sara Jane Bailes regards Forced Entertainment as
“theatre without theatre,”44 it is precisely in the nature of their projects to display on
stage consciously their failing potential, performing intentionally deconstructed and
reiterated graspable moments of plot that spectators are trying to put together and
apparently fail. This acknowledgement stems from what Bailes locates as “architecture
of regret”45 or performance structure stimulated by “architecture of failure.” The
contribution of Forced Entertainment in their idiosyncratic audience relationship is via
their direct non-physical invitation/provocation of their audiences, whom the ensemble
are trying to understand; an attempt to see the one seeing, the spectator, an unarticulated
silent bond of coexistence and understanding, which inevitably fails. To reflect on such
their conscious exploration of these intimate frontiers, in Certain Fragments Etchells
explains: “[b]oundaries are drawn, but for our own part we liked to shift them and to
shift them constantly.”46 This endless shifting of sifted and mixed (often rearticulated)
material inevitably confuses yet provokes those witnessing. This urgent need to push the
limits of performance’s quality and spectator’s willingness is the and activate the again
what Deleuze would understand as the operation of the plane of immanence - the
borderline of thinking enabling to discover the different n ourselves; in other words, the
transformative potential of performance.
Being a witness to a theatrical production brings about ethical issues, such as
responsibility, affect, and voluntarism. In the treatment of audience, I depart from the
aforementioned Havelka’s understanding of spectator as an accomplice,47 the concept
which connotes participation within a negative, often illegal or offensive event. Yet, the
projects of Forced Entertainment, whose name itself invites a certain mixture of
pleasant and unpleasant oxymoronic experience, scrutinized in the thesis are solely
44
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theatrical productions framed by conventional proscenium theatre venues with clear
designated roles of audience and spectators. None of the spectators are ever involved
physically to interact or to be immersed directly on stage in the theatrical production.
The poetics of Forced Entertainment is an invitation to participate in the failure
producing flux of live events manoeuvring between and betwixt the real and imaginary.
As I will manifest in the forthcoming chapters, most notably in chapters four and
five, the efficacy of Forced Entertainment is bound with their highly-idiosyncratic
staging approach. The following elements constitute crucial performative strategies that
explore the transformative territory in-between (stage and audience) and will be briefly
introduced in the following way: 1) the devised open structure of a performance
challenging the boundary between real and representational, the interplay between real
and fictitious; 2) non-matrixed presence-alerting acting accentuating the live presence
of live bodies both on stage and in the auditorium – “making present” of the performers
in the here and now; 3) the acknowledged presence and role of the spectator; 4) ludic
approach to theatre-making with metatheatrical elements drawing upon sympathy
provoking dramaturgy. Sara Jane Bailes is the first to acknowledge that the “poetics of
failure is a poetics whereby, in its ways of making and becoming, performance reveals
itself through alteration and contingency.”48 The mutual interconnection of the
elements/invitations, their “alteration and contingency” laid out in this chapter invites, I
will argue, their further examination through the lens of Deleuzoguattarian notions of
deterritorialization, haecceity, becoming, rhizome and immanence. Before doing so, I
will briefly delineate the trajectory of my thesis within the existing discourse
concerning theatre and performance, focusing on the aforementioned transformationmaking elements of Forced Entertainment.

1.4.1 Forced Entertainment: Performance & Theatre
The first important feature of Force Entertainments’ oeuvre is the interplay between the
real and fictitious, Echoing Peggy Phelan’s reminder of the unrepresentable Real,49
Bailes elaborates on the potentials well as risk in dealing with the (failure of)
representation: “the chasm between (R)eal and represented, between ‘thing’ and ‘a thing
about a thing’ frequently concealed but at other times crudely exposed, describes a
48
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territory where performances that fail, performance as failure, and the failure of
performance gain their ground.”50 Those “chasms” of in-between constitute a far more g
spectator-challenging territory than a
[t]raditional realist three act play … relies upon complicit agreement between performer
and spectator that disbelief is suspended and the timeframe and imagined spatial
organization proposed by the world on stage generally accepted as representative of
contained acceptable reality.51

Although it might be argued that a three act play still provides mundane experience
since realism does not necessarily imply being traditional, Bailes is right to
acknowledge that the accentuated suspension of disbelief constitutes one of the basic
premises for witnessing Forced Entertainment performance theatre within this
“acceptable reality.” Sara Jane Bailes includes projects such as Forced Entertainment’s
under the umbrella of performance theatre, which seems a viable terminological
apparatus. Performance theatre is a term originally coined by Michael Vanden Heuvel
(1991), developed later by Elinor Fuchs (1996) and further conceptualized by Sara Jane
Bailes (2011). Bailes designates the main features of performance as follows:
•
•
•
•

Intrinsic concern with presence
Emphasis on process
Unavailability for re-presentation
Potentiality to fail52

Such emphasis on presentness and process alongside with the unpredictability of
liveness and capacity to fail enhances the aforementioned non-reproducibility stressed
by Phelan. In a similar way, in Theatre in the Expanded Field: Seven Approaches to
Performance, Alan Read draws a dividing line between performance and theatre:
Performance:
•
Simultaneity
•
Autobiography
•
Authenticity
•
Revelation
• Impotency

Theatre:
Linearity
Character
Acting
Invention
Potency53
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What is striking in Read’s treatment is the seeming dichotomising of the two, arguably
highly permeable and interchangeable terms, theatre and performance. Read’s
generalizing attempt to draw a distinct line between the two is partly justifiable, yet with
the exception of the last of the binaries, impotency and potency, by which he
understands theatre’s influence beyond the spatiotemporal boundaries of theatre venue.
Here Read suggests a certain self-organizing autonomy of performance that is
juxtaposed with potential promising openness of theatrical production. For Forced
Entertainment’s penchant for exploiting the area between the two, a performance’s
authenticity and theatrical representation, the concept of performance theatre developed
by Bailes as the confluence of both phenomena seems a suitable term to be used. The
projects such as those of Forced Entertainment are similarly treated in the concept of
postdramatic theatre, as advocated by Hans-Thies Lehmann.
Unlike Lehmann, who “attempts to develop an aesthetic logic of the new theatre,” 54 I
seek to develop a reading of contemporary performances through philosophy,
particularly that of Deleuze and Guattari. Although Lehmann’s postdramatic approach
sheds new light on cutting-edge theatre/performance projects, it cannot escape utter
generalization. The ultimate contribution of Lehmann’s theory – an attempt to
conceptualize new alternative theatre trends under one umbrella term thus inevitably
partly fails. Lehmann categorizes political performances as non-postdramatic
afformance art55 and as such they lie beyond his scope of interest. His key argument
revolves around the premise that theatre and drama have separated greatly and the
dramatic text is considered only as one element, one layer, or as a “material” of the
scenic creation, not as its master.56 That said, Lehmann accentuates aesthetic criteria as
well as heightened awareness of the now; thus he directs his attention to performance
art or live art projects, a territory he seeks to explore further. However, I would like to
argue that the interconnection of particular theatre elements invites a Deleuzian reading
rather than a postdramatic one. The complexity of the binary relationship of theatre vs.
drama or theatre vs. performance is easily graspable via Deleuzoguattarian concept of
rhizome that accentuates not a necessary collapse of binaries, but the productive
potential of their (invisible) connections.
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Nevertheless, returning to the ostracizing performance elements from theatre,
Lehmann is persuasive particularly in his treatment of time. His theory advocates the
insistence on real time by claiming that “[p]ostdramatic theatre is a theatre of the
present.”57 He builds his thesis upon the premise that there exists “[o]ne and only one
time of theatre experience. […] Compared to the historical time represented in the
drama, the time of drama (story and plot) and the temporal structure of the staging, we
have to emphasize the time of the performance text.”58 Lehmann thus rejects that the
division of established ‘dramatic time’ of the fictional world of a play, and the ‘stage
time’ of the theatre event, as advocated by Pavis.59 Lehmann goes on to argue that
modern theatre established a new trend in aesthetics – to “to turn time as such into an
object of the aesthetic experience.”60 Still, postdramatic treatment of theatrical space
remains rather under-explored: the boundaries between the “drama” and “postdramatic
theatre” remain rather vaguely formulated. The thesis thus chooses to deploy the term
performance theatre, to echo also Richard Schechner’s reasoning for the implementation
of performance discourse: “[u]sing the category “as” performance has advantages. One
can consider things provisionally, in process, and as they change over time….” 61 It is
indeed the provisionality and process-basedness of Forced Entertainment’s projects
which invite Deleuzian reading. This will be applied in the last two chapters of the
thesis, predominantly in the last one devoted to the durational pieces where the
extended temporal frame accentuates the performances’ in-between moments.
Deleuzian rhizomatic understanding of performance theatre denies the binary
opposition between real and fictitious, and enables more accurate argument when
treating avant-garde performances. To explore a thought or an issue - e.g. real/fictitious
in the rhizomatic way, it has a potential, of ambiguous possibility, to produce a great
change. For such a change Deleuze coins the term deterritorialization. This process of
change, inevitably, is accompanied by a natural force that “attempts to the recreate
stability and order, to reterritorialize.”62 Rhizomatic thinking thus ignores the binary
division between the real and staged, which provides the possibility of speaking about
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deterritorialization which may lead to a new form of reality that can be technically
called performance theatre, experimental theatre or live art.63 Arguably, challenging the
boundaries between real and staged is the company’s tool to produce spectatorial
proximity and complicity. Perhaps the introduction of Deleuzian logic rejects the
understanding of theatre vs. performance, but rather interconnects both.

1.4.2 Forced Entertainment: Performing Haecceity
The second seminal feature of the Forced Entertainment’s poetics of their nonmatrixed representation of performers on stage. Analogously to performance theatre, the
actor of postdramatic theatre is often no longer the actor of a role but a performer
offering his/her presence on stage for contemplation.64 For performance, just as for
postdramatic theatre, liveness comes to the fore, highlighting the provocative presence
of the human being rather than the embodiment of a figure. According to Hans Ulrich
Gumbrecht, theatre is a “production of presence,” which agrees with the “integrative
aesthetic of the live” – a typical feature of performance art.65 It is a tool to connect with
the audience, rhizomatically – invisibly yet with a productive deterritorializing
potential.
Taking into account blurring boundaries between theatre and performance art
practices, new modes of acting appear whose destabilization has brought about further
experimental appeals to spectators. Which is to say, in the case of Forced
Entertainment, the flux of stage events often employs certain imperfections and wellcrafted flaws, to produce a theatre of vulnerable and sympathetic unease, hesitations,
annoyance, boredom, irritations, errors and embarrassing(ly) personal confessions. In
such human-scale theatre, the urge for human compassion as opposed to omnipresent
media creates a solid ground for the popularity of Forced Entertainment. The company’s
familiarity with the audience stems from the shared conspiratorial feeling of fulfilling
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no ambitions, obligations, from the above argued emphasis on hic et nunc, here and
now. To illustrate, the company’s famous opening line of their 2001 production First
Night would be: “Ladies and gentlemen we have something really great for you this
evening, here today.”66 The statement clearly articulates metatheatrical reaffirmation of
the spectating process, its reference to reality, self-referentiality in which the audience
can laugh at the protagonist while feeling empathetic simultaneously. Additionally, it
offers a promise of something truly spectacular which eventually is unfulfilled, yet
activates the audience. The direct actorial appeal of Forced Entertainment hence
transforms the audience from it audience to they audience, personifying them and
individuating them using the device Deleuze calls hacceity – individual thisness. The
“here today” summons hope and transformation as well as conjures pure anticipation.67
In this manner Forced Entertainment forms the impression of proximity: an intimacy
created by the fact that the performers look at you and seem to say “OK you can see me,
but remember, I can see you too.”68 In the playscape of Forced Entertainment this
aspect of presence, ephemerality, and failure plays a crucial role. Suffice it to say, the
in-between-ness of Forced Entertainment, the constant relationship between the actor
and the audience, is located in the space which Victor Turner designates, developing
Van Gennep’s rites of passage theory, the space in-between: i.e. the transition between
two states of more settled to more conventional activity. This shift from so called
liminal performance which is able to invert the established order, but never subvert it,
into liminoid activity, is much more limited and individualising. In The Ritual Process –
Structure and Anti-Structure Victor Turner labelled the state induced during the second
phase the state of liminality (from Latin limen – threshold) and defined it as a state of a
labile existence, “betwixt and between the positions assigned and arrayed by law,
custom, convention and the ceremonial.”69 The theatrical engagement of the company
with the onlooker manifests the shift from the Other of Lacan,70 a different alterity, to a
liminoid spectator willing to cooperate on the theatre making process.
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Throughout their oeuvre, Forced Entertainment have created an original matrix of
works that provokes, subverts and challenges the boundaries of theatre; besides the
abovementioned making-present (here-and-now-for-you) staging aesthetics acting on
the boundaries of real and staged is the second crucial element: the actors of Forced
Entertainment embody characters who, to elaborate on Michael Kirby’s acting
continuum, manoeuvre arguably between all five of Kirby’s nodal points. Most
frequently, their acting is non-matrixed performing, meaning that actions performed on
stage do not involve role-playing or symbolized matrix performing, in which the
audience realize that onstage actions belong to the character, although the performers
behave as themselves.71 Arguably, in most of their shows all the performers transit
from these two onto the other three, i.e. received, simple, and complex actions. This
personae-shifting acting is explored further in the third part of this thesis and, due to its
metatheatrical distance-producing subversiveness, creates a space for audiences to
reflect on what is happening on stage.
As opposed to theatre, performance art highlights reality in the very moment, here
and now. To translate to Deleuzian words, haecceity not only manifests certain essence,
uniqueness, particularity of oneself, but also the unrepeatability of (non-)theatrical hic et
nunc, as advocated by Phelan and Fischer-Lichte earlier. Later Deleuze develops
haecceity in A Thousand Plateaus where the individuation process possibly merges with
temporality par excellence: “haecceity […] is not made if points, only of lines. It is a
rhizome.”72 It can be argued that it is haecceity, the “deformedly deformed”73 which in
fact through its endless specificity constitutes freedom, both authorial and spectatorial.
The acting node of Forced Entertainment is thus definable as “performing haecceity” –
a rhizomatic deterritorializing approach activating the spectator and blurring the
boundaries between the two. Similarly, Bailes suggests that “poiesis aligned to their
[Deleuze and Gauttari’s] use of becoming actualize beyond the constraints of mimetic
capability: becoming produces nothing other than itself. We fall into a false alternative
if we say that you either imitate or you are.”74 This collapse of being and imitation is
further explored throughout the thesis, particularly in the study on Deleuze in chapter
two and chapter 4 analysing performance projects of Forced Entertainment.
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1.4.3 Forced Entertainment: Becoming-Spectator
Perhaps unsurprisingly the issue of spectatorship in the context of postdramatic
theatre and performance theatre is seminal. So it is crucial to investigate the approach of
Forced Entertainment who consciously address the audience via proximal invitations to
the audience to enter their game of theatrical experience. According to Hans-Thies
Lehmann, in postdramatic understanding the term theatre suggests a collectively spent
and used up lifetime in the collectively breathed air of that space in which the
performing and the spectating take place.75 Thus the arena of the theatre creates a
confluence of energies, ideas, and existence. Then the actors co-create a collectively
unmediated experience of theatregoing.
Similar to Brecht’s appeal to the audience, all performance art’s subgenres from
happenings, immersive, postdramatic, or performance theatres presuppose the
possibility of engaging more with the one seeing, to create a bond, a social and physical
union a concept of community that Philip Auslander in Liveness: Performance in a
Mediatized Culture keenly criticizes. According to Auslander, the value of “liveness” in
contemporary mediatized world invokes clichés such as “the magic of live theatre” or
“the energy” between performers and spectators.76 Auslander goes on to examine the
authenticity of the live event as opposed to mediatized one. The community-making
function of theatre, according to Auslander, misunderstands the dynamism of
performance: the effort to eliminate the distinction (between performers and spectators)
destroys the very possibility of performance.”77 Auslander further argues that the
experience of theatre-going “provokes our desire for community but cannot satisfy that
desire because performance is founded on difference, on separation, fragmentation, not
unity.”78
Analogously, Alan Read highlights the principle of immunitas over communitas.
According to Read the immunisatory paradigm is a principle that protects the audience
from the implication of being involved. According to Read, “[i]mmunity saves, insures,
and preserves the organism either individual or collective, from the threat of the gift of
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community that will require reciprocation.”79 Thus the “immunisatory logic of theatre”
as advocated by Read, an engagement between the theatre and the one seeing, be it a
spectator, a witness or simply an audience member, can be more secure, passive, or
levelling, such as in case of the spectacle.
In his 1967 essay, The Society of the Spectacle, Guy Debord elaborates on the term
spectacle: the spectacle in narrower sense manifests visualized popular culture
representatives, particularly those appearing on TV. In its broader sense, spectacle may
be defined as living in a society heavily influenced by mass-media un-reality, using the
aids of censorship, advertisements, or even corporal interests. Taking into consideration
its historical perception, spectacle shall stand for a performative event memorable for its
visuality. The term is derived from the Latin spectaculum meaning a show. The term
has been used in popular culture to indicate extraordinary visual splendour.
Additionally, the term was used in low culture to embrace folk performance events,
notably freak shows. Therefore, spectacle is closely linked with aesthetics imagery, the
criteria accentuated also by postdramatic tendencies, to which Forced Entertainment
undoubtedly belongs.
According to Debord, however, the spectator is a passive victim of the manipulated
reality. Mass-produced imagery to enhance consumer profitability affects the spectator
in their solely existential being. There is, however, one possible advantage of the false
reality, which is a spectator’s possible escape from everyday life, something that in his
Mimesis and Alterity, Michael Tausig recognizes as “mimetic excess” – possibility to
live subjectively as neither the subject nor object of history but both, at one and the
same time. It “provides access to understanding the unbelievable truths of make-believe
as foundation of an all-too-seriously serious reality, manipulated but also manipulable
[...] freedom to live reality as really made-up.80

Debord, as a member of the

Situationists, namely criticized the spectacle for its consumerist nature.
In contrast with the passive image-consumerism of Debordean spectator, the Forced
Entertainment audience is a proactive witness who has subscribed to participate in the
game of suspension of disbelief by the simple fact of paying for a ticket. This general
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Forced Entertainment - underpins the fact. In Certain Fragments, Etchells elaborates on
theatre-witnessing, an approach which is embedded within the company’s conscious
recognition of the audience as witnesses, which reflects original Michael Herr’s theory,
where you are “responsible for everything you saw as you were for everything you
do.”81 Such a theatre-making approach enables the author to develop a manipulative
and highly engaging relationship with the spectator casting onto the witnesses in the
audience considerably larger attention demand and possibly creating a moment of failed
expectation leading as far as the feeling of guilt. Alan Read interestingly observes that
the etymology of the word witness brings us to the root of martyr,82 an observation that
offers further extension to the field of ethics, as recently treated by Helena Grehan or
Mireia Aragay with Enric Monforte.83 Considering the audience as martyrs, the
spectacle of theatre appropriates the form of both execution and martyrdom. Thus
Etchells’s appropriation of Herr’s notion of responsibility manifests clearly a striking
parallel to contemporary theatre and warfare. Being witness to shocking theatre
production (such as In-Yer-Face theatre) arouses both feelings of guilt, uncanny
passivity and helplessness, sympathy rather than empathy, or embarrassing
entertainment.
Another possibility is to approximate the origin of witness with the Old English wit
standing for wit or wisdom. Thereby the witness takes power of the one informed,
acknowledged, knowing and inevitably has to bear the truth and agonize themselves by
it. According to Adrian Heathfield, “[w]hat separates the witnessing an event from a
watching one is the experience of the event’s excessive power. Here performance is
aligned with trauma as ‘the thing seen’ exceeds the understanding of its witness and
consequently return (sic) to haunt her.”84 Traumatic or negative experience can be
bound with the feeling of the sublime, most strikingly manifest in In-Yer-Face British
theatre and examined by Elzbieta Baraniecka. In Sublime Drama: British Theatre of the
1990s, Baraniecka argues that “the experience of sublime (as paradox) is disconcerting
for the audience, as well as experience of terror, shock, extreme situations generate
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chaos; “the sublime drama fails in its representation of the other and puts this failure
into representation, or, better said, has the audience experience this failure to grasp the
other.”85 Such disconcerting experiences of failure can be formative and have the
capacity to return and haunt us, as previously noted by Heathfield. These presumptions
lead to the fact that traumatic performance witnessing can be indeed a dramaturgical
step to test the limits of spectator-actor relationships.
The transformative territory of failure and liminality, as already exemplified by
Fischer-Lichte’s concept of radical presence and Bailes’s notion of poetics of failure, is
likewise investigated by Nicolas Ridout. In Stage Fright, Animals, and Other Theatrical
Problems Ridout emphasizes mutual interconnectedness between the performer and the
performed:
The spectators are transformed….The objects turn themselves into you, and you into
them, and instead of a plentitude in oneness experienced in the moment of absorption,
comes a constant to and fro, an unbecoming becoming, in which the action takes place
in a kind of in-between, neither onstage nor off, accompanied by the rattle and clatter of
unseemly machinery in the wings.86

Mutual becoming of Ridout, treated by Deleuze chiefly in A Thousand Plateaus as
well as Anti-Oedipus, highlights “being” rather than to “be,” in other words, the fluid
nature of one’s identity. Becoming is the result of constant movement of identity, which
leads to the creation of the rhizome. “To appreciate becoming as a fact of life, a stage of
critical self-awareness, or even an ethical response is to appreciate how identity itself is
formed through opposition, alterity and difference.”87 As it seems, becoming as well as
deterritorialization carry productive quality, both for those theatre-producing and those
theatre-witnessing, which is a result of carefully designed, “rhizomatic” performance
tactics.

1.4.4 Forced Entertainment: Rhizomatic Self-Citationality
Finally, I am going to investigate the subject matter of how the shows and the way it
operates as a creative soil for the workings of the audience. The unsettling strategies of
Forced Entertainment worth exploring within the study of liminal proxemics are their
original use of recycling palimpsestuous themes, using found or borrowed sources,
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which are molten into original kaleidoscopic units or create vortex-like structures,
which revolve around a single rule or concept. Another highly typical dramaturgical
tool of the company is their rich use of subversive elements such as silence and
boredom. The tactics of making-present elements, including addressing the audience, or
the reality/fiction interplay, described by Florian Malzacher as “dramaturgy of
presence”88 is supported by confessional style of acting, as well as in their subject
matters.
In “Always Under Investigation: From Speak Bitterness to Bloody Mess,” Judith
Helmer identifies their style as “continuous stream of autobiographical fiction”89 or
“intimate documentary”90 and technique of their devising method as “well-crafted
chaos.”91 Indeed, their non-linear, channel-surfing, or as Deleuze would put it –
rhizomatic – aesthetics as well as irregular rhythm resembles film-making techniques,
most notably docufiction methods

a technique mixing documentary technique

contaminated with fictional elements as well as found footage. The implementation of
long silence scenes or over-extended scenes leads to what Heathfield identifies as
ruptures, which are “a kind of pedestrian sublime – the presence of the unpresentable –
carried through the recognition of our impure flesh and encountered in the blank
moments of the mundane.”92 These are the invitations that then allow permeability of
human as well as spectators’ selves into the event of theatrical experience of what
Etchells calls
(a)vulnerability. A frailty. A provisionality. Homemade. Human-scale. A
slipperiness. An air of anti-art. A workman-like attitude. A rawness. A bleakness.
A melancholy. A hilarity. An anger. A lack of compromise. A theatre that insists
on its own time, brings you into collision with its own temporality. A theatre that
has no beginning and no end.93

Process-based non-linear devised performances are difficult to conceptualize, let
alone comprehended by the spectator. The performances by Forced Entertainment
enable certain apprehension due to their rhythmical structure or game-like quality. Their
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complex nature is understandable via the concept of rhizome – an endless set of
interconnected entities. In the CR-ROM Imaginary Evidence commenting on their
creative strategies, Forced Entertainment produced a picture illustrating their creative
strategies, see Fig 2.94

Fig. 2. Imaginary Evidence

The picture vividly highlights company’s preoccupation with the elements such as
death, suicide, blankness, borders of language, pretending, structuring chaos or failure,
to name just a few. They all revolve around silence, which is located in the centre of the
picture and along with other elements will be closely analysed in the third chapter.
Besides the other elements, the issue of silence will be treated separately in both
following chapters. The ultimate contribution of Forced Entertainment is not in bringing
in the silence, but in the attempt to achieve it. Forced Entertainment’s shows prove to be
a process-driven spectator-oriented probes. The reason for their implementation of
silence is clear: conscious artistic freedom. Deleuze’s rhizomatic approach to thinking –
considering complexities and interconnections between each units (and closely
associated with the notions of deterritorialization, becoming and haecceity), constitutes
an important tool in mapping the similarly intriguing body of work Forced
Entertainment have produced. The interconnected, seemingly chaotic plane of Forced
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Entertainment’s themes, approaches and elements can be grasped by Deleuze’s notion
of immanence.

1.5

Towards the Poetics of Immanence

This project questions how and why performances of Forced Entertainment function,
although their aesthetic is provocative, seditious and boring often fostering the
aesthetics of every-day mundanity. Deleuze’s immanence is not only a defining
measure: how the performance is created as the theatre of immanence, but also how it
can be decoded: as a function via its poetics of immanence.
Arguably, the company’s unique approach to work is the result of the combination of
quasi-realistic quotidian acting and non-linear openness of rhizomatic nature within
their work structure. The interplay between the real and fictitious and their creative
theme assemblages create another efficient way in establishing proximal relationship
with their audiences. These four key factors enable the establishing transformative
milieu that leads to realization of spectator’s own transient presence. In this confluence
of shared experience, Cull highlights the activating moment of the audience:
Performance allows our life to really beat to a new rhythm, whether as audiences or
performers; it allows our life the multiplicity of duration to be something lived, rather
than merely contemplated or reflected on from a safe distance.95

The experience and realization of transience of theatrical experience as well as of life
is equally echoed in Fischer-Lichte’s observation that “since performances are as
illusory and transient as human life, they can act as life’s fullest allegory and point out
its transience.”96 Both the projects of Fischer-Lichte and Bailes seem to agree when
dealing with the aesthetics of performance. Although the unifying logic of FischerLichte calls for performance’s self-organizing autopoiesis – “aesthetic experience and
liminal experience ultimately coincide due to the workings and effects of the autopoietic
feedback loop (of the performance);”97

still it must be noted that the autopoietic

feedback loop includes both actors and spectators.98 Cull, on the other hand, stresses the
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multiplicity and openness of the theatre system, since, “actual theatres are always a
mixture of both immanent and transcendent tendencies, and because theatres are
processes.”99 Ideally, Cull goes on to explore, the theatre of immanence which indeed is
“entirely self-organizing rather than appealing to the authority of a text, author or
director; and also, perhaps, one that does not measure the value of the worlds that it
creates in relation to an external reality.”100 This concept, is purely hypothetical, since
there is no theatre without spectators, for the presence of a spectator is a conditio sine
qua non for theatre to materialize. The self-organizing nature of theatre as according to
Cull will be closer examined in chapter two, in the connection with pure immanence.
According to Bailes, in the case of the polysemic theatre of Forced Entertainment “a
poetics of failure emergers (sic) from an in-between place, from between the folds of
disappointment, and through a political engagement with the social, cultural and artistic
dis-illusion.”101 However, it is not the labour of the “political engagement with the
social, cultural and artistic dis-illusion,” it is the labour of the human-scale error that
produces effect, since theatre’s strength is precisely in its weakness – in the capacity to
fail. As Nicolas Ridout puts it, “[f]ailure, then, is constitutive. That there is something
wrong with theatre is the sign that it is theatre.”102 The capacity of the failure activates
the spectator; it is indeed what Alan Read in Theatre in the Expanded Field describes as
“the irritation gene – “[c]apacity for performance is a capacity to irritate, and to be
irritated.”103 Read correctly stresses double-sidedness, or interconnectedness of such a
relationship. The irritation of realization of immanence - spectatorial ephemerality as
well as the fleetingness of theatrical eventhood is achieved by both proximity enhancing
acting and fragility displaying aesthetics of Forced Entertainment – their “intimacy of
in-between.”
The multi-faceted nature of devised as well as durational/conceptual works of Forced
Entertainment invites the reading via Deleuzian thought. Forced Entertainment’s
invitation to explore the transformation-potentiality of the territory between the actors
and the spectators, namely their performances’ structural patterns, sympathy provoking
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aesthetics, audience integration and accentuated emphasis of the now will be closely
examined in the following four chapters. The chapter two provides deeper
contextualising study of most significant Deleuzoguattarian concepts of rhizome,
deterritorialization, becoming, haecceity and immanence within the framework of
performance. The third chapter maps the performances and performance-related works
of Time Etchells, the director of Forced Entertainment, and primarily examines the
performativity embedded in them and the implication Deleuzoguattarian philosophy
enables to suggest. The fourth chapter finally examines company’s recent performance
productions, devised works of standard lengths. The last chapter is predoiminantly
focused on both conceptual and durational projects, whose extended temporal frame
provides most logical connection with the operation of immanent potential.
This overall task of the project is to highlight the aspect of humanity, life within
theatre productions; the moments that Etchells realizes: “the desire […] for nakedness,
defencelessness. An exposure that does not have a name. Something beyond.”104 The
nameless “something beyond” is described and allocated by Fischer-Lichte as
“autopoietic feedback loop,” by Bailes as the result of the company’s “poetics of
failure.” Cull attributes the transformative potential to the affect of a theatre that is
created bottom-up, immanently. Here I would like to make one step further from the
approach of Cull’s. Etchells with Forced Entertainment seek, which, with the help of
Deleuze I call “poetics of immanence” – attempting to locate what Deleuze calls pure
immanence: “A LIFE, and nothing else.”105
This chapter has shown how complex both performance discourse is and how
interconnectedness the entire Deleuze’s and Deleuzoguattarian philosophies appear.
Therefore, the following chapter serves as the introduction in their thought, its
implication on application on performance theory and its application on analysed
performances. As argued at the opening of the chapter, although believing in this world,
in this life is a challenging issue, I will try to demonstrate how the complexity of the
task operates via the immanent logic. I will be limited to the identification of productive
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interconnection of the theatre experience and life that has a transformative potential here
and now for us, or, as Deleuze has it, “on our plane of immanence today.”106
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2

Deleuze & Performance Theatre

2.1

The Philosophy of Gilles Deleuze
[F]reedom exists only within immanence.1

The philosophy of Gilles Deleuze is a complex and open system whose “anythinggoes” or – to borrow Deleuze’s own term – rhizomatic, interconnected and
interconnectable nature constitutes the chief potential of the theory and its logical
implication for many areas of academic discourse. The recent so-called philosophical
turn in the international field of theatre and performance research2 invites readings of
contemporary experimental theatre projects through the lens of Deleuze and Félix
Guattari’s thought. Although the popularity of their critical enquiry has generated great
critical interest in recent years, it is still legitimate to agree with Laura Cull’s
observation that along with Bergson, Deleuze’s potential in theatre and performance
discourse is yet to be developed.3 One of the possible reasons is that although rich in
their scope of interest, Deleuze and Guattari never addressed the issues of theatre
directly or complexly, and besides the attempts of Cull’s there has been no unified
attempt to do so. Therefore, this thesis aims at locating Deleuzian and
Deleuzoguattarian key terms within the discourse of performance theatre.
Throughout his prolific writing career, Deleuze considered his works as pure
philosophy, and not criticism, since he pursued the creation of concepts that would
equally correspond to those creative artistic practices of painters, filmmakers, musicians
and writers. It is Damian Sutton who highlights Deleuzian understanding of philosophy
as uncovering life within art, which by analogy becomes a key idea also in the present
thesis: “the philosopher’s task is to remove the strata to appreciate immanence, the
forces of life, so artists must remove the contingent or reliant.”4 As a logical response
then, this thesis attempts to free performance theatre from its “contingency or reliance”
of theatre studies critical approaches, and locate the specificities of devised performance
theatre within the thought and “unthought” of Deleuzian philosophy.
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In Deleuze’s curious and provocative concept thought is always correlated with
something outside thought, the “unthought in thought,” which is a pure difference that
cannot be assimilated into something we know. The confrontation with this unthought
forces us to think and re-think our own thinking, which inevitably brings about a new
image of thought. Thus the encounter with the outside of thought can take place when
philosophy is confronted with art, which also produces thinking, not by formulating
concepts, but by creating “affects” and “percepts” as Deleuze and Guattari argue. 5
Therefore thinking “unthought in thought,” is always productive and potentially
dangerous, no matter how insignificant it appears: “[t]hinking provokes general
indifference. It is a dangerous exercise nevertheless.”6 Thereby the act of thinking
unthought in terms of contemporary theatre appears as the “dangerous exercise” –
challenging yet fruitful. Thinking unthought means to become somebody else,
becoming a stranger to onelself: s transformative process.
To approach the complexity and interconnectedness of Deleuzoguattarian
philosophy, it is necessary to realize, that it operates as a plane, which, as deBeristegui
acutely observes, “defines neither a surface nor a volume, but a direction, or a manifold
of directions.”7 The nature of this multi-directionality and indeed multiplicity is
symptomatic of the crucial works of Deleuze and Guattari, most notably in their twin
volume Anti-Oedipus (1972) and A Thousand Plateaus (1980). In What is Philosophy?
(1991), their last joint project, they most univocally elaborate on the concept of
philosophy, which “is becoming, not history; it is the coexistence of planes, not the
succession of systems.”8 The idea of philosophy as a coexisting system of relations and
networks is most crucial for the thesis. However, prior to addressing ideas expressed in
those three canonical volumes – for the present thesis focally important, it is
illuminating to examine in brief Deleuze’s philosophical background and the key ideas
located in his early philosophical encounters.
Gilles Deleuze (18 January 1925 – 4 November 1995), arguably one of the most
influential theoreticians and thinkers of the late twentieth century, understood
“Perhaps this is the supreme act of philosophy: not so much to think THE plane of immanence as to
show that it is there, unthought in every plane, and to think it in this way as the outside and inside of
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philosophy as the production of concepts, which are not uniform or logical, but rather
fragmented and random: “[p]hilosophical concepts are fragmentary wholes that are not
aligned with one another so that they fit together, because their edges do not match up.
They are not pieces of a jigsaw puzzle but rather the outcome of throws of the dice.”9
The conceptual randomness, intuitiveness and ludic heterogeneity, as expressed by the
“dice throw” is equally expressed by Brian Massumi in the introduction to his
translation of A Thousand Plateaus, where he elaborates on the reciprocal, transversal
and radical nature of the late philosophy of Deleuze and Guattari: “[t]he authors steal
from other disciplines with glee, but they are more than happy to return the favor.”10
Further Massumi advocates the conceptual openness and universal applicability by
recalling Deleuze’s own image for a concept, which is not that of a brick to build from,
but a “tool box.”11
The tool-box-like universal applicability of Deleuze’s conceptual approaches starts to
crystalize in his first major philosophical work Difference and Repetition (1968), where
he attempts to develop a metaphysical concept that would equal to this of mathematics
and science. In Deleuze’s understanding of metaphysics multiplicity replaces substance,
event replaces essence and virtuality replaces possibility. The trinity of multiplicity,
event and virtuality become later the core of his argumentation with Guattari. Deleuze’s
curious philosophy is marked by the fact that life is happening, life simply is.12
Deleuze’s vitalitistic approach to philosophy is that of intuitive, organic. Similarly,
Matthew Goulish advocates that science “is curiosity. Science is the art of not
knowing.”13 Intuitive trial and error method is a scientific methodological tool.
Deleuze’s attitude to philosophy is based on experimentation and organic coexistence.
Besides conceptualising metaphysics, Deleuze prolifically commented on the history
of philosophy in a number of studies, most importantly on David Hume, Friedrich
Nietzsche, Immanuel Kant, Henri Bergson, or Baruch Spinoza. Deleuze was equally
critically active in the field of arts, where he produced two studies on cinema – Cinema
I: The Movement-Image (1983), Cinema II: The Time-Image (1985), literature Proust
9
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and Signs (1964), Kafka: Toward a Minor Literature (1975) and painting Francis
Bacon: Logic of Sensation (1981). The ideas expressed in those volumes, however, will
be considered only marginally in the thesis.
Deleuze’s first notable concept crucial for further argumentation within this thesis
appears in Kant’s Critical Philosophy: The Doctrine of the Faculties (1963). There
Deleuze argues in favour of a purely immanent critique of reason – a critique that did
not seek “errors” of reason produced in mind by external causes, but rather “false
problems” and “internal illusions” that arise from within reason itself by the illegitimate
(transcendent) uses of the syntheses of consciousness.14 Therefore Deleuze
characterized his own work as a philosophy of immanence, building on Kant, who,
Deleuze claims, had failed to realize fully the ambitions of his critique. Daniel Smith
and John Protevi highlight that Kant made the field of consciousness immanent to a
transcendental subject, thereby reintroducing an element of identity that is transcendent
(meaning external) to the field itself, and reserving all power of synthesis (identityformation) in the field to the activity of the always already unified and transcendent
subject.15 Contrary to Kant’s concept, Deleuze suggests the reversal of his critique by
placing events into time, rather than seeing the chain of events constituting time by the
passing of present moments. The concept of identity always in motion becomes seminal
for the later development of rhizomatic thinking and the understanding of becoming.
The issue of time is first treated significantly by Deleuze in Bergsonism (1966):
duration, besides the abovementioned virtuality and multiplicity later constitute the
major elements of Deleuze’s critique. Deleuze uses Bergson’s philosophy to define a
different concept of time. Duration (durée), understood by Bergson is the heterogeneous
intermingling spectrum graspable through simple intuition by the imagination.16 For
Deleuze, the kind of time that we turn into history does not exist. Damian Sutton
observes that in Deleuzian understanding “we can only ever live in the present, the
infinitesimally small moment that divides past and future.”17 Both Bergson and Deleuze
agree on our existence in duration, as well as the fact that duration constitutes the
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background or presupposition of time. Our actual time of the present, however, Deleuze
recognises as much more complex.
The present is always passing, fluid, yet it always separates our sense of past and
future. Analogously, Cull stresses the “Deleuzo-Bergsonian idea of the present [is]
constituted by the coexistence of multiple durations.”18 Duration is a change, a process
of alteration, “belonging to things as much as to consciousness.”19 In its simplest form,
duration is “a lived passage or transition,”20 taking on Bergson’s, for whom memory
operates as “the conservation and preservation of the past in the present.”21 The duration
of Deleuze is thus a transitory process of changes and alterations. We perceive duration
through change; therefore it deterritorializes. Unlike Bergson, who believed that identity
is always in duration, Deleuze argues that it is in constant motion.
That said, it implies that Deleuzian concept brings about a small particle of time, the
instant, which is a kind of pure subjectivity which Deleuze calls affection. Affection,
Damian Sutton warns, is frequently misunderstood as perception: “[a]ffection is […] an
impurity, because it is both a feeling and a memory, mixing with our perceptions. In
between matter and memory, then, is affection.”22 Memory, being connected with
matter through affection therefore appears to act in the “rhizomatic” manner. Sutton
compares the mechanism of memory to that “of an old jukebox, or in the same way that
we might choose old records on a gramophone.”23 Similarly Brian Massumi in the
connection with A Thousand Plateaus advocates the challenge of Deleuze’s approach to
philosophy that is possible to be equated to organic nature of the memory, or listening
to an old record.24 According to Deleuze, the complexity of life resembles philosophy;
they are both in motion and duration, interconnected, yet located in the middle: “life
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does not itself have moments, […] but only between-times, between-moments.”25 This
interconnectedness, multiplicity and organic change-in-motion of Deleuze constitute the
backbone of most influential Deleuzoguattarian concepts.

2.2

Deleuze & Guattari: Key Terms and Approaches

Key terms and approaches relevant for the examination of devised theatre, however,
crystallized mainly in the collaboration between Deleuze and Guattari. Gilles Deleuze
met Félix Guattari (30 April 1930 – 29 August 1992), a radical psychoanalyst and a
political activist, in 1968. They both co-authored the abovementioned Anti-Oedipus, A
Thousand Plateaus and What is Philosophy? The ideas expressed in those manifest the
core argument of the present thesis and are laid out in further details in the following
parts of this chapter.
The “multi” and “inter” nature of thinking that stems from some of Deleuze’s early
sketched ideas are developed fully in collaboration with Guattari. Throughout A
Thousand Plateaus, Deleuze and Guattari develop new vocabulary that accentuates
connectability of things rather than their being, and tendencies that could evolve in
creative mutations rather than a “reality.” Deleuze and Guattari prefer to consider things
not as substances, but as assemblages or multiplicities, focusing on things in terms of
unfolding and developing forces – “bodies and their powers to affect and be affected –
rather than static essences,” as Adrian Parr posits.26 The path of mutations through the
actualisation of connections among bodies that were previously only implicit (or
“virtual”) and produce new powers to act and respond is called a “line of flight.”27
Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of a “line of flight” is triggered from the
consideration that the work of Antonin Artaud forces us to think differently, to sense
anew and be exposed to affects in unpredictable ways. Hence, Parr believes, by
generating new percepts and affects, art could be described as an “affective system” of
change. Besides deterritorialization or “smooth space,” the concept of “line of flight”
operates as a disguise to express freedom, or “a life which is lived at another degree of
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intensity.”28 In other words, a line of flight is what Deleuze himself started to explore
within Kant’s critique of immanence.
The interconnection between life, philosophy and art starts to surface most
significantly towards the end of the collaboration between Deleuze and Guattari. In
What is Philosophy? they famously compare philosophy to a portrait: “[t]he history of
philosophy is comparable to the art of the portrait. It is not a matter of ‘making lifelike,’
that is, of repeating what a philosopher said but rather of producing resemblance by
separating out both the plane of immanence he instituted and the new concepts he
created.”29 The production of resemblances leads to the actual realization of immanent
quality in/of life – uncovering the difference not outside of oneself, as via reflection or
communication, but within ourselves.
Before analysing individual terms which stem from the ideas present in the
collaborative works by Deleuze and Guattari, it must be noted that their thought and
unthought itself is creative, productive and performative. When considering AntiOedipus, Smith and Protevi advocate the book’s “performative effect, which attempts to
‘force us to think,’ that is, to fight against a tendency to cliché.”30 Smith and Protevi
further highlight the book’s subversive and provocative nature and conclude that the
performative effect of reading the book is shocking and unforgettable experience. 31 As
already argued, to approach the complexity of Deleuzian philosophy, one should not
isolate single phenomena of his thought; on the contrary, the work of Deleuze and
Guattari is highly interconnected, or to use the term rhizomatic, producing performative
effects and connections.

2.2.1 Rhizome
Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of the rhizome constitutes the pillar of their approach
to thinking and writing. It draws from its etymological meaning, where “rhizo” means
combining form meaning “root,” and the biological term “rhizome” which describes a
form of plant that can extend itself through its underground horizontal tuber-like root
system and develop new plants.32 In addition, Deleuze and Guattari describe the
28
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rhizome as an action of many abstract entities in the world, including music,
mathematics, economics, politics, science, art, the ecology and the cosmos. The rhizome
conceives how everything and everybody – all aspects of concrete, abstract and virtual
entities and activities – can be seen as multiple in their interrelational movements with
other things and bodies. The nature of the rhizome is that of a moving matrix, composed
of organic and non-organic parts forming symbiotic and parallel connections, according
to transitory and as yet undetermined routes.33
The introductory chapter of A Thousand Plateaus opens with a picture of “XIV Piano
Piece for David Tudor” by Silvano Bussotti, see Fig. 3. The title of the opening chapter
states: “1. Introduction: Rhizome.”34 The picture represents the concept of rhizomatic
approach which is the resistance to linearity and chronological causality. It opens new
possibilities

via

its

temporality,

multiplicity,

nonlinearity,

fluidity

and

interconnectedness.

Fig. 3. Introduction to A Thousand Plateaus – “XIV Piano Piece for David Tudor”

Deleuze and Guattari exemplify that due to its rhizomatic character it is particularly
music which has far greater deterritorializing force.35 Rhizomatic nature of creativity,
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writing, or even existence is not an assimilative process, but a milieu of perpetual
formative transformations.36 The rhizome is creative, evolutionary and has therefore a
capacity to deterritorialize.

2.2.2 Deterritorialization
[A] positive value of deterritorialization [is] the ability to form new abstract machines.37

Deterritorialization can best be understood as a movement producing change. As
exemplified above, rhizomatic thinking as well as deterritorialization manifests
Deleuzoguattarian concern to overcome the dualistic framework which underpins
western philosophy (being/nonbeing, life/death, original/copy and as argued below,
life/art or performer/spectator). The rhizome also appears useful when dealing with the
notion of deterritorialization: it is useful to revisit the biological metaphor of rhizome,
as exemplified in Chapter 1.3 and above in 2.2.1. It proves particularly illuminating to
explain deterritorialization via the metaphor of a forest: the force of new trees to
naturally using sprouts and natural reseeding is to deterritorialize, wherefore the forest
thus complements the shift but organic and slow process of reterritorialization. This
very metaphor proves essentially powerful when considering all vanguard trends in
modern art, where the avant-garde simply deterritorializes the order only to be later
snatched by the terminology of academia, critics and the overall art milieu.
It is curious to notice a certain development of deterritorialization. Originally, in
Anti- Oedipus they speak of deterritorialization as “a coming undone.”38 Later, in A
Thousand Plateaus Deleuze and Guattari regard it as a transversal process that “defines
the creativity of an assemblage: a nonlinear and nonfiliative system of relations.”39
Levels of deterritorialization may vary, and can prove extremely effective when
considering performance pieces where the boundaries between art and life blur, as will
be exemplified later in this chapter. In rendering a seemingly undesignatable borderline
between art and life, another crucial aspect of Deleuzian philosophy, another
phenomenon appears to be highly applicable, the becoming. In the shift from the trigger
of freedom, or becoming untied to rhizomatic productive assemblage of complex
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relations, we can observe not only the fluidity of the whole concept, but also becomingcreative of the whole Deleuzoguattarian thinking.

2.2.3 Becoming
Becoming is a rhizome, not a classificatory or genealogical tree.40

Speaking of deterritorialization, the issue of becoming inevitably appears. Becoming,
treated chiefly in A Thousand Plateaus as well as originally in Anti-Oedipus, highlights
“being” rather than to “be,” in other words, the fluid nature of one’s identity. Sutton
similarly argues that becoming – the result of constant movement of identity leads to the
creation of the rhizome.41 This implies, as already stated, that becoming as well as
deterritorialization both carry productive quality and operate on the basis of continual
change and connection.
In his introduction to Anti-Oedipus, Deleuze argues that the goal of (literary)
machines is always to produce something.42 Thus the nature of a machine is to be
active. Deleuze further echoes D. H. Lawrence’s “[w]e have pushed a process into a
goal” and transverses the concept of the idea that “the aim of any process is not the
perpetuation of the process, but the completion thereof…”43 The process of affiliation
becomes its goal rather than the result – which is also an ultimate task of performance
art. Process-based performance art, as opposed to theatre, reasserts the reality, stresses
the authenticity, non-imaginative character. Similarly, as Smith and Protevi argue,
“rather than seeking the conditions for possible experience, [in Difference and
Repetition] Deleuze wants to provide an account of the genesis of real experience, that
is, the experience of this concretely existing individual here and now.”44 Later, in AntiOedipus both Deleuze and Guattari postulate that between metaphysical process and
historical process of social production “there is nothing but an ongoing process of
becoming that is the becoming of reality.”45
Because of its creative character, becoming is always positive. The direction of
becoming is regressive and it has a transformative capacity to produce alliances. It is a
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fluid process, “not a correspondence between relations. But neither is it a resemblance,
an imitation, or, at the limit, an identification.”46 According to Deleuze and Guattari,
becoming is the pure movement evident in changes between particular events, often
deducing the differences between the beginning and end, also, between the presence of
the present and the absence of the past.47 Becoming is regressive and “involutionary,
involution is creative. […] But to involve is to form a block that runs its own line
“between” the terms in play and beneath assignable relations.48 All becomings are
regressive, minoritarian.49 Cull further stresses that for Deleuze minorities are closer to
the creative, self-differentiating powers of life and share the “resistance to death, to
servitude, to the intolerable, to shame, and to the present.”50 This said, becomings carry
the quality of permanence and operate in the presence, as a certain anti-memory.
The usefulness of the Deleuzian concept of becoming in the context of relationship
between artist, artwork and viewer is obvious. Parr stresses that becoming enables us to
conceptualise the transformativity of the work’s witnessing as well as the process of
subjectification of performance by designating the non- linear dynamic processes of
change within their inter-relations – “the concept of art’s becoming is a fourfold
becoming- minor of the artist, viewer, artwork and milieu.”51 This implies that artworks
and milieu are equally interconnected and share corresponding proximal potentiality.
Becoming in the context of artwork invites also Deleuze and Guattari to elaborate on
so-called “zone of proximity or copresence,” which he exemplifies on becoming-dog:
you become-animal only if, by whatever means or elements, you emit corpuscles that
enter the relation of movement and rest of the animal particles, or what amounts to the
same thing, that enter the zone of proximity of the animal molecule. You become
animal only molecularly. You do not become a barking molar dog, but by barking, if it
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is done with enough feeling, with enough necessity and composition, you emit a
molecular dog.52

This lengthy passage illustrates becoming’s direction toward affinity on the
molecular rather than molar level. Becoming is an operation of the social as well as
personal identity, in which works through contagion, as Sutton puts it.53 One can
become-anyone through the operation of multiple mutual elements, from which, the
milieu, spatiotemporal coordinates of here and now, is necessary for the transformation
to become.

2.2.4 Haecceity
There is a mode of individuation very different from that of a person, subject, thing, or
substance. We reserve the name haecceity for it.54

Haecceity is a literal translation of the equivalent term in Greek which means to ti
esti, or “the what it is.” This “thisness” as coined in scholastics by Duns Scotus,
addresses particular qualities, properties and characteristics of an individual thing.
Originally the concept was touched upon by Deleuze and Guattari in Anti-Oedipus to
describe a process self-referrential understanding which manifests certain uniqueness
and is referred to as “thisness.”55 Later they develop haecceity in A Thousand Plateaus
where the individuation process possibly merges with temporality par excellence:
“haecceity has neither beginning nor end, origin nor destination; it is always in the
middle. It is not made if points, only of lines. It is a rhizome.”56 Haecceity is a process
located in the abovementioned moments of between-times, between-moments.
Deleuze and Guattari understand haecceities as degrees of intensity (a degree of heat,
a certain time of the day) that, in combination with other degrees of intensity, bring
about individuals.57 The individuals they bring about keep the anonymity of the preindividual realm. Further, they elaborate on the spatiotemporal coordinates of the
haecceity: “the difference is not at all between the ephemeral and the durable, nor even
between the regular and the irregular, but between two modes of individuation, two
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modes of temporality.”58 This leads Parr to the observation that haecceities first consist
entirely of movement and rest (longitude) between non- formed molecules and particles.
Second, they have the capacity to affect and be affected (latitude). 59 Nevertheless,
between these two modes, there is a mutual contact as well as “a natural play of
haecceities, degrees, intensities, events, and accidents that compose individuations
totally different from those of the well-formed subjects that receive them.”60 This
mutual effect-ability and transformation is a complex rhizomatic set of relations of
longitude and latitude, “a set of speeds and slownesses between unformed particles, a
set of nonsubjectified affects. You have the individuality of a day, a season, a year, a
life,”61where it is not necessary to differentiate between the producing and its product.
The fluidity of the pure “thisness” of the object produced is carried over into a new act
of producing.

Haecceity thus not only represents certain essence, uniqueness, a

particularity of oneself, but also the unrepeatability of relationships located within the
theatrical hic et nunc. Due to haecceity, immanent qualities of a work can surface.

2.2.5 Immanence
Immanence manifests a peak of Deleuzeoguattarian as well as Deleuze’s own
philosophy. It also constitutes the crucial concept for the possible application in
treatment of performance, therefore it cherishes most significant attention within the
present thesis. The issue of immanence is most complexly articulated in the last joint
work of Deleuze and Guattari, What is Philosophy? and also elaborated on by Deleuze
himself in Pure Immanence: Essays on a Life. In What is Philosophy? Deleuze and
Guattari articulate fully previously inconsistent arguments revolving around Kant’s
critique and develop Spinoza’s concept. To put it simply, immanence represents the
quality of being contained, existing or remaining within. It thus creates a logical
opposition to transcendence which presupposes existing or coming from outside or
beyond.
Deleuze’s major point is in the rejection of the binary opposition of life and death, or
creation and non-creation. Immanence, or the plane of immanence, contains both life
and death, creation and non-creation. Similarly, art and life coexist and should not be
58
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separated. In Deleuze – A Guide for the Perplexed Claire Colebrook highlights
Deleuze’s assertion that “[h]uman life does have a power or potential to think, but we
can only understand this power, not when life unfolds from itself, but when this power
encounters other powers.”62 In other words, Colebrook stresses the general potentiality
of connection-making. The life, Deleuze’s major preoccupation, is unqualified
immersion or embeddedness. An ethics of immanence distances from its reference to
judgments of good and evil, right and wrong, as a transcendent model would pursue.
Deleuze and Guattari argue that immanence is a life rather than ‘my’ life or the life of
Deleuze general, complex, all around us.63 The indefinite article suggests that it points
to transcendental not transcendence.64 The concept of immanence perhaps best
exemplifies the nature of the relations “in” or “inter.”

Deleuze’s philosophy of

immanence, similarly to rhizomes, emphasises connections over forms of separation.
But this connection must itself be a connectivity between relations and not between
different identities. Therefore in relations with transcendence, immanence cannot
oppose it; we cannot speak about immanence without transcendence.
Thinking immanently does not eliminate or exclude traces of immanence, because
immanence is inclusive. DeBeistegui emphasizes entropic tendencies to develop
“intensities into extensities: concepts into opinions […], images into clichés, sensations
into perception, etc. Everywhere immanence produces its effects of transcendence.”65
The transformativity and transformation-capacity of immanence is connected with its
openness and infinity. Cull points out that immanence is vertiginous “because thinking
immanence is never complete.”66 Deleuze himself claims that immanence is an open
whole, “a whole which changes.”67 Analogously, Claire Colebrook Claire stresses that
“the open whole is the whole of duration; but crucially, it is a poly-rhythmicity rather
than a temporal container that would unite and homogenize all differing rhythms of
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life.”68 Deleuze and Guattari repeatedly argue that immanence is not only immanent to
itself; it is in endless series of relations. Only when immanence is no longer immanent
to something other than itself it is possible to speak of a plane of immanence. The plane
is “a radical empiricism: it does not present a flux of the lived that is immanent to a
subject and individualized in that which belongs to a self.”69
The plane of immanence is understood as a section of chaos which acts like a sieve.
Chaos is characterized by the infinite speed of determinations which take shape and
vanish. Immanence is not a movement from one determination to the other but the
impossibility of a connection between them.70 The plane secures conceptual linkages
with ever increasing connections, and concepts secure the populating of the plane on an
endlessly variable and renewable curve. This structure resembles the abovementioned
“curvature” of devised performance structure of Forced Entertainment, as depicted in
Fig. 2. Rather than a concept that can be thought, the plane of immanence is “the image
of thought, the image thought gives itself of what it means to think, to make use of
thought, to find one’s bearings in thought.”71
Deleuze and Guattari understand the plane of immanence as a unifying element in
the chaos: “[c]oncepts are like multiple waves, rising and falling, but the plane of
immanence is the single wave that rolls them up and unrolls them.”72 The unifying
character is however not of individuation but singularization. In its purest form,
immanence “inspires the fewest illusions, bad feelings, and erroneous perceptions.”73 It
is impossible to achieve immanence completely in one’s life; only a life – impersonal
and anonymous, can achieve immanence as implies the Deleuze’s concept of pure
immanence, “A LIFE, and nothing else.”74 The lives of people, arguably artists or
philosophers, as deBeistegui suggests with Deleuze, can, however, “indicate the point at
which their life becomes a life, and the illusion of transcendence dissolves into pure
immanence.”75 In the connection with artistic creation, Deleuze posits immanence
beyond good and evil that could be equated to freedom: “[i]t is not immanence to life,
68
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but the immanent that is in nothing is itself a life. A life is the immanence of
immanence, absolute immanence: it is complete power, complete bliss.”76 The “inter”
and “in,” inclusive rather than exclusive nature of immanence, as well as interest in the
interrelations, so symptomatic of the philosophy of Deleuze and Guattari, is equally
applicable to performance, to the relationship between the performer, spectator and the
work itself. Akin to immanence, that is always immanent to something, theatre has a
similar connective potentiality – a relation to somebody or something. Like immanence,
theatre is also a coexisting system of relations of multiple organic qualities.
While considering the connection between the work of art and men, in his critique
Deleuze departs from the basic presupposition that modernism rejects to believe in this
world, the world presented to us. Deleuze suggests that to believe in this world invites
the possibility to reconnect men to what they see and hear, therefore he urges this belief
to be reconstituted. The first chapter opens with Deleuze’s hope to build the belief in
this world on our plane of immanence.77 In this context, Lars Tønder elaborates on
Deleuze’s statement that “we need to believe in this world,”78 which, as Tønder puts it,
means “to perpetuate life, to affirm its cracks and dissonances as sites of undisclosed
potentiality. It is, we might say, an immanent enchantment.”79 Thus the acceptance to
believe, the immanent reading of performance, its cracks and dissonances, brings the
potentiality of creative transformative experience, the perception through life in a
performance, the life of performers, to realize the life of spectators; or to translate to
Deleuze’s words, a life within the life – performance’s poetics of immanence.

2.3

Deleuze on Performance
Theatre is too long, and too disciplined, [it is] an art that remains entrenched in the
present and in daily issues, while never advancing beyond dimensions of the present.80

As already stated, although Deleuze’s philosophical attention was extremely broad,
yet besides scarce comments on Antonin Artaud and Samuel Beckett, theatre escaped
his attention. Nevertheless, reading Deleuze’s thought, theatre is present everywhere.
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The nature of Deleuzoguattarian thought has the capacity to force us to think, because
of its very interest in “multi” and “inter.” In the context of performance, similarly,
Richard Schechner highlights the role of “inter” in/and performance, to exist between,
on the way from something towards something else, to be exploring the liminal.81 This
implies that logical application of Deleuze’s thought provides a liminal-transforming
experience of performance that is “too long and disciplined” and always in present,
wherein lies the strength of performance.
For Deleuze and Guattari, art is removed from philosophy, because it has the
capacity to reveal and verbalize, or give shape to issues with which philosophy
grapples. Damian Sutton remarks that it is philosophy which can presuppose the plane
of immanence, “the non-organic life that runs through the universe, giving it shape and
form. Art can suppose the shapes themselves, however, and can give us a glimpse of
that immanence.”82 Art preserves by making objects alive. Sutton goes on to highlight
the importance of Deleuze and Guattari in reading contemporary performance, because
of becoming provoked by social operations of difference – becoming woman, becoming
minor, etc. Performance thus is not mere illustration (as in fiction), but a truly
transformative experience for all – the performer, participant and viewer.83
As already stated, Deleuze and performance are still rather under-explored. The only
unified study is that of Laura Cull’s. It primarily focuses on the immanent structure of a
performance. Cull compares immanence in its purest form to a self-organizing theatre
independent of anything outside of it.84 This idea, like that of pure immanence is,
however, nothing but a construct, a mere concept. As there is no general pure plane of
immanence, there is no theatre without the authority of a text, authors or directors, of
elements external reality, like audience. An empty stage is never empty. Cull points out
actual theatres, because of their process-based nature, are always a mixture of both
immanent and transcendent tendencies. Cull identifies the tendency to immanence as
nurtured by means of collective creation (such as e.g. devised performance strategies);
the tendency to transcendence “manifests itself in the exertion of authorial control and
in the notion of ‘truth to the text.’”85
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The coalescence of both immanent and transcendent tendencies, of the collective
creation and authorial effort in the intersection with the specific histories of maker or
context constitutes the artistic freedom for which Deleuze and Guattari call: “freeing
life wherever it is imprisoned” reverberating Spinoza’s “freedom exists only within
immanence.”86 Analogously Sutton observes than in Deleuzoguattarian understanding
to be an artist one has simply to be an artist.87 The identity in motion manifests the
coalescence of an individual’s identity with that of a becoming-artist.
The interconnectedness offered by the concepts of Deleuze and Guattari enables the
examination of topics such as silence, disappearance or ennui in performance as
engaging and transformation-inviting experience. Like rhizome and immanence, Alan
Read posits, theatre departs from a point of coalescence, not a polarity. “The word
theatre itself carries with it the suggestion of a theory within practice. Theory comes
from the Greek theorem, which was derived from two words: thea and horao.”88The
operation if this-in-between shown and seen, Read’s “hinterland of the undocumented
and discreet,” the metaphysics of theatre,89 suggests indeed the immanent quality which
not only refuses the oppositions such as art and life or theatre and everyday, but even
highlights their mutual complicity: “[t]o value theatre is to value life, not to escape from
it,”90as Read advocates.
The first chapter of the thesis has indicated four elements in the so-called poetics of
immanence as connected with the performance theatre of Forced Entertainment: their
non-matrixed acting, their indirect inclusion of the spectator, the structure of their
performances, and the interplay between the real and fictitious. Whereas the first three
aspects will be examined in the forthcoming chapters, the following part of this chapter
examines the collapse of boundaries between the everyday and theatre, art and life, and
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exemplifies these with a number of performance/theatre projects whose nature stems
from

their

difficult-to-conceptualize

themes:

silence,

and

disappearance.

Deleuzoguattarian thought thus proves immensely useful methodology in their analysis.

2.3.1 Work Becoming Human – Silence and Disappearance
Exploring the works of iconoclasts and later focal figures of Western modern art
Marcel Duchamp and John Cage, it is inevitable to embark upon the issue of silence as a
manifestation of (artistic) freedom, universality and potentiality. One case study
locating Duchamp’s oeuvre in terms of materiality and life-art dichotomy may be his
famous 1909 Air de Paris. This half-readymade piece consists of an ampule containing
50ccs of air allegedly from Paris.91 The mass-produced glass container filled with
nothing graspable, neither visible nor audible, underlines Duchamp’s agency as an
original conceptual artist rather than a craftsman producing visually beautiful works of
art. Even more symptomatically, while constructing his last piece, Étant Donnés,
Duchamp left his studio empty – precisely for not making art – to pursue his attitude to
renounce retinal art. Similarly, the famous 4’33”, a composition in three movements by
John Cage,92 embodies a different experience of presence and absence. For 4 minutes
and 33 seconds, the performer sits at a piano motionless, therefore producing no
“music,” allowing thus sounds other than from the piano to be experienced.
Duchamp’s and Cage’s pieces manifest the irony of the failure of retinal, haptic or
aural content. All mentioned pieces present nothing music-wise, or drama-wise,
visuality-wise, even art-wise if art is considered the product of physical labour. Yet both
Duchamp and Cage created their pieces, albeit not manufactured or performed, aiming
to create something universal and indeed metaphysical. Arguably the most significant
contribution of Duchamp and later Cage to modern art was the shift from the retinal
understanding of art to the conceptual and mental realization of art: 93 both in the mind
of an artist as well as the onlooker. Nevertheless, as John Cage advocates, there is
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nothing such as silence, as there is always something that generates sounds – for
example a heartbeat and the coursing of the blood in one’s head. The impossibility of
escaping sonic experience applies equally to the overall visual or olfactory perception of
nothing, in other words, the empty space devoid of any action, since human senses still
have something to perceive, even if experiencing intentionally and naturally, seeming
vacuity. Therefore, the attempts to achieve silence or impose nothingness onto the
spectator, inevitably and naturally fail. In The Logic of Sense, Deleuze indicates that
body and language may choose to be silent: “the body may wish for silence with respect
to its works … but also projected, delegated, and alienated, speech becomes the
discourse of a beautiful soul that speaks of laws and virtues while keeping silent over
the body.”94 Duchamp’s and Cage’s works described all express “laws and virtues while
keeping silent,” externally mute, internally alive.
To put it in Deleuzian logic, silence itself cannot become the work. Silence can
constitute only one element of the work. Similarly Susan Sontag argues that “silence
can exist only in a cooked or non-literal sense.”95 It is the spectator who makes the piece
of art, by contemplating, realizing and, to put in Sontag’s way, by cooking it – out of
poly-rhythmically composed variety of elements, including silences. Like in music, as
in rhetoric, silence creates a space and rhythm, designating something. Specifically, the
rifts created by the silence in the flow of the show provide space. Both its rhythmical
and imaginative aspect makes silence an intriguing element in theatre. Silence and
nothingness, like in the pieces by Duchamp and Cage, create a mirror to reflect the
spectators’ external features, as seen in the reflexion of Duchamp’s Air de Paris, or
internal contemplation, as can be argued for Cage’s work, or imagination, in the case of
Étant Donnés.
Perhaps one of the early works of the author/work disappearing visually, yet
accentuating the coalescing synergy of spectators and authors’ energies, is a
performance piece by Chris Burden. In White Light, White Heat, Burden spent twentytwo days, from 8 February – 1 March 1975, on a triangular platform erected two feet
below the ceiling in the southeast corner of the gallery. 96 Lying and hiding, not seeing
anyone and not having been seen by anyone, the artist’s effort manifests an anti94
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capitalist wasting of time in order to explore nothing happening extrinsically, yet much
happening intrinsically. Such an omnipotent gesture, the wasting of time, challenging
the seriousness of the role of the audience, questioning the grand-narrative, are reflected
as well in the following quote from Sontag: “The function of art isn’t to promote any
specific experience, except the state of being open to the multiplicity of experience,
which ends in practice by a decided stress on things usually considered trivial or
unimportant.”97 Again, the transformativity and attention shifting experience that
Sontag stresses resonate with Deleuzian urge for openness and multiplicity, similar as in
the art/life relation.
Returning to the abovementioned Deleuze’s belief in this world, art’s role is to enrich
the everyday by highlighting its simplicity, by producing no grand gestures, in other
words, doing seemingly nothing extraordinary or unbelievable. Sontag points out that
“the artist is continually tempted to sever the dialogue he has with an audience,” 98 and
she underlines the possibility that the artist typically does not stop speaking but speaks
in a manner that his audience cannot hear. This also implies the recognition of the
artists’ tendency to eliminate “art” in favour of “life.”99 Additionally, Burden’s piece
introduces the awareness of not only a spatial but also energetic co-relationship, which
resonates between the performer and the audience.
Regarding the fine line between performance and the everyday, in his well-known
essay “Art Which Can’t Be Art,” Allan Kaprow claims that
unless the identity (and thus the meaning) of what the artist does oscillates between
ordinary, recognizable activity and the ‘resonance’ of that activity in the larger human
context, the activity itself reduces to conventional behaviour. Or if it is framed as art by
a gallery, it reduces to conventional art. Thus tooth brushing, as we normally do it,
offers no roads back to the real world either. But ordinary life performed as art/not art
can charge the everyday with metaphoric power.100

As seen from Kaprow’s claim, the metaphoric power of the everyday performed as
theatre can operate on the basis of several framing principles: 1) spatial framing (as
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suggested by Kaprow, e.g. a gallery), 2) expressive framing (the conscious decision of
the author/artists) or 3) pragmatic framing (of the spectator/critic). All principles freely
complement one another. Stephen Zepke adds that by constituting metaphoric relations
with the everyday, oscillating between art and life, Kaprow begins to develop what
Deleuze and Guattari call a plane of composition – avoiding any dramatization of the
score as an organizational principle.101 It is Zepke who realizes that “both Kaprow and
Deleuze abandon the process of dramatization for an event of individuation, in which
the score and its actualisation come to occupy a single plan(e) of composition
coexistence with ‘Life.’”102
The plane of composition – the sensations and affects that constitute our world – has
a fluid nature which has the potential to recompose the order of material and produces
freedom. Art, Claire Colebrook advocates, has the potential to select from the plane of
composition, because it no longer sees the world in terms of human opinion; it has a
deterritorializing force to recompose or reorder (reterritorialize) the plane of
composition. Thus art has a potential to be seen, to be actualized, to become.103
Unlike the fluidity and deframing nature of Deleuze’s plane of composition, Erving
Goffman in Frame Analysis (1974) explores the concept and implication of framing.
For Goffman, the frame is an organising principle for setting apart social events,
especially those events that, like play or performance, take on a different relationship to
normal life and normal responsibilities than the same or similar events would have as
“untransformed reality” outside the confines of the frame.104 For theatrical
understanding, framing represents a safe territory.
In a theatrical context there is often a clear spatiotemporal boundary, as set usually
within a particular ambience (e.g. a stage or a venue) with a more or less conventionally
agreeable duration (from several minutes to several hours) and relatively clear authorial
contribution – the work. Recent tendencies challenging the dualistic boundaries of art
and non-art have conspicuously proliferated in occidental art in a plethora of ways: in
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literature, one may speak of the rise in so-called conceptual writing such as that of
Kenneth Goldsmith, or verbatim drama, in which the authorial creative process does not
lie in writing or constructing the text, but in “merely” selecting it. Thus, the gesture of
the artist mirrors the anti-capitalist artistic drive of zero production, wasting time, doing
nothing, underlining what may later be called the “ctrl-pastism” of contemporary
culture, or further, as John Cage stressed, the manifestation of the displacement of
artistic choice and abjuring the self as creative agent in the ego-driven culture.105
No matter how much the author is distanced or even abjured from their work, the
perception of an artwork is itself a synesthetic experience per se. It is the body and
mind of the spectator that construct the affects imposed from the work’s reality through
so-called oral eyes: mise en scène, or the visual and aural frame of the work, or in other
words, parergon. In The Truth in Painting, 1987, Jacques Derrida critiques Immanuel
Kant’s Critique of Judgment to argue against the belief in the intrinsic nature of the
work of art. Derrida questions Kant’s presupposition of a universal value of beauty,
which would inevitably assume a clear, delineated line between the inside and outside
of the proper work of art. Unlike the frame, which Kant wanted to suppress, Derrida
shows that a distinction between inside and outside can never be fully attained.
According to Derrida, the outside always comes into the inside in order to define itself
as an inside (this shall be later applied to the life/art dichotomy).
Originally, Kant defines the parerga as an ornament or supplement in contrast to the
ergon (the work);106 Derrida clarifies the definition variously as frame and edge,
understood as the absolute limit between what is considered to be inside the work and
outside of it.107 According to Derrida, the parergon functions “without being a part of it
yet without being absolutely extrinsic to it.”108 The parergon is never simply outside or
inside but rather in the ambiguous space in between. This is also visually presented in
the written text on page, which Derrida purposely fragments by inserting frames
designating the frame, however, framing only empty space on the page, see Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Parergonal page in Derrida’s Truth in Painting109

These parergons express Derrida’s belief that they belong to the text and create a
certain rhythm as well as create rifts for the reader to substitute the void with their
imaginative content, therefore constituting a part of the work as well. Thus, the reader
becomes a part of the book, like the spectator becomes a part of a theatrical spectacle.
Naturally, the application of the parergon extends beyond the aesthetic to the dimension
of theatre: time and space, here and now.
This collapse of binaries, so indicative of Derrida as well as of Deleuze, brings
forward the question of the boundaries of art and life; for the sake of our argument, the
boundaries between theatre and reality. As already exemplified earlier, there appear
recent trends which accentuate the real nature of experience in real time; these, amongst
many are the projects defined as performance theatre or works deploying post-dramatic
aesthetics of the present.110 Such insistence on the non-illusionary and an accent of
reality calls into question the make-believe nature of most dramatic and theatrical
productions. Furthermore, postdramatic theatre insistence on the “non-manipulated”
identity of performers, highlighting non-acted elements here and now, steers back to
everyday life, challenging the boundary between art and life, or performance and the
everyday.
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Recently, the occidental art-life dichotomy and a plethora of projects that tackle this
issue, has inevitably become a subject of great scrutiny, not only in the mirror of its
oriental rendering (such as Cage’s implementation of Zen, ZaZen, Tao Te Ching etc.),
but since the late 1980s also in British drama, theatre and performance. In this respect
Elzbieta Baraniecka suggests that British “In-Yer-Face” drama be read through a lens of
the sublime, hence the experience of sublime (as paradox) is disconcerting for the
audience, much like experiences of terror, shock or extreme situations,111 generating
chaos. The sublime drama fails in its representation of the other and puts this failure
into representation, or, better yet, has the audience experience this failure to grasp the
other.112 According to Baraniecka, sublime drama is an “expression of the postmodern
zeitgeist represents the feelings of disillusionment with metanarratives on the one hand
and, on the other, a greater openness towards the singular narratives of the other.”113
Further, Baraniecka contends that the language in Sarah Kane’s 4.48 Psychosis has both
a subliminal and parergonal quality. “Words become parergonal as they become the site
of the repeated interpretative violence of framing. Any such attempt at framing meaning
fails and only exposes the lack of a fixed signified behind the signifiers,”114 Baraniecka
posits. The language within the theatre production disables any framing using familiar
language devices since the spectators are presented with uncanny, unfamiliar “foreign
bodies,” thus the framing to be found in language collapses in a parergonal way.
Similarly, when addressing late 1980s theatre in Britain, it is obvious that pervasive
postmodern elements within theatre performances which aim at alienation or
deterritorialization from the mainstream include ennui, banality, vagueness, the
everyday, lowbrow, non-linearity and fragmented insignificant themes in reaction to
grand-narratives, or “the singular narratives of the other,” as advocated by Baraniecka.
Like the music of John Cage or Marcel Duchamp’s conceptual pieces, the British art
scene is also preoccupied with the potentials of mundanity and the weariness of
everyday life. Therefore, the works of performers such as Bobby Baker, La Ribot and
Lone Twin embrace the aesthetics of the art of invisible, unseen, failure of expectations
as well as the gestural ignorance of their audiences. In relation to violence, silence is a
great tool for expressing impossibility, trauma or guilt, as seen with the performance
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pieces of Franko B, notably Aktion 398 and I Miss You, in which in complete silence
Franko B offers his wounded, mutilation-marked body for contemplation by the
audiences - individually in private one-to-one explorations, as in the case of the former,
or in the latter, on the catwalk as a form of fashion-show-gone-bad for a number of
spectators and photographers. Silence and doing-nothing seems to operate as leitmotif
in both of his highly visceral pieces.
Several other examples of silence and nothingness in Live Art include the famous Le
Dernier Spectacle (The Last Performance) by the French choreographer Jerome Bel.
The performance consists of a sequence of etudes which is repeated with gentle
alterations four times. The opening etude for instance shows Bel’s most famous
choreography, Jerome Bel performing Jerome Bel, standing motionless for a couple of
minutes, only timing his standing on stage. However, in the fifth repetition the scenes
are made invisible, so that the audience must imagine/remember what was happening in
the previous parts before, since they can see only Bel with his assistant carrying a black
cloth to make it impossible for them to see the performers.115
Unlike Jerome Bel standing and doing nothing, Bobby Baker, another well-known
live artist, in Mad Gyms and Kitchens, which premiered in Leeds in June 2012, presents
a typically autobiographical monologue on well-being, cooking and sanity. What Baker
does at the end of the spectacle, since she has devoted the entire performance to her own
as-if- therapeutically self-inspective confession, is to invite all audience members to
drink tea, eat biscuits and write/draw/paint/glue/cut their own well-being attributes,
using materials provided by Baker herself. Besides this spectatorial immersion, there is
no clear closure to the piece. Such an open-ending allows the performance to naturally
dissolve into the everyday, breeching the spatial boundaries of the venue as well as
losing its temporal frame. This was particularly noticeable for the author of the thesis
who, while drawing and sipping tea, noticed a couple of long-unseen friends-colleagues
and consequently went for a drink with them. As a result, the performance remained
still unfinished, subverting the horizons of expectations, somehow surpassing Kantian
parergon, being caught strangely in-between our evolving identities and fading
memories. The life of the performance and the author blurred on a highest
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spatiotemporal level. The transformation is what Matthew Goulish with Deleuze call
work becoming human. “A work is an object overflowing its frame. Work is an event in
which the human participates; the human is an organism that works. A work works
when it becomes an event of work. A work works when it becomes human. This
becoming occurs when we realize it.”116 This realization of work becoming human is
the reversal of the relation where human becomes work, as of e.g. Gilbert and George or
Tehching Hsieh. Yet both modes of becoming provide glimpses of the immanence,
since the work of art reveals immanent aspects of life located within and vice versa,
thereby they are transformative.

2.3.2 Human Becoming Work – Life Becoming Art
The final example presents the works of Tehching Hsieh, whose work and life
transformativity, as already suggested, happens on the plane of human becoming work,
or better say, human becoming art. His works, sometimes attributed to as “lifeworks,”117
create a unique example the confluence of artist’s life and work, in other words, almost
an unparalleled work that encapsulates almost the whole duration of the artist’s life and
stands out of cultural boundaries. His durational works provoke the concepts of
deterritorialization, and becoming as the vehicle to highlight the dissolution of authorian
identity into their work and blurring artists’ life with their work, which in occidental art
has remained unparalleled.118
Besides Marcel Duchamp, who is rightfully considered to be a direct antecedent of
what contemporary analysis considers conceptual art, or performance art, the second
important to tackle the issue of the boundaries between life and art is the
abovementioned artist and scholar Allen Kaprow. The most remarkable concept of
Kaprow’s is that off the un-artness: “[t]he un-artist ... is the offspring of high artist who
has left home.”119 In other words, the identity of the artist is contrasted to those of an
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ordinary living being by the realization, definition, aspiration, or framing. The identity
of an un-artist, or the dissolution of an artist’s identity into his work of art, permeates all
Tehching Hsieh’s works, most notably his last two pieces, ████ (will) and Earth.
During a period of nearly three decades, exactly from the 30 September 1978 until 31
December 1999 Tehching Hsieh spent doing his artwork.120 All of his pieces share
certain formal unities or framings, which are: each piece is announced beforehand by an
official statement, signed by the author(s). To mark the beginning of each piece, Hsieh
shaved his head to illustrate the flow of time and let his hair grow freely for the
duration. All works follow a strictly designated plan, in strictly contained
spatiotemporal coordinates.
For the first one-year performance, The Cage Piece, Hsieh spent an entire year
locked inside a cage that he had constructed in his loft. In his second, arguably most
famous one-year piece, Punch Time Clock Piece, Tehching Hsieh punched a time clock
every hour twenty-four hours a day, for an entire year. In his third project, Outdoor
Piece, Hsieh stayed out of doors for a whole year. He did not enter any building or
roofed structure. He spent the entire year roaming around Lower Manhattan in New
York. The Rope Piece, the fourth performance was a collaboration with Linda
Montano,121 with whom Hsieh spent a year tied together by an eight-foot rope. At the
same time, they both tried to avoid touching each other, so that they could maintain
some sense of personal freedom. Before the piece began, Hsieh and Montano had not
known each other. The last one-year piece, ████ (will) is a negation of the previous
four. Hsieh spent an entire year without art: without making art, talking or reading about
it, viewing it, or in any other way participating in it. Since there was nothing special
during this period of his life, there was nothing to record. The last project of Hsieh, a
13-year plan called Earth lasted all the way from his thirty-seventh birthday to his
fiftieth, on 31 December 2010. Like the fifth performance, it was not documented, but it
was followed by the documentation of his previous work in retrospect. When Hsieh
announced the piece, he said he would make art, but only in secret: never to show it in
public. He did not reveal the content or the purpose of the performance until the day the
120
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piece was completed. When the piece was over, the following day, on the 1. January,
2000, Hsieh produced a poster with a statement/picture which read: “I kept myself
alive.” The last piece, ultimately secretive, appears to be the one most challenging in
terms of its interpretation.
In an interview with Adrian Heathfield, as a response to the question of what he had
done during the sixth and last performance, the 13-year plan, Tehching Hsieh answered
that he tried to disappear.122 The disappearance or attempt to undo himself, or double
disappearing, is an attempt of becoming somebody different, becoming nothing,
becoming art. Unlike his previous oeuvre, the last piece Earth, which took full 13 years
to complete, intentionally omitted audience or spectators. The time stigmata of his first
five durational pieces became an enigmatic echo in the last one. The disappearance of
the author, so intensively obsessed with becoming what Deleuze and Guattari call Body
without Organs.
In Anti-Oedipus, Deleuze and Guattari elaborate on Antonin Artaud’s ideas and
develop what is called “Body without organs” (hereafter BwO): “No mouth, no tongue,
No teeth, no larynx. No esophagus. No belly. No anus.”123 To put it simply, BwO
manifests the potential(ity) of a virtual body of each physical body. In other words, it is
our (body’s) potential activated by the conjunction (or coexistence, cooperation) with
other bodies – a relationship called becoming (see 2.2.3). Deleuze goes as far as to pin
down so called full BwO - an ultimate zero point, or alternatively Body without image
(BwI), the imageless, non-productive, organless essence connected to the antiproduction.124 As argued above, in his oeuvre, Deleuze likes to refer not only to objects
but also to ideas as machines. Curiously, in Proust and Signs, Deleuze also touches
upon performativity. There Deleuze designates idea as a sufficiently performative
element: the performativity of thought; idea can be relevant as a fully independent art
object. In concordance, Proust’s essence is a superior viewpoint signifying the birth of
the world and its originality. Thus “the work of art always constitutes and reconstitutes
the beginning of the world, but also forms a specific world absolutely different from the
others and envelops a landscape or immaterial site quite distinct from the site where we
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have grasped it.”125 Thereby Deleuze addresses one of the most sensitive issues of
artistic discourse: the boundaries of art (both in spatial and metaphysical level) and
creates inner landscape immanent to the actual work and the world, the transformativity,
liminal area of in-between.
This nothingness exemplified by the most controversial pieces of Tehching Hsieh,
████ and Earth, underpins that Hsieh creates the body without an image. This
imageless, organless body, the non-productive unity, exists right there where it is
produced, in the third stage of the binary-linear series.126 By ignoring the spectator
(important for Kaprow but not for Goffman or Hsieh) it may be concluded that
haecceity, the intersection of the coordinates, the intersection between the particular
time and place of the art as well as life, is not the intersection of personal identity and
the identity of the others, but the intersection of author’s (performer’s) identity (life)
and the work’s duration (art). To put it differently the artist does not become BwO due
to the presence of the spectator, but becomes art through the long-term intersection of
his identity with his art.
The whole oeuvre of Hsieh is an ultimate act of becoming, or series of becomings.
These stories take place in a succession of deterritorialized and reterritorialized
becomings. Each piece transforms or negates the previous one. As illustrated on the
first piece, The Cage Piece, the author’s isolation and solitude, self-denial, questions
how much outside nourishment we can give up and still remain ourselves. The purely
existential gesture of the first piece limits the author to his mere being and accentuates
the individual pursuit of identity.
In the last one-year performance together with his thirteen-year piece Hsieh radically
reconfigured the relationship between art and life. Although both pieces appear
contradictory, they share several important criteria: total absence of direct witnesses,
primary preoccupation with art, and unknown result. The previous four performances
highlighted the pure duration, in case of the last two, the process remains enigmatic.
Duchampean “constant euphoria” turns to “un-art” of Kaprow, most noticeable in the
case of the fifth piece, ████. Furthermore, Hsieh’s pieces all suggest that through
their repetition, and their absorption into daily routine, these tasks become as ordinary
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as anything else, which is perhaps the most important transformation of all. The framing
of Goffman and Kaprow becomes inverted and deterritorialized. Most notably in his last
piece, Earth, Hsieh elevated a simple thought to art, which is not a new concept, but
adding the aspect of time, duration, longitude. From the minoritarian artistic milieu, as
well as his racial background, Hsieh has become majoritarian, “white human.” From the
occidental, or rhizomatic point of view, nevertheless, he deterritorialized; becoming
minoritarian is becoming majoritarian, no-art becomes art.
Art is creative; art is a composition of mutually incommensurable parts. art provokes
deterritorialization, repeatedly. As Deleuze and Guattari observe, by constant
applications of becoming, we construct of reality.127 Thus Deleuzian rendering of
becoming leads to satisfactory observation that the dichotomy of life and art may not
only be unbinarized, but applying rhizomatic thought of Deleuze on the art-life
relationship, the former can successfully become the latter. In this respect, Hsieh
comments “[m]y art certainly has a life quality. But I really don’t blur art and life. The
gap between each one year performance is life time.”128 The life and art become
rhizomatically interconnected. Life and art are coexisting systems of relations, in other
words, a plane of immanence.

2.4

Immanence – Art Becoming Life

The chapter has shown how Deleuze’s and Deleuzoguattarian thought helps to
approach the complex nature of projects that challenge the boundaries between art and
life, absence and presence, reality and fiction, taking interest in phenomena of silence,
disappearance or absence, in fact, nothingness. In A Thousand Plateaus Deleuze and
Guattari elaborate on nothingness,129 where it operates as sheer potentiality, as can be
illustrated on the work of John Cage, most particular his 4’33” which is a piece of
music about silence, or better say a silent piece. Deleuze and Guattari remind that music
has the greatest potential for deterritorialization.130 Music, particularly John Cage, can
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be in Deleuzian words used as an example par excellence of how deterritorialization
accentuates the work’s happening, or becoming. Silence, like disappearance, as
exemplified on 4’33”, ████ or Earth are creativity-producing works full of potential
and deterritorializing force.
The chapter has also illustrated the reversal of the concept of “work becoming
human” as exemplified by Duchamp and Cage, and the relation where “human becomes
work” as seen on Tehching Hsieh. Yet both modes of becoming provide glimpses of the
immanence, both abstract the artistic intention; concept. The modulations are more
important than the decisions, since they reveal the forces “that populate the world, that
affect us, that make us become,” as advocated by Sutton.131 Becoming serves as a
conceptual art tool that proves useful when considering the life-art-(un)works of Cage,
Duchamp or Tehching Hsieh, whose leitmotifs imply identity, time, life, and art.
The self-denunciation and self-reflective anti-aesthetic drive of such works
accentuates the most important factor of their which arguably is struggle for identity
beyond limits. In this respect, Deleuze and Guattari supply a suitable terminological
apparatus for reading works of contemporary performance, especially those on the
verge of life-art.132 Rhizomatization of the relationship between art and life accentuates
not their opposition, but coalition. Goffman’s framing is helpful in location of the
designation between life and art. Finally, the artistic frame, or art frame, concept be it
the one of un-art or work, grants security in life. Similarly to Deleuzian understanding
of art, Tehching Hsieh sees the role of art in/and life: “I don’t think that art can change
the world. But at least art can help us to unveil life.”133 Art and artistic freedom, as
Deleuze and Guattari see it, can shape the understanding of life in this world by
providing glimpses of immanence, the interrelations located within or in-between,
which enables through the work of art to be transformed and see the aspects of
humanity, of a life.
The opening of the chapter manifests that freedom exists within immanence. Works
of art, most notably performance that are here and now, preserve eternity by actualising
it, making it present. This movement unmasks illusions and resonates with the real. This
131
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chapter has shown how the dichotomy of art and life can be via Deleuzian
understanding of immanence be grasped, how the interplay between real and fictitious is
a powerful tool in performance. The following chapter will identify other elements of
the poetics of immanence – the performativity in the direct address of the recipient and
the open structure of the medium, exemplified in the prose of Tim Etchells, the director
and writer of Forced Entertainment.
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Immanence and Tim Etchells’s Prose Texts

3
3.1

Desiring Machines and Performativity
It is at work everywhere, functioning smoothly at times, at other times in fits and starts. It
breathes, it heats, it eats. It shits and fucks.1
Is collaboration this: the 12 years’ endless proximity to other people, physical, vocal, all
day and into the night, watching people fade in and out of coherence and concentration –
an intimacy that approaches that of lovers who now no longer bother to close the
bathroom door whilst shitting?2

The preceding two chapter has examined the issue of immanence as a result of the
oscillation between the real and the representational. The chasms or ruptures in the
structure of a performance/ text can equally reveal the glimpses of immanence within.
Secondly, I am going to investigate also the proximal bond, a connection, “a relation
to,” which a work of art attempts to establish with its recipient, which is another
element of what I call poetics of immanence. This chapter therefore demonstrates that
texts by Tim Etchells, the director of Forced Entertainment, have a performative quality
by inviting the reader for collaboration, a quality which can be revealed by their
analysis via Deleuzoguattarian methodology.
Deleuze famously states that “[t]he modern art of work has no problem of meaning,
only a problem of usage.”3 Modern art is a machine, something that does not mean so
much as it works, as it does something, it performs. Similarly, Ronald Bogue argues,
“[l]iterary works do not mean so much as they function. When properly constructed,
they are machines that make something happen.”4 Each work of art or text can operate
as a machine. Yet, its unfolding capacity, the textual performativity, or the meaning
process of its expression remains highly individualistic and differentiated. Bogue
identifies the operations of machines as machining. There are multiple ways the
machine can “machine” productively and more importantly, readably. The approach to
understanding the functioning of a machine is not far from that of post-structuralists’
who maintain that frameworks and systems are fictitious constructs that cannot lead to
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the ultimate Truth. Thus the relationship between the signifier and the signified is far
more uncertain. Analogously, the relationship between the real and fictitious is being
challenged via what I call proximity invitations, whose primary tools to achieve the
immanent experience is that of intertextuality, metatextuality and metafiction.
Deleuzean reading of a prose text is productive. As exemplified by the first quote
above, desire is performative. Text reading is seen as an act of collaborative act. The
infamous opening of the Anti-Oedipus suggests that Deleuze and Guattari see the
“desiring-production” as a fluid and productive force. For Deleuze desire is not
imaginary; on the contrary, it is a real, productive energy. Thus a desiring machine is an
impetus to activity and production. When Deleuze and Guattari state that “it breathes, it
heats, it eats. It shits and fucks,” they suggest that machines are active, productive,
hence performative. They are not preoccupied with the question of the object and the
subject of the machine; instead, they highlight their relationships. Machines are
interconnected; the rhizomatic relationships of machines are always fluid. Therefore,
machines are never singular autonomous entities. Examples of Deleuzoguattarian
machines are the anus, mouth or the whole human body.
A machine is composed of smaller machines, each of which resides on a flow and
interrupts it. Deleuze and Guattari define a machine as “a system of interruptions or
breaks.”5 Every machine functions as a break in the flow in relation to the machine to
which it is connected, but at the same time also is a flow itself, or the productivity of a
flow. Bogue further observes that by forming connections, machines “‘machine;’ they
fashion circuits of which they a part.”6 The interconnected machines create systems or,
as Deleuze puts it, a diagram of superimposed maps.7 The diagram, or abstract machine
“acts as non-unifying immanent cause… the abstract machine is like the cause of the
concrete assemblages that execute its relations; and these relations take place ‘not
above’ but within the very tissue of the assemblages they produce.”8 Thus the executed
relations within the abstract machine are connected to their production/expression and
also interpretation.
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Brian Massumi sees the abstract machine as interpretation: “It is the meaning
process, from the point of view of a given expression.”9 Yet, Bogue observes that the
issue of interpretation for Deleuze “is not decoding, but unfolding.” 10 Machines
themselves are not codes; they operate as expressive possibilities enabling to “see.”
Deleuze believes that “to interpret is neither to discover something that is already there,
nor to create something ex nihilo; rather it is to produce an effect, to make something
happen.”11 Therefore, the modern work of art “is essentially productive of certain
truths.”12 For machines meanings are insignificant; what is important is their function.
Bogue argues that for Deleuze, the “meaning is simply a difference that repeats itself, a
force of individuation and differentiation – again, a machine.”13 Abstract machines, or
the meaning process is an individualising and differentiating force. So what then is the
machine’s utility? The operation of machines is to unfold certain truths which are
located, immanently, within the text.
In his seminally influential Palimpsests: Literature in the Second Degree, French
literary theorist Gérard Genette defines relationships between texts as transtextuality,
which in fact is his own version of intertextuality. Genette distinguishes several
categories

of

transtextuality:

intertextuality,

paratextuality,

metatextuality,

hypertextuality and architextuality. In the context of Deleuzian machines, the fourth
type of transtextuality appears most applicable. Hypertextuality, according to Genette,
involves “any relationship uniting a text B (which I shall call hypertext) to an earlier
text A (I shall, of course, call it the hypotext), upon which it is grafted in a manner that
is not that of commentary.”14 Hypertextuality thus represents the relation between a text
and a text or genre on which it is based but which it transforms, modifies, elaborates or
extends. The mutual relationship between both hypertext and hypotext is more fluid,
sometimes the existence of a hypotext is unclear, unlike in the case of metatextuality.
Metatextuality, the third type of transtextuality denotes explicit or implicit references
of one text on another text. In Genette’s own words, “it unites a given text to another, of
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which it speaks without necessarily citing it (without summoning it), in fact sometimes
even without naming it.”15 Genette explicitly refers to references that express all details
in a clear and obvious way, leaving no doubt as to the intended meaning. By implicit
references Genette expects an implied reference, not stated but understood in what is
expressed. Thereby literary texts operate as palimpsests, rewritten texts that sometimes
enable explicitly or implicitly the original hypertexts, offering the space for the reader
to read on several levels. The reading is thus performative in the meaning of a desiring
machine. Intertextuality is one of the ways the relationships among literary machines
are achieved and the productive-machinic function enabled through proximity
invitations.
Besides their open, metatextual aesthetics, proximity invitations function through the
exposure of authenticity: the fluidity of margins and boundaries between the world of
the fiction and outside of it is metafiction. Patricia Waugh refers to metafiction as a
“fictional writing which self-consciously and systematically draws attention to its status
as an artefact in order to pose questions about the relationship between fiction and
reality.”16 Metafiction is an elastic term which is seen as a tendency within the novel
that can be characterized by “frame and frame-break of technique and countertechnique, of construction and deconstruction of illusion.”17 There are many ways of
challenging the relationship of the fiction and reality: The narrator intentionally exposes
himself as the author of the story, or interacts with the reader or is simply selfreferential. Metafiction is a self-conscious authorial attempt to cross the ontological
divide.
The boundary-crossings between fiction and non-fiction are also articulated by Linda
Hutcheon who sees the chief preoccupation of postmodernism in not only questioning
“the real thing” but also in investigating our amnesia.18 The amnesia of our decentred
concept of universe results in a postmodernist state, as “a contradictory phenomenon,
one that uses and abuses, installs and then subverts, the very concepts it challenges.”19
Postmodernism therefore cannot be a totalising ideology, but is an open system which,
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according to Hutcheon, “tries to problematize and, thereby, to make us question. But it
does not offer answers.”20 Consequently, the aesthetic tools of postmodernism, such as
intertextuality and metafiction, indicate its lack of originality and reliance on clichés
and platitudes, or undermine the authority of the author. Only then by building on the
local-oriented, slippery and self-critical grounds of postmodern contradictions, ruptures
appear to invite the reader to step in. The proximity invitations of the text to the reader
include the aforementioned elements questioning authenticity, intimacy, confessional
voice oxymoronically interconnected with platitudes and far-fetched conceptual
approach, non-linearity and most importantly, the acknowledged potential of failure;
these operate as the machine. Especially these flaws in the fluidity are important in
creating cracks, the “breaks and interruptions” of the machine. The machines in the
works of Tim Etchells, are particularly prone to being revealed via these proximity
invitations.

3.2

Tim Etchells’s Writing

Although Tim Etchells’s creative theatre praxis has been the subject of some
scholarly work, his fiction and non-fiction writing are less explored. Etchells, now a
Professor of Performance at the University of Lancaster, is well aware of the
mechanisms of theatre and their efficacy. Notably in his writing, Etchells also attempts
to make his written words perform, to “machine” on the page, to create what Ivan Lacko
in connection with community oriented theatre calls “togetherness” resting “on its
members’ ability to imagine things and empathize with others.”21 As in the communitybased theatre Lacko is describing, Tim Etchells’s prose works aim to create a
collaborative bond with the reader, the proximal “intimacy that approaches that of
lovers who now no longer bother to close the bathroom door whilst shitting.”22
Etchells’s creative techniques that stimulate collaboration are grounded on
rhizomatic connections – interrelational hyperlinks, palimpsests, his use of proxemics
via the intimate address to the readers/audience, as well as devised tacky aesthetics
typical of Forced Entertainment’s creative principles. Etchells’s texts, like his theatre
works, share the same “invitation tools” that produce the elements of sympathy,
20
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pointing to the humanness and life within them. Thus the framework of immanence, as
treated by Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari is applicable to highlight the
interconnectedness,

non-linearity

and

multiplicity

of

Etchells’s

work.

The

performativity of the thought expressed in a book resembles that of a desiring machine,
alive – “breathing, heating, eating, shitting and fucking.”23 The labyrinthine thought
located within the book provokes the reader and creates connotations and digressions
worth exploring. Indeed, non-linear rhizomatic connections and poetic drive constitute
the major elements of the writing of Etchells.
Etchells himself is ambivalent on the issue of writing: “I am a writer, but I try not to
write. Rather I like to speak and talk….”24 This two-way approach of “speaking and
talking rather than writing” is clearly traceable in the nature of his texts as well as his
theatre projects, whose open structure rather than creating any fictional world provokes
the reader with autobiographical fiction. It comes as no surprise that as both a writer and
director, Etchells highlights the role of devising and collective-making; he is “less of an
auteur than we would expect,”25 as Alex Mermikides acutely observes based on the
research spent with the company and Etchells, monitoring their creative concept.
Outside his prolific work as Forced Entertainment’s director and writer, Etchells is
the author of numerous essays dealing with theatre and its possible versions and
subversions. Both his playwriting and nonfiction writing style is highly personal, semiconfessional, provocative and sensitive. His most frequent methods in his nonfiction
writing include direct address to the reader, ctrl-pastism, pastiche, a conceptual
approach and a certain palimpsesticity, rewritings of his earlier texts and revisitings of
his own writings to create a new theatrical patchwork using the traces of their previous
show. Etchells’s palimpsests take all possible forms within Genette’s spectrum, from
basic intertextuality – “the actual presence of one text within another”26 – to the above
explained hypertexts. The palimpsestuous interconnectedness of Etchells’s texts
composes a transversally interconnected rhizomatic structure of a text. Where the
content of his writings oxymoronically combines platitudes with most intimate
23
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confessions, on the formal side the texts are hypertextual collages or footnoted lists (i.e.
peritexts which have, according to Genette, major effect on the interpretations of the
text), in order to create a space between the text and its reader. The connection of these
elements results in a symbiotic relationship that is creative and performative.

3.3

Performativity & Etchells’s Texts

The late twentieth century signalled the advent of performance; performativity is
everywhere and occupies a wide array of human activities, from the economy, through
the military to sport.27 Similarly, Marvin Carlson advocates that performance art due to
its variety rejects itself any clear definition.28 Yet Carlson emphasizes the potential of
performance broadens perspectives on what is traditionally classified as theatre, drama
or text. For Carlson performance does not necessitate the physical presence of human
beings demonstrating their skill;29 rather than exclusive performance is inclusive.
The concept of the performative in language was explored in the series of lectures
delivered by the linguistic philosopher J. L. Austin at Harvard University in 1955 and
posthumously edited and published under the title How to Do Things with Words. There
Austin elaborates on the performative to describe utterances which have meaning
beyond their plain linguistic structure. His famous examples include “I name this ship
Queen Elizabeth” or “I take this woman to be my lawful wedded wife,” 30 which
illustrates his thesis that to say something entails a certain activity beyond the purely
utterance limit. Similarly, when looking at performatives from a broader perspective,
Brian Massumi highlights the Deleuzoguattarian concept that every use of language
carries a certain performative potential, “[t]he performative is a direct avenue for the
passage of expression into content.”31 The process of translating the literary
performatives into content is purely relational. At the very core of the abstract machine
lies the “collective assemblage of enunciation.” Deleuze and Guattari believe that
“[t]here is a primacy of the collective assemblage of enunciation over language and
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words.”32 The “collective assemblage” is a multiplicity which establishes mutual
relations. “[T]the assemblage’s only unity is that of co-functioning: it is symbiosis, a
‘sympathy.’ It is never filiations which are important, but alliances, alloys; these are not
successions, lines of descent, but contagions, epidemics, the wind.”33
Deleuze sees in the assemblage’s function an organic quality producing sympathy,
spreading swiftly and organically, “like the wind.” The epidemic metaphor is
contagious, and therefore collectively transformative. Tim Etchells’s writing arguably
creates a similarly transformative impact due to the literary tools he uses, in particular
the way he acknowledges the presence of the audience/reader; his frequent use of direct
address;34 a bridging between élite and popular culture embodied in an oscillating
register; self-reflexivity, or the interplay between the real and fictitious.
Tim Etchells’s texts follow a routine similar to that of his theatre-making: devising,
or cataloguing, non-linearity and illogicality. Therefore, these texts are also distanced,
deconstructed, both formally and content-wise. Thus rather than subscribing to empathy
via the suspension of disbelief, the reader experiences distanced sympathy that is
triggered by the abovementioned elements. Etchells frequently uses formal tropes of an
almost peritextual nature: guiding through the text, blank pages, crossed-out text,
fragmentary or self-reflexive remarks on the process of writing. Similar to Deleuze and
Guattari, Etchells is also keen to provoke by connecting freely in a transversal way
elements whose connections seem impossible or at least far-fetched, yet in their tracing
lies their greatest potential. If their hypertextual and rhizomatic logic is revealed, the
result surfaces in the performative: immanent experience where the life within the text
is identified through the weakness and failure – the cracks in the textual structure, as
well as due to the direct appeal, an attempt to establish a relationship with the recipient.

3.3.1 Endland Stories
The first and arguably most formative book by Tim Etchells entitled Endland
Stories: Bad Lives (1999) can be described as a collection of short stories of various
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, trans. Brian
Massumi (Minnesota: Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 1987) 90.
33
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34
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lengths which are otherwise not connected. The only common denominator is their
catastrophic mood and gloomy setting. The characters are deprived, suffering
individuals with very little hope; indeed similar to what Deleuze and Guattari describe
when speaking about the genre of the novel as “the adventure of lost characters who no
longer know their name, what they are looking for, or what they are doing, amnesiacs,
ataxics, catatonics.”35 Not coincidentally, given its date of publication, the deprived
characters from the book are reminiscent of the aesthetics In-Yer-Face36 or blood-andsperm theatre.37 All the stories are set in the gloomy landscape of Endland, a semifictional bitter and sardonic rendering of England that uses real geographical locations,
such as Leicester, Hull, etc. and often includes hystericized events like the Execution of
Queen Elizabeth II, Castration of the Prince of Wales and so on. The book abounds with
bizarre, David Lynch-like details, graffiti tags or messages, and is full of ominous signs
and excessive violence which result in different readings.
Endland book reviewers comment on its surreal quality (Big Issue), or Sadean
delight of the new realism (Attitude). Two of the commentators also reflect upon its cult
drive and yet with questionable quality “the scenery is taken straight from a low-budget
Blade Runner” (The Times) and finally The Guardian concludes that the book “reads as
if written by one of Anthony Burgess’s more gifted Clockwork Orange droogs.” 38 The
ambiguous sensibility of the book is most aptly summarised by Peter Billingham as:
a kind of post-Romantic English sensibility and melancholy […] radical secular vision
[…] the beaten-up urban frontiers of the imagination where one might see William
Blake staggering into the late-night store nearest to where you live, knocking back a
bottle of imported Albanian vodka and then kicking off with his poetry and painting.39

An outcome of Etchells’s mixing and sifting approach is that the stories are what
Deleuze and Guattari identify as assemblages, their unifying function is of cofunctioning, symbiosis and sympathy. It is indeed sympathy that is summoned by the
typical feature of Etchells and his writing – referencing his other works as well as
creating metatextual conspiracy with his readers. This rhizomatic interconnection along
the elements of his self-reflexive metanarrative, palimpsestuous links, devised aspects,
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mistakes and imperfectness that constitute Etchells’s proximity producing elements of
his writing.
The first notable suggestive aspect of Endland Stories: Bad Lives is its reliance
foregrounding the “rhizomatic connections” or in other words, intertextuality.
Following Genette’s typology, these are implicit metatextual references in the form of
indirect quotations and allusions to his other projects without citing them. As Aleks
Sierz and others describe Etchells’s work is always in conversation with other plays, or
works.40 In Endland Stories he primarily alludes to his own theatrical performances
which creates a complex, kaleidoscopic web of interpretations and suggests new layers
of understanding. For instance, in the mythical tale “Who Would Dream That Truth
Was Lies,” two twin-Gods, Spatula and Porridge fall in love with Naomi (later revealed
to be Naomi Campbell) and have to fight in the game Quizoola.41 Quizoola is, of
course, another of Forced Entertainment’s projects, a contest whose questions shift
“from intimate chat to pub quiz to police interrogation.”42 Later in the same story, when
one of the gods, Spatula dies, Porridge in his dreams sees images (as if) from Forced
Entertainment shows (Showtime, similarly to Quizoola!, devised also in 1996).
The visual aspect of publication provides a further logical/pragmatic example of
interweaving the book with theatrical projects: the pictures accompanying the stories
appear as if they originated from Forced Entertainment shows. The photographs, taken
by Hugo Glendinning, portray Forced Entertainment’s members with their faces
blurred, limbs out-of-focus, misty objects and mysterious close-ups. In this way the
pictures appear to illustrate the post-apocalyptic, yet strangely intimate touch of the
book. The intimate nature of the book is the result of amateurish DIY-ism, direct
address of the reader with frequent confessional or apologetic comments.
Both Etchells and Forced Entertainment pay a great deal of attention to fragmenting
of the standard codes of language (both in literature and theatre) in order to produce
distancing effects, in the theatre studies well known as Verfremdungseffekt or
alienation.43 In Endland Stories, particularly in “Carmen by Bizet” Etchells often
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includes metafictional self-references to the actual process of writing in brackets, such
as “White noise on the phone. (By accident I am typing white noose or white nose…)
0111 1000 10090100010000101111000110 …”44 A paragraph of binary symbols
continues, a trope which again provides a telling example of Etchells’s authorial
superiority towards the reader. Further formal deviations and variations of the text with
distancing effects include a plethora of copyrighted expressions (beyond belief ©, real
virgins ©, restful sleep ©, exacting nature ©, muted desolation ©, or slow bears © etc.)
This copyrighting reminds one of the inverted conceptual strategies of Kenneth
Goldsmith, a key conceptual writer famous for his verbatim copying and intended
plagiarism.45 Other idiosyncratic linguistic devices include rich use of neologisms and
intended misspellings such as Endland (sic), cuntry (sic) etc. Additionally, in most
mentions of a number, he uses bracketed digital reference in post reference “thousands
(1000s) of people (79), three (3) months passed.46 PC-geekiness and sms-speak
constitute another repository of tropes: brite nite, abt, dint, olde fashioned Dept Store,
agen, tite, tink. The text includes Etchells’s favourite catalogues, indexes, listings (e.g.
deaths as in “End of First Night”) like at the end of “Crash Family Robinson.”47
Another metafictional tool Etchells richly uses is an attempt to provoke the reader via
direct address. Endland Stories opens with a direct address in a form of peritextual
dedication and an appeal: “Kings, lords, liars, usherettes, goal-hangers, gun-men and
prostitutes, […][b]ear in mind it is not a book for idiots or time-wasters but many of
them are wrote about in it. Pax Americana. Death to unbelievers…”48 and signed as X.
A similar technique, an appeal to the reader can be found also on the last page at the
closing of the book, giving the text a certain symmetry. The final line of the book
Endland Stories, poses the question: “Why is modern life rubbish?” There is even an
invitation to the reader to provide an answer shorter than 500 words but to refrain from
swearing. Clearly this asking the impossible, ironically underscored by the fact that
there is neither space for the comment, nor is there any addressee for the response: a
deeply treated by Hans-Thies Lehmann in his postdramatic theory, see Postdramatic Theatre, 4-5 or most
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typical Etchellsean mono-directionality. This invitation that does not expect any
response is a crucial tool for both Etchells and Forced Entertainment. The question
“Why is modern life rubbish?” appears in the last story of the book, “Arse on Earth,”
where it pervasively runs through the story. This query is also present in Quizoola!
performance or furthermore, is a crucial question for the worn-out DJ in the
performance of Pleasure (1997). The presence of the question, which alludes to Blur’s
album Modern Life is Rubbish (1993), in the book as well as in performances simply
underpins Etchells’ use of direct address combined with intertextuality.
Endland Stories also implements and tests the motif of silence.49 The first story in the
collection is “About Lisa” where the main character through her blasphemous
misbehaviour gradually becomes involuntarily invisible until the end where she changes
her name to SILENCE and “lives up to her name.”50 This story creates a metaphorical
dialogue with Forced Entertainment shows such as Bloody Mess (2004), Thrill of it All
(2010) and Etchells’s second book The BRoKeN WoRLD (2009). Similarly, the main
character of the story “Eve and Mary (semi Christian tale)” has a favourite toy called
MY LITTLE VOID and keeps staring into it. Mary has a natural talent for healing
everybody from all possible troubles, and soon her life was “like one of those gay
musical numbers from a big Hollywood production only it was a kind of low budget
thing and it was not really a (sic) gay.”51 This is a typical paradox appearing through
Etchells’s Endland – slapstick vaudeville gone wrong – in other words, “great, but.”
Indeed, there is always a “but” embedded in the oeuvre of both Tim Etchells and Forced
Entertainment. The motif of silence in the stories functions as a trigger of failure: an
attempt to restore silence inevitably fails. Silence or emptiness is never complete; they
are always accompanied or disturbed by other elements. The silence in Endland Stories
is in fact the reference to other projects of Etchells.
The story “James,” which at thirty pages composes the longest story of the book,
contains another allusion to Forced Entertainment’s theatrical work. James is asked the
question “Who can sing a song to unfrighten me?” This is also the title of Forced
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Entertainment’s 24-hour durational performance from 1999. The question frames the
story because of its fearful opening at a night picnic and at the end when James is hiding
under the bed because his father wants to kill him like he killed everybody else. At this
moment, James repeats the question “who can sing a song to unfrighten me?” twice.
After the third time, his father starts to sing a song called “Serenity” then commits
suicide. In the same story, during a premiere night of the theatre piece that was
rehearsed in the orphanage where James with his sister were staying, James asks his
sister Olivia “which is more alive, a stone or a lizard? This is a question that is repeated
in various Forced Entertainment shows.52 The story “James” is indeed a theatre framed
story. Its end resembles a stage instruction for the end of performance: “Final Cue. LX
98. Fade out. Kid walking.”53 A similar metatheatrical moment is pervasively present in
many shows, most notably in Bloody Mess (2004) where the last words contain a
reference that resembles a direct description of the set: “this is the last light;”54 Rather
than a description, however, the quote is an instruction to finish the piece. Considering
this, the story “James” can be read as a highly poetical account of Forced
Entertainment’s theatre production. The eponymous character in “James” is forced to
join out-of-normal-schooling-time dramatic “entertainment” (in fact theatre or forced
entertainment making), his schooling in the orphanage was just French and Chemistry. 55
When discussing the meaning of the play they were asked to co-create, James asks
his sister what the play is about. Olivia replies: “It is not about something, it is
something.”56 This observation is undoubtedly a key to Forced Entertainment’s
performance methodology and also Tim Etchells’s writing, where the process of
(play)writing often overweighs the result. It describes, as Ryan Tacata puts it, Etchells’s
unpoetic necessity: waiting for nothing to happen, for emptiness and silence.57 The story
of James a profound intersection of Etchells’s unpoetics with his theatre aesthetics.
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Etchells’s unpoetics provide an open framework for spectatorial or readers’ imagination
or the space to realize their own identity, as illustrated below.
A Deleuzian understanding of identity always in motion equally corresponds to the
identity shape-changing of Endland Stories, in which forms of identity crisis are
pervasive. The kaleidoscopic identities, amoebic polymorphy or hyper-sexlessness of its
characters, are apparent in the cardboard character swapping in some Forced
Entertainment shows, particularly in 12 am: Awake & Looking Down. It is a durational
show from 1993 where performers by changing cardboards signs with character
descriptions e.g. “MICHAEL LIVING A LIE, THE GHOST OF A CHILD KILLED
ON TUESDAY, PRINCES NOT-SO-BRIGHT, or A GOOD COP IN A BAD FILM”58
etc. were changing their personae. In the story “Chaikin Twins,” the main characters,
twins, keep their names, Jane and Elizabeth, whereas Chaikin’s59 name is in each
mention spelled differently (e.g. Cheykin, Chailkan etc.). The other character names are
spelled “_______” and followed by parentical determination if necessary. This
technique also appears in “James” where several secondary characters are given names
like Mrs. _______. Other characters parading through the book include gods, such as
Zeus, “Leila, Thor, Hand-Job, Trumpton and Asparagus,”60 Franklin, or demigods,
Arse, Penis etc. Overall, Endland Stories embody Etchell’s strong interest in the
dismantling of characters or disbelief in personae. As in theatre where the characters
cross-dress on stage, the book portrays most of the characters in flow, yet deprived
depressed individuals.
Etchells’s first book undoubtedly provides a stimulating contribution to the end-ofmillennium British literary discourse with its palimpsestuous patchwork, direct selfreflexive drive and postmodern aesthetics. The non-linear nature and rhizomatic
interconnection between the book and Etchells’s theatre projects create a complex,
organically productive, performative reading, a technique that establishes a space for
organic, machinic connection with the other projects thereby creating a performative
proximal relationship between the author and the reader.
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3.3.2 The BRoKen WoRLD
Between a form of content and a form of expression there is only the process of their
passing into each other: in other words, an immanence. In the gap between content and
expression is the immanence of their mutual “deterritorialization.” This blurring of the
boundaries is in addition to their formal distinction.61

The BRoKen WoRLD (2009) is Etchells’s first and to date only novel. At 432 pages it
is by far his most extensive literary project and is a far more mature work that presents a
rich and complex interplay between the fictitious world of a PC game and the fictitious
reality of the plot. With this book I would like to illustrate the deterritorializing force of
the environment which affects the main character’s identity and results in his becomingavatar, becoming-fiction. The BRoKen WoRLD I will contend serves to illustrate what
Massumi identifies as the immanence of mutual deterritorialization of the content and
form of expression.
The BRoKen WoRLD is a process-based book. It depicts the process of writing an
online walkthrough to a game called Broken World, a complex adventure game of
several levels and many possible endings. As the protagonist, the writer of the guide,
gets more absorbed in the game, his personal life appears more and more troublesome.
The story follows a typical Etchellsean rhizomatic structure, yet the framework is moreor-less linear, meaning the reader is acquainted with the end of the game at the end of
the book. In short, the protagonist, whose name remains unknown throughout, is an
ordinary loser who devotes his life to gaming, where he probably excels since he
manages to complete the game. The only information provided concerning him is that
he works in a pizza place and besides gaming is dating a girl called Tory. Due to his
involvement in the game their relationship does not flourish. Broken World, the
computer game, is in fact a complex life-like epic maze where the protagonist controls
two avatars, Roy and Rachel, who need to be swapped throughout the game. Both
computer avatars embody stereotypical attributes of computer game characters, Ray is
clever and brave, whereas Rachel is a kind of Lara Croft progesterone charged avatar.
Similar to Endland Stories, there is a slippage and interconnectedness among the
characters, the narrator/gamer versus two game avatars of a different gender.
The interconnection of the labyrinthine world of the game can be considered a
rhizome, an expanding world without restricted points of access or a defined centre.
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Invading the territory of such a rhizome is in fact not that of colonisation/
reterritorialization but that of manipulation and transformation of the space, therefore
deterritorializing, as will be demonstrated below. As David Martin-Jones explains,
when gaming we usually experience a game via an avatar. The deterritorialization of the
gamer’s identity is executed because “while learning to play more effectively, we
transform ourselves.”62 A positive transformation occurs via the gamer’s immersion in
the game which results in the liberation of gamers from their usual identity. This
positive deterritorializing liberation happens inevitably to the protagonist, who ends up
becoming-avatar. The author of the guide slowly starts to digress from the main task
(writing a PC game walkthrough). During the process of writing, deeper philosophical
as well as seemingly unimportant details start to penetrate the text. The reality of the PC
game blends with the reality of the character that is sometimes disturbed by the reality
of book writing. Thus what happens is that the gamer deterritorialized from the
fictitious world reterritorializes in his real milieu.
Arguably the greatest strength of the book is exactly in the porous relationship
between the plot and the PC game. Analogous to their theatrical praxis, the fictional
literary works of Tim Etchells create hypertextual palimpsests. His texts are rhizomes:
discreetly cross-referencing throughout to other works of both Forced Entertainment
and Tim Etchells.
The identity of the narrator is relatively strongly anchored in his voice. The book is
written in the first person and hic et nunc. Nevertheless, as the story in the book
evolves, the narrator’s identity crystalizes more by frequent penetration of the
walkthrough writing with more introspective comments:
We are all so fucking fragile. I am breathing and I try to imagine you also breathing.
Maybe your mouth – without speaking – makes the shapes of the words that my fingers
are writing on the keybord (sic). I guess that you and me are alone together. So fucking
fragile, going forward in time(s).63

This metatextual part illustrates how the authorial appeal based on the fragile
confession deterritorializes from the actual walkthrough writing by incorporating the
reader, and simultaneously distancing from the text by recalling his own weakness. This
sympathy provoking technique is further visible not only in the protagonist’s fragile
nature, but in his failure in life outside of the game (failed relationship and poor career).
62
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The book is a tour de force of mistakes, glitches, imperfectness – “[t]o me they are just
errors, not part of some big plan.”64 The reader of Etchells’s books, just as the spectator
of Forced Entertainment shows, is confronted with the absurdity of the real and the
fictitious. Absurd commands permeating the life outside the computer life as well as the
game world include the scene in which the game avatar and the gamer interconnect –
“[d]o not Panic. Ray knows somehow if you are panicking and then the things start to
get worse.”65 This naturally reads as a paradox, because in the game he is to socialize,
however, he does not do this in everyday life. The sympathy with the main protagonist
extends with the degree he is more involved in the process of computer gaming. The
author, in his own words, has a problem with “DETAIL. Like I cannot figure out which
details really matter and which it’s (sic) better to ignore.”66
Besides the imperfectness, The BRoKeN WoRLD also exploits the issues of ennui and
boredom, which are repeated motifs, e.g. when the character in one level has to give up
on everything in the game for three weeks letting it go.67 According to the main
character, “Look and you will not find.

Keep that Don’t-know Mind,”68 are the

commands in order to complete the game as well as a crucial approach to the book. This
description to complete the most difficult part of the game where nothing happens,
recalls Etchells’s admiration of Tehching Hsieh, treated in chapter two. In Broken
World avatars have to just wait. The writer suggests that some people completed a
certain part of the game without even moving (for three weeks), which means that
inertia is the key approach to the level. In this instance, Deleuze’s notions of
immanence and deterritorialization again prove useful. Martin-Jones highlights that
many critics see video games as practice for capitalism, by consuming, completing tasks
and collecting points.69 However, Broken World is a game of inactivity or noncausality, therefore anti-capitalistic. The total immersion in the game can be a positive
experience of inner life, “to lose themselves [in the game] for a while in a new
identity,”70 as Martin-Jones advocates, to deterritorialize.
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Etchells exercises his imagination not only in the abovementioned approaches,
places, characters and attributes in the game: frozen time, museum of failures,71 deep
freeze of history, special keys for slowness, second world, second life, weapon of
silence – The Silence That Says I Am Not Talking to You or The Silence That Says I
Don’t Care If You Are Talking To Me or Not Asshole72 time grenade, collection of
discarded ifs,73 a page from The Tempest (Shakespeare), wings of Icarus. Bizarre
locations in the game include NOWhere, Echoing Vaults of Never, Vacuum Chamber,
Empty level, emptiness, the Jungle with its own language, mirrors of truth and mirrors
of untruth or Jujitsu. In creating bizarre locations, attributes or qualities, Etchells mocks
the science fiction genre and computer gaming world in order to alienate the reader.
Etchells also provides the game with many unusual and unique skills, absurd to
imagine: Obfuscation, Subterfuge, Hapsichord skills, Marauding, Dowsing, etc.74 As in
his other books, unusual characters parade throughout,75 e.g. General Die Die, General
El-Terminator, General Dare-to-Execute,76 Zeus or “Judas” Serious Killer. Finally a
crucial approach is dealing with the gaming time and its experience: “it is strange what
time does to us.”77 Etchells examines the capacity of time with its deterritorializing
capacity, which is exemplified below:
[J]ust take a second to look at the security monitors. […] If you stare at the monitors
long enough you will soon see other things too – i.e. Glimpses of the Future and
Glimpses of the Past. Look and be patient – then you will see […] – it’s only a Glimpse
of the Future or Past, but that’s more than just people get.78

This “more than just people get” that the gamers can see on security monitor, the
glimpses of the future and the past, is a certain timelessness. Immanence beyond its
textual or theatrical essence is what makes Etchells’s texts make something,
deterritorialize from the text (from the page), not only in terms of content, but also
form. The spatiotemporal boundaries of the book reading are alienated; the reader is
provoked via a series of subversive tools such as metatextuality, unframing of the
71
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narrative or paratextual elements, which challenge the formal and content’s interspace.
Similar to Endland Stories, The BRoKeN WoRLD is formally experimental. Its language
burgeons with abbreviations, such as ppl, plz, bbq, IM, abt, Bro, LOL, LMAO, BS,
which remind the reader of computer generation reality. Another formally distancing
element in The BRoKen WoRLD is typographical: the unusual use of capitalization in
the text, according to the walkthrough writer, both intentional and unintentional, such as
“PLEASE, CHECK THE BODY”79 or the actual title of the book, The BRoKen
WoRLD, which is the result of a broken capslock key.
The fragmentary nature and anti-textual meta-drive of the text is apparent in crossed
out instructions, or lines without a text just a series of -------- (dashes).80 The BRoKeN
WoRLD’s absurd and paratextual experimentation culminates on pages 224-232, where
nonsensical symbols are used to resemble programming code, see Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Pages 223-224 from The BRoKen WoRLD.

In the game the nonsensical symbols, “TFGYU¨¨¥†ʄ̚ˇˇ´¨¨√√√¥©¨¨”,81 as seen in the
picture present actual instructions to get through a certain level. The same graphics are
used in the webpage dedicated to The BRoKen WoRLD.82 The visual quality of the
novel’s frontispiece as well as the entire webpage aesthetically resemble the visual part
of the Void Story performance (2009); similar too is their date of publication/premiere.
Indeed, the description of the performance below is also of relevance for the The
BRoKen WoRLD:
A beleaguered pair of protagonists on a rollercoaster ride through the decimated
remains of contemporary culture. Navigating one terrible cityscape after another,
mugged, shot at and bitten by insects, pursued through subterranean tunnel systems,
stowed away in refrigerated transport, shacked up in haunted hotels and lost in
wildernesses, backstreets and bewildering funfairs, they travel to the centre of a night so
intense that there are no stars to be seen.83

The post-apocalyptic gloomy atmosphere and perplexingly violent drive of both the
performance and the novel bear a strong resemblance to other unsettling texts by Tim
Etchells, such as Endland Stories. Correspondingly Peter Billingham highlights
81
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Etchells’s “subversive re-dreaming of the social, cultural, and political world of latetwentieth-century and early-twenty-first-century Britain.”84 Indeed, Billingham’s
assertion confirms that the late-twentieth century England/Endland, as well as the
characters in The BRoKen WoRLD, is re-dreamed by Etchells to appear more
bewildered and more disturbing.
Finally, at the end of the game the player must kill their avatar in order to win the
game and in real life to become himself again, to reterritorialize. The game can only be
completed as a ghost; at its end there is a voice saying “When I was small I thought that
forests and the jungle were heaven.”85 Then everything gradually explodes. Book’s
gloomy setting and the ending with a clear closure having reterritorializing effect not
only resonates with the aesthetics of In-Yer-Face theatre; it ultimately underpins what
Anette Pankratz and Ariane de Waal in connection with contemporary British theatre
call “the disappearance of the holy trinity of plot, character and the situation (which)
appears as disturbing as the representation of pain and brutality.” 86 The BRoKen
WoRLD provides a sardonic computerized image of the world at the turn of millennium
using a coalescence of rhizomatic connections, and intertextual palimpsests. The large
plane of fantastic skills, places and bizarre assemblage of various characters serves as a
rhizomatic network with a deterritorializing potential. Etchells’s use of proxemics via
an intimate address to the readers/audience as an author/narrator leads to another
deterritorializing effect of the reading experience, where the process of mutual
interconnection blurs the boundaries between content and expression.

3.3.3 The Dream Dictionary for the Modern Dreamer
The second part of this chapter is dedicated to what can be called conceptual fiction
books. There, it will be primarily their content that shall illustrate the works’ attempt to
establish a connection via its hyper- and metatextual relationships. Chronologically
speaking, Etchells’s second fiction publication is a collection of dream interpretations
sorted alphabetically. Published in 2001, The Dream Dictionary for the Modern
Dreamer is a series of provoking and humorous accounts of modern lives and dreams.
The paperback edition of the book also features a cover photograph collage by Hugo
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Glendinning, Forced Entertainment’s photographer-in-chief. As in Endland Stories and
The BRoKeN WoRLD, The Dream Dictionary provides insight into its author’s
idiosyncratic poetics; some entries are bizarre, such as “Fucking the Bassist so you can
Get Closer to the Saxophonist,”87 “Silence at the Urinal,”88 “Making Love to a wino”89
or “Tupperware Party.”90 Some of the entries contain equally original interpretations,
such as “The Dream is a symbol of true love”91 in case of the first, or “making love to a
wino (hurried action in the bushes of the Peace Garden, or a blow job behind the skips
at the back of Debenhams) predicts recovery from illness, repayment of debt or re-entry
to a pub from which the dreamer has been barred.”92 Regardless the absurdity of the
interpretations, both entries also exemplify various lengths and the level of descriptive
details. Besides the aforementioned rather unusual entries, some of them appear more
general, such as “Time,” with three pages of explanatory notes being the most extended.
In the similar fashion Etchells on 263 pages provides an equally gloomy picture of the
modern dreamer of England at the end of the millennium.
The structure of The Dream Dictionary is by far more fragmentary, non-linear and
anti-narrative as opposed to the short stories or the novel. The ultimate point of
reference is the twisted aesthetics of the vast imaginary landscape of the author and the
interplay between reality and fictitiousness which is a territory par excellence to explore
in a dream book. As if to resonate with the reality, some entries bear specific and
comprehensive references to a particular place and time:
“Imagine” by John Lennon Sung and Played Badly by a Drunken semi-pro Wrestler in
in his early 20s, slumped at a Baby Grand Piano in the Lobby of a Holiday Inn,
Columbus, Ohio, during a Spring Snowstorm as Armed Guards check I.D. on the
Entrances to Elevators and Other Wrestlers gather closely round, Beers in Hand and
Tears in their Eyes: The dream is one predicting sadness. If the song ends before a fight
starts there will be a revolution.93

Contrastingly other entries appear to be distanced, unfinished, or devised. Frequently
the entries are more extensive and entertaining than their interpretations, which
arguably has a deterritorializing effect. Such displacement suggests either the inversion
of sense, where the lengthy entries are followed by brief explanations. This inversion is
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significant in triggering the alienating and performative effect. The text thus functions
as a space for contemplation or the space for readers’ operation of sympathy.
The nature of the book is a welcoming, self-help gesture that ignores the reader or
creates its own deterritorialized reality. This book of dreams exercises the same
performative force as A Thousand Plateaus by Deleuze and Guattari. It is an invitation
to start exploring and creatively connect in a rhizomatic way. Both The Dream
Dictionary and A Thousand Plateaus do not need to be read as compact linear texts but
as a series of organically organised ideas. Thus each reading of the book is its own
performance. This fact makes The Dream Dictionary a project which again intertwines
with some of the shouts and screams of personae from Forced Entertainment’s gloomy
shows. The significant aspect of the text lies in its conceptual and rhizomatic structure
which at various reading produces performative affects, of contingency, complacency
and compassion. The project’s appeal lies in its attempt to make direct connections with
the reader via its mock-dream adaptations.

3.3.4 Vacuum Days
The last experimental fiction book project titled Vacuum Days is basically a printed
outcome of a conceptual piece of the same name. It runs on VaccumDays.com as an
online list of posters for imaginary events of bizarre character and nature. It was
devised as a year-long project “announcing a rolling programme of absurd and
unsettling imaginary events responding to, reworking and distorting those of the year.”94
In his own words, Etchells describes his initial concept to produce “[e]veryday a new
announcement of some spectacular, obscene, violent, impossible, imaginary event [in
an] anarchic performance style”95In reality throughout 2011, Etchells developed a series
of 365 posters announcing events of different natures, one page produced a day, on a
call and response basis. Their layout resembles cheap posters, playbills and newspaper
announcements, and contrasts their tacky and sensational tabloid style with the
beautifully adjusted and printed outcome as a solid hardback publication.
Correspondingly, Matt Locke, the Storythings reviewer remarks, that the Vacuum
Days project blurs the distinction between the political and personal to explore “the
zone of sensationalist media, news-as-pornography, hyped-up current affairs, Internet
94
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spam, twitter gossip and tabloid headlines.”96 Indeed the catalogue of events advertised
by Etchells includes caustic, farfetched, unlikely, absurd and uncomfortable
performances, lectures, contests, fights, film screenings and other forms of public
display. The events advertised daily mirror Etchells’s personal biography, world events,
stitched and glued together in a devised way. The conceptual approach reflects that of
Tehching Hsieh. Etchells’s respect and artistic affiliation to Hsieh are evident in an
essay titled “Time Served” in the book Out of Now dedicated to the body of work
produced by Hsieh and described in chapter two. In the essay Etchells verbalizes the
need to explore the issues of void, or emptiness. He repeatedly elaborates on the
concept stemming from Hsieh’s approach to work, to “show everything but tell
nothing.”97 Further, Etchells shares what he believes to be his desire to see nothing or
“love to watch people think of as nothing, which is always, always something of
course.”98 In this essay Etchells for the first time in print form presents a crossed text,
which is clearly a borrowing from Tehching Hsieh’s fifth one-year piece ████ (will).
Like Hsieh’s piece rejecting any art whatsoever, Etchells also undoes the text by
reflecting upon his theatrical praxis, giving up content for form, and providing readers
with a space for their own imagination. This technique deployed later by Etchells more
frequently, appears also in his other essays, which will be treated below.
Similar to The Dream Dictionary or Forced Entertainment’s Spectacular, Vacuum
Days is a book that offers an invitation to play a game. In the 2008 Forced
Entertainment’s performance Spectacular, nothing in terms of action happens
intrinsically. The actor Robin Arthur stands alone on the stage and wearing a cheap
skeleton costume, and explains what normally happens on stage, thus leaving
everything

to

the

spectator’s

imagination

and

willingness

to

participate.

Correspondingly, also in Vacuum Days each page exhibits offers of the suspension of
disbelief. The nature of the events depicted in Vacuum Days is, however, difficult to
imagine since they are exaggerated, or are rhizomatically connected, following perhaps
the choice of the snippets of the news connected to particular days, selected and
amplified by Etchells himself. Nevertheless, the events, sensational, violent,
provocative, or hilarious, can be sorted according to several criteria. In the events
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described, Etchells performs collective memory collapse, offering the intersection of his
personal diary and world events. The following selection provides an insight into
several kinds of events devised by Etchells. I intentionally leave only capitalization or
italicizing; fonts and letter size have been unified. The events are quoted both providing
the book page and their date of publication on the internet.
Due to their intuitively structured connections, the announcements are difficult to
organize thematically. The first category situates real personalities unrealistic settings.
The second category comprises events connected in an oxymoronic way, for instance:
OUTSIDE EVENT
Sad Looking English Girls
Swim Topless
In a Lake of Tears
Ode to a Nightsight Rifle
Lyrical Advertisement. Adapted from a poem by Keats.
Feat. High Spec X26 thermal weapon Scope/sight.
Guaranteed Lowest Retail Price.99

Or similarly, Etchells juxtaposes the consumerist exploitation of the beauty of naked
top-models in connection with the contrasting lives of poor orphans:
ALL NUDE LIVE SHOW
Beauty Secrets
of The Super Models
Gisele Bündchen, Karolína Kurková, Miranda Kerr, Marisa Miller
& Doutzen Kroes
Bathe Naked
in the Fresh Tears
of Orphan Children
NOT Suitable for Orphans. Sponsored by Aloe Vera100

Besides oxymoronic or bizarre connections, Etchells often elaborates on the real
events of the news, immediately deterritorializing the milieu and providing a solution
that is far from possible, as in for example:
Fukushima Power Station
HUMANITARIAN HIGH ALTITUDE
INTERNATIONAL CHARITY PISSING CONTEST:
HELP COOL THE REACTORS
Longest Urination Wins A Prize from TEPCO/NISA. Judges Decision is Final.
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Contestants Must Bring Own Food, Drinking Water & Radiation Suits.
Helicopter Provided.101

Another feature of the event invitation is a list, or catalogue. They mirror also a
company’s brainstorming approach:
Tough Love
Tough Luck
Tough Times
Tough Talk
Tough Justice
Tough Shit
Tough Medicine
Rough Breaks
Rough Language
Rough Treatment102

The last section I designated consists of violent, offensive, politically incorrect
invitations:
Historical Arm Wrestling – The Despots / Mixed Doubles
Genghis Khan & Margaret Thatcher
vs
Adolf Hitler & Cleopatra103

or
A Man Who is Paralysed
in All PARTS except for HIS PENIS
Plays The Xylophone
& Sends ELABORATE Text Messages
to Members of the Audience 104

The final example addresses the royal family and its executions:
All week ROYAL WEDDING SPECIAL
EXPERIMENTAL EXECUTIONS105
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Like the dream interpretations in Modern Dreamer, the announcements of Vacuum
Days present ludic invitations to the reader, in a game that has transformative,
deterritorializing potential which with its performative quality is closely related to the
theatre machine. This invitation offers participation in what Linda Hutcheon calls
“historiographic metafiction” – the act of fictionalizing actual historical events and
figures. Thus the reader enters the domain of invented events and hystericized facts.
These invitations, to return to Deleuze, however, are not fictitious. They are realized
thoughts. Brian Massumi observes that for Deleuze, “Thought does not reflect the real.
It is real. It has a reality on a par with the world’s becoming.” 106 The equality of the real
with the fictitious is the result of the transformative force of the functioning machines.
In writing as in theatre, these transformative experiences are the result of the
immanence producing proximity invitations. The invitations, once again, are derived
from the interplay/blurring/collapse of the boundaries between the real and fictitious
which summons the feeling of authenticity, the address to the audience/reader which
inevitably activates them, the oxymoronic, non-linear, rhizomatic structure which
enables the appearance of rifts, chasms, and cracks, and finally the acknowledged
incorporation of flawlessness and imperfections, DIYism, the poetics of failure. The
synergy of these elements, I would argue, enable the immanent experience of
transformation, be it via the performance witnessing experience or reading of a text.
Reading and witnessing is an act of productive collaboration with writing and
performing.

3.4

Theatre-oriented Texts

3.4.1 Certain Fragments
While the first part of the textual analysis examined how the fiction texts of Tim
Etchells are performative, the second part will address Theatre oriented texts and finally
text-based projects pf Etchells. Again, I am going to investigate the elements that enable
the emergence of the poetics of immanence, especially the way the Etchells addresses
the recipient, how the imperfect, assemblage-like structure enables the possible
transformativity, and how the author interplays with biography and fiction, in other
words, how the texts achieve the collaborative bond with their reader.
106
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The devised, collaborative approach to projects is a common feature of Etchells’s life
and work both inside and outside the theatre. As already discussed in the first chapter,
Alan Read suggests that theatre might be understood as the last human venue, a space of
community-in-the-making.107 The proximity of theatre and its quotidian humanness as
advocated by Read is particularly significant for Etchells’s literary as well as theatrical
projects which enhance the human aspect of theatre-witnessing achieved via the opensystem of their production. The text of Tim Etchells has the quality of a manifesto that
constantly attempts to form a conspiratorial friendship with its readers or spectators.
Etchells believes that theatre should create an intimate bond with its audience members.
Etchells’s fiction texts and his writing about theatre and for theatre, all have a deeply
personal character and appeal to the recipient. This tendency is most pervasive in his
first theatre-oriented publication, Certain Fragments: Contemporary Performance and
Forced Entertainment (1999). Certain Fragments constitutes a key text to reading the
performances of Forced Entertainment since it employs the chief elements of the
company: the intrinsic disbelief in the text as the main agent behind the performance;
and the approach oscillating between chid-like game and authentic performance. The
techniques

of

devising,

recording

and

replaying,

accent

on

coincidences,

incompleteness and makeshift provisionality serve to highlight the fourth wall, and to
create a sense of proximity to the audience/reader.
Published by Routledge in 1999, Certain Fragments combines essays, performance
texts, show reviews and programme notes. This triad constitutes the only unified firsthand literary source of information concerning Forced Entertainment’s projects. The
nature of such a technique of combining authorial, spectatorial and journalistic
perspectives corresponds with the devising approach of the company. This dramaturgy
is an attempt to penetrate the fourth wall, the territory between the performance and
spectator, the reader and the text. In the introduction to the book, Peggy Phelan observes
that Forced Entertainment’s primary concern “lies in how individual readers [or
spectators] suture this new information [deciphered by some reading machines] into
ongoing narratives of their own affective and empirically specific histories.” 108 This
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spectatorial projection of themselves upon the open, rhizomatic structure of the
performance (or the text) is liminal, transformation producing.
Etchells believes that Forced Entertainment’s approach enables through the
experience of “the profundity of delight we feel in our mortal bodies, flawed minds,
imperfect hearts, and impoverished tongues,”109 the realization of the abovementioned
spectatorial self-awareness. Mortality, mistakes and provisionality seem to be the key to
the success of the theatre’s aesthetics. Similarly, in this spirit Phelan further advocates
that it is cowardice rather than courage that Forced Entertainment stages and exposes.110
The trajectory of theatrical and reading experience is downwards and inwards, therefore
towards the personal. The Deleuzian notion of becoming thus is a useful tool, since it is
regressive, minoritarian. This constant appeal for proximity and the accentuation of
process as major theatrical theme crystalizes in the first part of the book devoted to
essays on performance.
In his essays Etchells toys with the boundaries of reality and the staged, often
employing strategies of “sifting” the materials or constant shifting of the boundaries.111
The technique of borrowing rather than creating undeniably reflects the lack or absence
of a need for originality. In this context, Derrida speaks of iterability, the ability of a
(borrowed text) to be repeatable and readable even “in the absence of the sender, the
receiver, the context of the production.”112 Derrida builds his theory on the premise that
although each sign has a recognizable form testifying to authentic originality, it can be
simultaneously counterfeited as an inauthentic “copy.” This iterability or citationality,
makes possible both signature as the ‘original’ and forgery to be replicated in new
contexts.113 As Derrida argues in Dissemination, the “ʻprimalʼ insemination is
dissemination. A trace, a graft whose traces have been lost.”114 The graft is a process
resulting from any text. Meaning, therefore, is not fixed for Derrida but rather
something which is in a constant process, always writing and rewriting itself, always
multiplying and rushing outwards. The replicated, forged copies of signatures, signs, or
citations, blossoming from the graft gain new meanings in different contexts, regardless
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of its roots. The dissemination is “the impossibility of reducing a text as such to its
effects of meaning, content, thesis, or theme.”115 Citations in the working of the
machine disseminate, like the wind.
While discussing the potentiality of writing, Etchells himself claims that “[l]anguage
is always a suit of someone else’s clothes you try on – the fit is not good but there’s
power in it.”116 This attitude results in the fact that there exist only a few projects of the
company based solely on the text. In addition to being sceptical towards the text,
Etchells emphasises his conceptual disbelief towards writing: “the words ‘good’ and
‘writing’ never went together that well for us.”117 This observation underpins the above
argued paradox which seems to consider text as a slightly alien element in the theatremaking process of Etchells and his company.
Etchells’s statement concerning language as “someone else’s clothes” is equally
applicable to his understanding of authenticity. The power of cross-dressing is linked
both to acting and to the actual text materials connected, assembled or devised by the
company. In their creative approach, the essays devoted to performance-making
strategies univocally stress the importance of randomness, mistakes and failure: “I trust
discoveries and accidents and I distrust intentions,”118 Etchells states. It is of no
coincidence then that in 2002 along with Matthew Goulish, Etchells cofounded the
Institute of Failure.119 The aesthetics, or as Sara Jane Bailes has it, “poetics of failure,”
is one of the cornerstones of Forced Entertainment’s methodology. In the essays
included in Certain Fragments, Etchells repeatedly emphasizes the role of mistakes that
lead to the experience of the authentic, and are therefore fruitful for their performance.
Etchells exemplifies the significance of the poetics of failure in the following exercise
description: “I give instructions for impro (sic) to the performers but they are misheard
– I have no idea what the people on stage think they are doing – most of it is ridiculous
but there is a moment that no one could have expected or predicted and it is
wonderful.”120 The “mis-” ludic approach of mishearing, mistaking, mis-seeing or
misinterpreting is embedded in the all major projects of the Forced Entertainment’s
artistic director.
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Authenticity is not achieved via a vivid “authorial voice,” but rather a result of
constant devising121 or catalogues of personal confessions. The intimacy of the author
and the reader is achieved through the author’s storytelling dealing with his own
proximity to death, personal diary entries (possibly semi-fictional), or in an interview
with Ron Vawter of the Wooster Group, undoubtedly Etchells’s role model when
devising performances. Intimacy as a writing theme surfaces in Etchells’s letters to his
son, meditations on death and description of the loneliness of hotel rooms. His letters to
his son and brother, vivid descriptions of his fears and dreams, have one aim – to
produce witnesses. Theatre texts, on the other hand, contain alienated and exaggerated
lists of sensational events, similar to those spectacular invitations of Vacuum Days, such
as Newsroom Text One – a part of the performance of Emanuelle Enchanted (or a
Description of the World as if it Were a Better Place) (1992).”122 The juxtaposition of
the deeply personal (nonfictional) directorial voice of Etchells creates a strong
counterpoint to borrowed, devised and estranged theatre texts.
Another crucial aspect that Etchells keeps highlighting in his essays is the acting,
which again meanders between fact and fiction, challenging the collaborative proximity
of “we and I,”123 between actors and spectators, the territory which Daniel Schulze calls
“an ontological limbo, neither here, nor there.”124 In his study of authenticity Schulze
stresses the significance in the shift towards the understanding of theatre as an event,
which Etchells himself also acknowledges. Thus theatre becomes a human venue where
the lives of audience and actors intersect with the common purpose (transformation via
performance) and without the fourth wall, as Schulze has it.125 The actors are no longer
seen as personae, but people offering their quasi-authentic presence to contemplation.
Etchells pays a great deal of attention to this unmasking, exemplified in Showtime
where the acting oscillates between amateur simple acting and performing not involving
any role-play that Kirby would classify as non-matrixed performing.126. In his essays he
repeatedly returns to the moment when Cathy Naden pretends to be a dog in a cheap
costume with a giant dog’s head and about half way through the performance is
“For me writing is about collecting, sifting and using from bits of other people’s stuff – copied
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interviewed by Claire Marshall. After a series of questions Marshall asks: “Cathy don’t
you think its (sic) about time you took the dog’s head off?” at which point Naden
removes the head to reveal, for the first time in the piece, her sweating and panting real
face, her “real” self. This moment of unmasking the persona, this collision of the
moment of make-belief and its collapse into the very here and now is the rupture which
Etchells is so keen to explore in his texts.
The method of error and trial, rather than the opposite, comes from the presumption
that if an element works well, Etchells attempts to stretch it in time, or explore it even
further. He takes inspiration from his attitude to the endings of performances. To him an
ending is like crossing the line between the worlds, “or passing on the chance to cross it;
refusing to come back.”127 This refusal to return to the unaltered world enables him to
exploit the role of artistic director and often pushes his actors beyond the boundaries of
the pleasant. In his writing he confesses to his obsession with testing the limits of
performing, as can be seen during the improvisations for Pleasure (1997) where Claire
Marshall is pretending to be lying dead on the stage, Richard Lowdon approaches to
cover her “head with a jacket, then pulls her underpants off. Sits staring at her cunt. Not
even a game anymore.”128
Not coincidentally the “not even a game anymore” moment served as the model for
the title of the abovementioned book on Forced Entertainment edited by Florian
Malzacher and Judith Helmer. In their introduction Malzacher and Helmer highlight the
ludic attitude of the company to theatre-making which resembles child-like curiosity
and fascination with the rules of the world, children’s “unstoppable urge to play, as well
as the spontaneous nature of their actions, the apparent absence of cause and effect in
their behaviour and images, and the sudden onset or interruption of sadness.”129
Similarly Etchells consciously imposes the provocative childish approach to the rules of
(a) performance, “[h]ow can I break this?”130 However, this ludic approach is contrasted
with the purely conceptual methodology, most apparent in the company’s durational
pieces. These moments bridging the spontaneity in the “urge to play” juxtapose the
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conceptual “interruptions of sadness,” these vantage points Etchells reveals in his
writings.
Across Certain Fragments Etchells also revisits the moments when the actors are
humiliated. Claire Marshall with a cardboard sign, which says LIAR, hanging around
her neck during the performance of Hidden J is exposed to the gaze of the spectators for
the entire length of the piece. Etchells accentuates the fact that to be the spectator is a
shameful experience. It is, as Etchells has it, his “desire … for nakedness,
defencelessness. An exposure that does not have a name. Something beyond,”131 which
I have elaborated on in chapter one. The spectatorial witnessing of the weakness, human
frailty of “something beyond,” or Deleuzian emergence of a life, or immanence, is the
unexpressed focal point of Etchells’s essays.
The game with the audience, “of drawing them in and pushing them away”132 and the
production of witnesses is undoubtedly a chief preoccupation of Etchells theatre work,
therefore these concerns are prominent in his writing. The transformation-potential of
performance is attempted by the book via the triangular perspective of its content. The
experience of reading Certain Fragments is performative; hence it represents the three
cornerstones of the theatre witnessing experience. The first part which consists of
Etchells’s essays, represents introspective perspective of the author/director. The second
part, performance texts and staging instructions, illustrates the medium (of performers
and performances), realization clues which enable the reader to visualize should they
accept the rules of the game or the suspension of disbelief. The third part, in fact an
epitext according to Genette’s terminology, contains programme notes/journalism and
finally creates an interesting defining bridge between the director’s ideas and the
performance of the reader, who has the possibility to compose the fragmented images
from the first part and superimpose them onto the second to create their own version of
Forced Entertainment’s theatre. The intuitive, rhizomatic confluences of the writer, the
reader and the text, create an arena, a territory in-between that ultimately attempts to
suffuse the liveness of Forced Entertainment’s theatre with its immanent quality.
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3.4.2 While You Are With Us Here Tonight
The last of Etchells’s “fictional” experimental books is a project called While You
Are With Us Here Tonight (2013) written in collaboration with Adrian Heathfield, Hugo
Glendinning, Kate McIntosh, Janez Janša, Steve Rogers, Terry O’Connor and Vlatka
Horvat. It is basically a pastiche of a theatre text and its peritext: a series of 135
footnotes to a script originally written for the performance First Night (2001). The
footnotes constitute the actual body of the book, whereas the original text is printed on
red pages of a smaller format that intertwine the footnoted pages. In this the paratextual
elements of footnotes invert ironically the importance of the original text. This
combination

creates

an

unusual

experience

of

visual

cross-references

and

juxtapositions, and its reading provides a hypertextual performance. The footnotes
sometimes take the form of a photograph, quotation or a plain reference. As the book
title suggests, the central idea is the relationship between the author, the text, the
performance and its recipient is similar to the structural triad of Certain Fragments.
This book equally shares the intimate and revealing nature of Etchells’s other projects.
While You Are With Us Tonight is literally a book on the in-between. It addresses
Etchells’s chief interests: theatre performance and its life beyond the frame of theatre.
Therefore, he combines the early text with various responses from different
perspectives. The invitations to participate in such a kaleidoscopic response game
transform his collaborators into witnesses.
The actual performance of the text appears as a medium for other responses to depart
from. Printed in large letters on pink paper of a smaller format than the rest of the book,
the text is a series of invitations that begin with “try not to think about…” or “try to
forget about…” The areas the audience are asked to forget about are illnesses, disasters,
wars and unpleasant situations. This conceptual list of unpleasant situations or mishaps
is ultimately concluded with the theatrical reassertion of the here and now: “[w]hilst
you’re with us here tonight we’d like you to forget about everything outside this
room.”133 The directness and simplicity of the text is disrupted by a rich reticulation of
135 footnotes that use the text as a trigger for multidirectional, indeed rhizomatic,
experience. The references predominantly depart from the verbs or nouns in the text,
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and besides frequently echoing the referenced word or sentence, the text chiefly
revolves around the topic of theatre and forgetting.
The paratextual footnotes have several functions. They operate as peritexts, helping
to understand the context. Alternatively, they serve as epitexts provided by outsider
perspectives and thus form new directions of reading. Finally, the footnotes stand as
hypertexts which create new layers to the original text. In his footnotes, the performance
thinker Adrian Heathfield stresses the potentiality of “the possibility of an impossible
theatre: a theatre whose spatial foundations are forced and held inside-out,”134 in other
words the erasure of traditional theatrical re-presentation of the world outside the
theatre. Heathfield’s perspective highlights the paradoxical immersion of the spectators,
who are “colluders in collective crimes of [this] erasure.”135 Similarly, the artist and
performer Janez Janša devotes his commentary to performance and memory. The
spectator of Forced Entertainment performances witnesses “the mechanism of
imagination,” in which “[w]e are not being asked to imagine something else, something
which would be represented on stage. We are being asked to forget in order to here and
now,”136 Janša reminds us that theatre happens in a neutral zone where the memories of
the spectators collide with those of the actors. Performance is not “what we see on stage
[…] is a meeting point of memory machines which encounter each other.” 137
Another aspect associated with memory, the resistance to forgetting, is manifest in
the photographs by Hugo Glendinning. These photographs partially reflect his projects
with the company, be it in the form of preproduction show photographs, rehearsal or
performance pictures, or finally landscapes which might have been taken while on tour
with the company. The photographs are not accompanied by any captions; only a
supposed year of origin is printed below each picture. This affiliation of time to the
image provides a richer understanding of the complexities behind performance
production. The life of the theatre performance is thus extended beyond its pure stage
presentation. Similar to the productive function of the desiring machine that can be
identified in Heathfield’s philosophy, Janša’s invitations and Glendinning’s
photography, Kate McIntosh a dancer, performer, and the company’s occasional
collaborator, offers quasi-insider perspective on the life and performance of Forced
134
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Entertainment. Kate McIntosh presents a series of sentence-length fleeting impressions
such as “[g]oing ok here though it feels like eternal night; it must be equinox soon from
what I can see through the curtains.”138 The reference to time in this quote extends
beyond particular time, since the “soon equinox” manifests equal relationships between
real and fictitious, as seen “through the curtains” the threshold between the worlds.
The strangeness of intimate universality is most apparent in the entries provided by
Terry O’Connor, a core member of Forced Entertainment. O’Connor highlights
particularly the moments of uncertainty and ambiguity of the performers’ labour on
stage, which are sometimes enlightened by the spectatorial reaction: “as a performer
you don’t necessarily know what other people around you on stage are up to, […but
s]trangely, a shift in the audience’s attention can give a sense of space onstage, a
privacy even, a more felt sense of your task.”139 Another collision of the personal with
the theatre of Forced Entertainment is to be found in the diary extracts of Vlatka Horvat,
a visual artist and Tim Etchells’s life partner. Horvat’s contribution consists of several
diary entries reflecting on her neighbour’s as well as her own immigrant background in
the immediate aftermath of 9/11, the temporal context of the performance’s premiere.
Her entries are in fact epistolary monologues addressed to Tim Etchells.
Mortality and death is a topic that connects references by the late Steve Rogers, the
editor of and a contributor to Performance magazine. The texts assigned to Rogers are
exclamatory notes collected posthumously, snippets of ideas and inspiring thoughts.
The structure of these creates a parallel to the original text – all his references are “do
not thinks” – such as “do not think anymore about Gilles Deleuze (18 January 1925 – 4
November 1995).”140 The other “do not thinks” refer to many famous personalities such
as Astrid Lindgren, Andrei Tarkovsky, John Cage, or Louise Bourgeois and are always
followed by their life dates. The paradox is that Rogers died in 1988 while many of the
personalities referred to in his entries died much later. This implies that the texts were
just assigned to Rogers and selected by Tim Etchells. This homage to Rogers in fact
articulates Etchells’s ultimate strategy, the “summoning of the presence in the absence,”
the interplay between real and fictitious.
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The book While You Are With Us Here Tonight concludes with an essay, the 135th
footnote written by Etchells. Symptomatically, the text is an elaboration on the “here
and now” of Etchells’s theatrical approach: “I have waited a long time, pretty much to
the end. […] But I’m here becoming now, stringing myself together out of words and
nothingness.”141 Using direct address, the essay exposes the relationship between
theatre and writing, be it conceptual or serving as a framework of closure; The final
essay by Etchells concludes the multi-authored devised project that is composed of
rewritings, borrowings and semi-fictional writing. All these approaches nevertheless, as
Etchells suggests, aim at exposing “human beings speaking and flowing, speaking
themselves into presence, into existence.”142 Etchells’s endless attempts at
materialising/presence-making, both in texts and performance, result in the inevitable
observation that his texts are truly performative. In other words, in the attempt to
achieve liveness on stage in theatre materializes in the case of texts into the operation of
a machine.
Etchells struggles for the emergence of a life, which Deleuze calls immanence. The
techniques leading towards the “spectator’s attempted compliance” is achieved via
“confusions, logic problems, glitches in the fabric or flow of sense,” 143 or to put it
differently, rhizomatic. The rhizomatic connectivity present in the last footnote, in a
meta-referential way, comments on the temporality of theatrical experience as well as
ephemerality of the reading process which now “coheres and disperses. Like me here.
Cohering and dispersing. Only as good as my last syllable. Only here at all so long as
I’m typing. ... Still fingers to keyboard, ASCII to ASCII, file to print, ink to page.
Materialising.”144 Next to metawriting, the author uses the technique of self-denial,
expressed by the crossed-out text, as if it had turned out of his hand, to show the
imperfectness of his creative process. The book is an open archive testing the
potentiality of the text and its connections in memory. Perhaps of all Etchells’s projects,
While You Are With Us Here Tonight is the most strikingly rhizomatic, deterritorialized
text where the performance is inserted in-between its references. The formal qualities of
the projects are paradoxical: the undoing (or erasing) of himself and the footnoting of
the original theatrical text on theatrical use of imagination is an attempt to create,
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something multidirectional, something materialised. The meaning found within the text
is multidirectional. It both connects with other elements outside of, beyond the text, yet
at the same time reveal the fragile nature of the creative process within. Therefore, the
book can be read both on transcendental and immanent levels. The ultimate strength of
the assemblage-like project is its ability to interconnect in many multidirectional way,
by which it performs a deterritorialization of infinite possibilities.

3.4.3 Other Texts and Text-Based Projects
Endlessness is the final element which interconnects the writing and theatre praxis of
Tim Etchells. However, it would be far too extensive to provide a holistic overview of
texts and textual projects created by Etchells, so I have selected those with a clear
immanent drive. It is sufficient to say that their topics constantly revolve around the
blurring of boundaries between theatre and the author’s life, fiction and reality. Besides
the frequent thematic focus on theatre and the author’s intimate experience with
performance, the common element to those projects is their significant formal style. The
texts frequently consist of long, often repetitive lists or catalogues of ideas. Textual
form, deviations, provocations, such as footnotes, crossed-out texts, repetitive lists,
fragments of other texts, palimpsests of his other essays, echoes of performance texts
and links to other projects appear as a common element across his essays, installations
and video projects. These thus formally test linguistic possibilities, addressing the
audience/reader by way of commands or creating settings that provide the working of
imagination. The following discussion provides a fragmented selection of Etchells’s
text-based projects whose common denominators are oxymoronic poetics, paradoxes,
direct address and subscription to their own failure, again the aspects which I have
identified as proximity invitations to immanence.
For instance, the text-based video project Starfucker created by Etchells in 2012
combines a similar approach to Vacuum Days – it is a sequence of textual description of
movie situations turning language into a film – a virtual movie where white text on a
black background with a soundtrack by John Avery presents almost no visual imagery
thereby modelling more space for viewers’ engagement. The situations described
combine Hollywood stars in violent, shocking or intimate coincidence, such as “Bruce
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Willis and Sylvester Stallone sharing a shower.”145 Etchells’s oxymoronic poetics and
absurdity create a humorous and engaging experience.
The paradox as a motif is also present in another text-based video project of his,
Forever (Stop Frame) (2011), which in 6 minutes captures in a series of still
photographs how a set of letters in ice which claims “Live Forever” gradually melts.
Similarly in his neon light installations, Etchells usually borrows theatrical elements,
vocabulary, or clichés, such as “All we have is words,” “From more or less anything to
pretty much nothing” and “Fade to black” which appear as paradoxical statements,
whose open system provides generous space for spectators’ contemplation. Commands
as a subject matter are in his project called 39 or So to Do (26 May – 5 June 2008), a
series of 39 commands delivered via SMS. They comprise of simple instructions like
“Go outside” to more complex ones, such as “Follow somebody,” “Call someone you
barely know,” or “Take a risk.” Like the neon light installations or the sensational
events of Vacuum Days, Etchells’s text messages offer voluntary participation in a game
that no longer is a game; it is intervention into life. The temporary community, the
possibilities of a theatrical production and its reception, and the meandering in-between
the two, as in Certain Fragments, prove repeatedly the interconnection between
Etchells’s life, theatre and writing praxis.
In the last published text to date (September 2016) included in the #FE 365: 30 Texts
for 30 Years, which is a collection of 30 texts written by various authors (including for
example Tim Crouch, Alan Read or Dan Rebellato) each consisting of precisely 365
words, Tim Etchells presents the afterword titled “After Words 550 (and breaking a
rule)” in which again he breaches the conceptual margins previously designated and
produces a longer text. The text is a typical Etchells list of repetitive lists of theatrical
attitudes and strategies, such as self-materialising into here and now: “For now, for
now, for now, for then/For now and then//For you/For you//For now/For now.”146 In the
same publication, the theatre of Forced Entertainment after 30 years of existence, is
argued to have been preoccupied by “[l]ists and games. Gibberish and silence. Dressing
up and stripping down. Confession and lies. Jokes and deaths.”147 The list of seeming
antonyms or juxtaposed dichotomies is ideal for a reiteration of the “oxymoronic
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poetics” of the company, whose strategy is to explore the territory and the relationships
between these polarities, an approach which again is useful to define as rhizomatic.

3.5

Proximity Invitations in the Writings of Tim Etchells

This chapter has explored the idiosyncratic tools Etchells, as writer and director uses
to explore the capacities of language and its possible performative effect and affect
beyond its textual limits. Etchells’s mixture of oxymoronic poetics with direct address
constitutes a dynamic contribution to present day literature and theatre. Both his fiction
works as well as dramatic theatre writings appear as an ingenious mixture of
exaggerated binaries and an intimate yet highly provocative playful intervention of life
into art, with a deterritorializing, performative potential achieved through mutual
interconnectedness.
Etchells’s fiction texts undeniably share the major elements of his theatre work:
interruptions, non-linearity, hyperlink aesthetics, catalogues, interest in phenomena such
as silence, failure, blankness, testing the borders of language and the endurance of
audience/readers. Given the parallel features of both theatrical and literary productions,
the present study, suggests therefore that to describe the literary works of Etchells
proves efficient in understanding the umbilical interconnection between the author,
Forced Entertainment and their work. The non-linearity of Etchells’s texts is connected
to the dramaturgical approach rooted in the company’s lengthy devised creative process.
The organically appearing result from the collaboration of all theatre members
invites reading via Deleuze and Guattari and their treatment of literary machines.
Deleuze believed that like music and painting, literature makes effort to penetrate the
surface to a something or nothing beneath. The silence between sounds in music, Bogue
observes, can likewise in literature reveal “something or nothing” between words.148
Deleuze sees the silence in music and painting’s void not as empty but as full. In the
treatment of Beckett’s writing, Deleuze locates three ways Beckett undoes ordinary
language. The first is language I, which is metalanguage; the second (language II) uses
voices instead of words, language III “relates […] to immanent limits that are
ceaselessly displaced, hiatuses, holes or rips.”149 The language III is disconnected from
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any narratives or codes of normal language. Bogue illustrates the language III with
Beckett’s television plays, where Beckett bores holes in language via the use of “visions
and auditions, a dramatization of the complex and elusive relationship of images to
words,”150 Bogue concludes. These visions and auditions are non-linguistic visual and
sonic images that form outside of language, on the surface membrane between; they
render visible and audible the invisible and inaudible circuits of forces that are
immanent within the real.151 Beckett’s language III identified by Deleuze enables the
rupture of the surface and reveal the glimpses of immanence.
Analogously, let me repeat Brian Massumi’s understanding of the importance of the
relationship “[b]etween a form of content and a form of expression there is only the
process of their passing into each other: in other words, an immanence.”152 This
immanence is always a possibility for new emergence in the relational process.

The

open systems of Deleuze and Guattari’s thought, Etchells’s fiction work and Forced
Entertainment highlight the potentiality and process, rather than a straightforward
answer. It is an open system which incites, challenges and invites. The poetics of
immanence with its capacity to open spaces and illuminate life, appears as a result of
Etchells’s open structure fostering the oscillation between real and fictitious, supported
by his experimental voice which leaves a space for the recipient’ own working and their
potentiality to be transformed, to discover the different in themselves.
The ultimate trinity of Etchells’s writing creative strategy that stems from his
theatrical praxis comprises the palimpsestuous interconnection between texts, theatre,
the author and the recipient; oxymoronic poetics combining confessions with platitudes,
reality and fiction; the footnoted (open) structure of the texts/works/performances
contribute to the liminal experience of the in-between. Such is the performative force of
language of Tim Etchells - theatre & (its) life. Like the main character’s life in the PC
game called Broken World, the liminal space between the reader and the work of the
text potentially deterritorializes the reader’s/spectator’s identity (which is in motion).
How much the gamer (or the reader/spectator) is colonising (reterritorializing) the
space, they must manoeuvre (deterritorialize) to avoid being reterritorialized (captured
or killed). Like the game, Etchells’s texts create a rhizome, endlessly deterritorializing
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as the avatar moves into unknown territory, creating a deterritorializing set of rhizomes
as they do so.
The following two chapters are going to argue how theatre after Tim Etchells
contains the same manoeuvring creative force of a desiring machine to rupture the
fourth wall: proximity challenging and engagement provoking, vulnerable, exposing the
reader to the nakedness, shitting and fucking, masturbating, eating – creative,
productive, organic, alive, transformative and immanent.
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4

Devised and Durational Performances of Forced Entertainment

4.1

From Failure to Immanence
To understand a system, study its failure… But what if the system is a life? Must we then
study death? [...] Always in those moments, in the proximity of a death, a life flickers,
between habitation and liberation, the brightest thing in the world.1

Theatre is a living organism, a process that is based on the collaboration of the artists
and the audience. Theatre is above all a system of production that oscillates between the
real and imagined and interacts with the audience. One of the greatest strengths of
theatre’s liveness, therefore, is in its weakness – in theatre’s potentiality to fail. These
moments of failure are the moments of human revelation, of actors’ unmasking; these
enable arguably the realization of life within not only a theatrical production, but also in
a spectatorial experience. Therefore, to follow Matthew Goulish’s logic, “to understand
a system, study its failure,”2 it is essential for my project to examine these moments of
failure where the proximity relationships between theatre and its recipient are
challenged and created. In the staged and performed theatrical reality, it is via the
functioning of failure when the moments of life “flicker,” “between habitation and
liberation.”3 Goulish advocates that the moments of life surface in the very experience
of staged, “dead,” habituated reality and the appearance of the authentic, liberated,
alive. This experience of theatrical frailty is the trigger of the realization of one’s life
during theatrical experience, what Deleuze calls immanence, a life.
As argued in the three preceding chapters, the immanence of live production is the
result of a devised, collaborative bottom-up approach, rather than top-down theatre with
the transcendent force of a director, author or dramaturg present. This of course does
not imply that there are theatres that are only immanent or transcendent. The elements
of immanent and transcendent theatres overlap or contribute to one another. What I
have in mind is not the extreme case of collectively organised devised production which
Laura Cull calls self-organising theatre.4 Self-organising theatre might be a purely
theoretical concept, but in reality cannot exist. Theatre is a mixture of both immanent
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and transcendent tendencies. Yet collaborative theatres have greater inclination to
immanence.
As manifest especially in chapters two and three, immanence as understood by
Deleuze is an open whole which changes. Its openness is significant for its connectivity
and interconnection. The change is important because it is in duration, in the state of
constant flux. Therefore, when speaking about immanent theatre, notions such as polyrhythmicity, simultaneity and multiplicity come to the fore. Since immanence operates
from within, theatres of immanence are inclusive rather than exclusive. To translate
these terms into performance aspects, theatres with immanent tendencies are devised
performances open to different durations and have no straightforward interpretation.
Additionally, these theatres are liberating, joyous and challenge alternative perspectives.
The question is how these moments are graspable in a theatrical production by the
spectator? It is through the operation of their affects.
Building on Deleuze, Lara Cull in her project examines the ethics and aesthetics of
immanence. Yet I would like to stress the poetic function of immanence that challenges
the relationships between the stage and the auditorium: the affect of theatre. Cull
correctly identifies that for Deleuze, following Spinoza, the affect of joy involves the
increase of the body’s lived power or power to act; joy is the intensification of life as
creativity.5 Therefore whole speaking about immanence joy and creativity are its
inseparable aspects. Cull’s ethico-aesthetic approach stems from Deleuze’s unifying
paradigm of ethics and aesthetics concerned with “inventing new possibilities of life.”6
Therefore Cull reads the ethical dimension of immanence as advocated by Deleuze to
liberate life as creative force as well as to rethink the traditional association with the
other.7 For my project, however, I am more preoccupied with the relational and
reciprocal power of immanence.
For Deleuze, the interconnectedness of bodies and the capacity to change
relationships actively and productively is at the crux of reterritorialization, becoming as
well as in immanence. As seen in the previous chapters, immanence is inclusive rather
than exclusive. Already in A Thousand Plateaus, Deleuze and Guattari articulate the
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experience of “growing in the midst of things”8 rather than being separated from them.
This understanding of immanent inclusion accentuates in collaborative participation in
change, duration. Immanence implies that everything participates in everything else,
because of being interconnected and sharing the experience. This openness and shared
participation are particularly important for my understanding of devised theatre
experience.
Witnessing an immanent theatre performance is a challenging experience. Cull
describes the complex relationship of theatre affect as a becoming – “a process of
entering into composition with the affects of another body.”9 This reciprocal functioning
of bodies (meant of course as not only the physical, but e.g. social) is indeed creative
and transformative. Similarly, when Alan Read speaks of theatre as an affect machine,
he means the uniqueness and creative potential of theatre: “without this affective
charge, theatre would be consigned to a potentially entertaining, yet impotent, world of
representation, repetition and […] reproduction.”10 Both Cull’s and Read’s observations
accentuate the uniqueness as well as procreative potential of theatre. Similarly, in the
previous chapters I have coined several aspects which are closely connected to the
theatregoing experience connected with Forced Entertainment’s theatre. These elements
share the creative and bond-making character. As argued above, when something is
immanent, it is immanent to. The preposition “to” is crucial since it accentuates the
connection-making and the inclusiveness of the process.
The ability to connect in a theatre with the performance is decodable thanks to what I
call proximity invitations. These intimate invitations in the theatre of Forced
Entertainment stem from their immanent, devised open structure of their performance
methods that prioritise non-matrixed acting accentuating the live presence of live bodies
both on stage and in the auditorium – “making present” of the performers in the here
and now. Furthermore, the troupe the employ a ludic approach to theatre-making using
metatheatrical elements drawing upon the elements that provoke sympathy, such as
failure or silence. In the carefully orchestrated synergy of these invitations, proximity
between the performers and the audience is achieved.

The theatre of Forced
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Entertainment is what Matthew Goulish calls “the performance of instability,” 11 whose
instability ruptures the perfect theatrical unity and is thus productive in challenging
audience expectations. Analogously, in her seminal treatment of failure, Sara Jane
Bailes, identifies the structure of Forced Entertainment’s theatre as “a cacophony of
disassembled parts and practices.”12 Bailes goes on to suggest that “Forced
Entertainment’s success [is in] trying to perform ‘well’ whilst deliberately sabotaging
the event.”13 This observation reveals the company’s interest in exploring the
possibilities of theatrical creation beyond the limits of acceptable reality. The
disassembled parts of unstable performance bring forward the human side of the actual
performance, the immanent realization of life. When Alan Read suggests that theatre,
when good, “enables us to know the everyday in order better to live everyday life,” 14 he
means that theatre is in dialectical relation to the quotidian. It is a method surfacing the
intimate realizations of life flickering in-between, in the proximity of a death – the
realization of life that Matthew Goulish identifies as the brightest thing in the world.
Deleuze’s philosophy is preoccupied in finding new directions, pushing oneself to
the limits in order to discover new contexts, thus providing new answers. In What is
Philosophy?, Deleuze and Guattari argue that philosophy is “does not contemplate,
reflect, or communicate, […] it must create concepts for […] actions or passions.” 15
Therefore, philosophy is neither contemplation, reflection nor communication. The task
of the philosopher is thus not the reproduction of the same, not the reveal oneself the
outside as by reflection or communication, but to discover the different within
themselves. The self-discovery through philosophy is akin to theatrical witnessing –
which is neither mere contemplation, reflection nor communication, but indeed a
creative event leading to a transformative experience
The realization of life in theatre is not only achievable via the operation of failure,
but also by accentuating the proximal relation between the stage and the auditorium.
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Proximity and theatre have recently become a focal point of performance theory. 16 The
science of proxemics was defined by anthropologist Edward T. Hall in The Hidden
Dimension (1966), where he focuses on the use of multisensory cues to negotiate
territory and maintain personal space. The intimate space is, in Hall’s words, “the
distance of love-making and wrestling, comforting and protecting.”17 Equally, the
intimate space of theatre is what Laura Cull recognizes as performances’ ability to allow
our life to beat to a new rhythm, to be something lived, 18 rather than passively
consumed from a safe distance. Both Hall and Cull seem to accentuate the intimate
relationship that is creative. Proximity, Hall further observes, is “the interrelated
observations and theories of man’s use of space as a specialized elaboration of
culture.”19 The interrelation of observations and theories that Hall highlights are in
accordance with the thoughts of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, most notably the
notions of the rhizome and immanence. Both concepts of rhizome and immanence
highlight the interconnectivity, the interrelational dynamism located within or inbetween the theatrical experience.
“The plane of immanence is like a section of chaos and acts like a sieve,” 20 Deleuze
and Guattari argue. Like philosophy, creating concepts, the plane of immanence
ruptures the space in order to create and find new meanings. The role of the plane of
immanence is to create new sections, chasms in chaos to establish new directions, new
connections. However, as Deleuze and Guattari posit, “the struggle against chaos does
not take place without an affinity with the enemy, because another struggle develops
and takes on more importance – the struggle against opinion.”21 The struggle against
opinion seems to protect us from the chaos. When discussing artworks, performance
becomes a composition of mutually interconnected particles, including the audience,
accomplices, struggling to create an opinion.
While dealing with performance and its proximity-creating capacity, Leslie Hill and
Helen Paris stress that “the stage operates as something of a black hole – it swallows in
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order to create.”22 The metaphoric concept of the capacity of a theatre to gravitate and
absorb its surroundings in order to produce something new is what Etchells calls “the
summoning of presence in the context of absence. A bringing in of the world.”23 The
immanent potential contained within the theatrical performance is its experience/affect
enables spectators’ realization of their own possibilities, fragility and limitations. Such
realizations are possible when we understand theatrical performance both as an affect
machine as advocated by Read earlier, but also as a machine of memory and forgetting.
The conceptual artist Janez Janša rejects the idea that performance is the work of
people who are being watched by other people. “Performance is a meeting of the work
of performers and the work of spectators. What kind of work can you do once you have
done the work of forgetting?”24 The game of forgetting is a theatrical premise. Janša
further elaborates on the clash that appears during the performance when the spectators
are confronted with their own memories which intrude on the actual performance
happening on stage. “Performance is not what we see on stage, performance is a
meeting point of memory machines which encounter each other.”25 This clash of the
memory machines of the theatrical experience is similarly laid out by Nicholas Ridout,
who calls this phenomenon– “a cylindrical bubble of mutual convulsion and
stupefaction, each party (performers and audience) astonished at the other’s (and their
own) capacity to make so much out of nothing, dazzled by their own stupid complicity
in this patently senseless and stupid performance.”26 The crucial significance of
Ridout’s observation lies in the proximating relationship between both parties as well as
their mutual “stupid complicity,” the suspension of disbelief, to enter the game
repeatedly, each time when entering the theatre, initiating the memory machine.
Speaking of repeatability, Bailes argues that performance possesses the “ability to
create new memories as it (mis)remembers, to begin again as if for a first time.”27 This
ability to recreate new memories echoes the aforementioned claim of Hill and Paris of
theatre as a black hole. Peggy Phelan comparably highlights performance’s fundamental
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quality – the disappearance of the subject. Performance “rehearses and repeats the
disappearance of the subject who longs always to be remembered.”28 This urgent
longing of performance to be remembered is juxtaposed with its transient quality. The
intimate sympathetic bond with theatre and its participants is achieved via its very
vulnerability.
According to Chrissie Iles, the rare moments of intimate encounters stem from the
fact of mutual spatiotemporal existence of authors and audiences.29

This mutual

coexistence in the state of in-between is what Tim Etchells argues to be the company’s
“desire […] for nakedness, defencelessness. An exposure that does not have a name.
Something beyond.”30 The interrelation between the elements of a theatrical experience,
actors and the spectators, and the “something beyond” that Etchells speaks of, is
precisely the immanent force contained within that Deleuze advocates. It is my ambition
here to locate this “something beyond” or within in the Forced Entertainment’s staging
elements via the critique of immanence.
Before I set out to analyse the theatrical elements of the company’s aesthetics, I will
briefly review the findings from the previous chapter that revolve around the critique of
textual works by Tim Etchells. The previous chapter has mapped Etchells’s invitations
to challenge the territory in-between, which Daniel Schulze calls the ontological
limbo.31 Theatrical tools idiosyncratic of Forced Entertainment Etchells’s writing
approaches are similarly exploring this territory of in-between. In his books treated in
the previous chapter, Etchells intertwines autobiographical stories with fictional
elements, thus rendering porous the boundaries between the make-believe and ‘makebelief’. Most notably he hyper-exaggerates facts to create illusions only to immediately
subvert them. Similarly, these established and discarded illusions are also persistently
present in his theatre-making. According to Richard Schechner, the “performances of
everyday life ‘make belief’ create the very social realities they enact. In ‘make-believe’
performances, the distinction between what is real and what is pretended is kept
clear.”32 Forced Entertainment theatre interlays with reality and “fictional” life on stage;
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their performances thus oscillate between the acknowledged make-believe of more-orless classical fictional theatre and ‘make-belief’ of live art pieces or visceral
performances, exemplified in chapter two.
The performance theatre of Forced Entertainment ignores the illusionary stage
personae. Throughout their 30 years of existence, the actors of Forced Entertainment
have never accepted any given role; on the contrary, they always stick to their own
names. In various pieces, nevertheless, the members “cross-dress” with the help of
cardboard signs onto which a basic character is written. Such characters include: A
BLOKE WHO HAS BEEN SHOT, FRANK (DRUNK), PRINCESS NOT-SOBRIGHT, A STATUE COME TO LIFE.33 In the context of theatre, Marvin Carlson
speaks of ghosting; the way in which the memories of previous performances,
characters and plays haunt an audience’s understanding and interpretation of what they
see.34 In an important sense, the performers of Forced Entertainment fail to render such
comprehension, since unlike an actor in traditional terms, who enacts different roles in
various plays (for instance Prince Hamlet in Hamlet, Cordelia in King Lear, etc.) Forced
Entertainment’s fluidly constructed identities with strongly authentic accent layer the
interpretations of spectator wondering what role they are performing.
By retaining their names and identity in all plays, Forced Entertainment performers
create a perplexing mixture of “borrowed and second-hand identities”35 oscillating on
the border between the fictive and real, often unclear, dauntingly enigmatic. In other
words, they impersonate the aforementioned interplay between presence and absence,36
the real people in the world of “cities, late-night-television, ghosts and half-remembered
stories,”37 yet closer to the acceptable reality of the authentic. In the interview with Tim
Etchells, Adrian Heathfield highlights the moments of friction between gradually losing
one’s stage persona for the real person. “So your attraction here is to the possibility of a
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moment of truth, or the possibility of revealing a true self, not truth itself.” 38 Heathfield
identifies this fleeting moment of a possibility of truth as the moment of the authentic.
In postdramatic terms, the actor of postdramatic theatre is often no longer the actor of
a role but a performer offering their presence on stage for contemplation, Hans-Thies
Lehmann posits. 39 Liveness comes to the fore, highlighting the provocative presence of
the human being rather than the embodiment of a figure. According to Hans Ulrich
Gumbrecht, theatre is a “production of presence,” which agrees with the “integrative
aesthetic of the live,”40 a typical feature of performance art. The aforementioned
interchanging realness and pretending is the key element of the postdramatic approach
of Forced Entertainment. Principally, postdramatic theatre performers want to transform
not themselves, but a situation including the audience.41
Yet many interpretations of what theatre stands for operate with the memory;
revisiting, recycling, recollecting, re-experiencing, reliving, a “simulacrum of the
cultural and historical process.”42 The necessity for the engagement of memory of the
audience is often accompanied by a failure of expectations, what in other words Robert
Hans Jauss calls a “horizon of expectations,”43 of experience failing to be realized or the
experience realized wrongly. Similarly to Carlson’s ghosting, Jauss implies that a reader
approaches a text with certain experience stemming from his other interactions with
other texts. In case of Forced Entertainment, the horizon of expectations of the audience
usually fails to be experienced because of the operation of the real in the real time.
Performance theatre as well as the postdramatic reading of contemporary theatre
signifies an accentuated emphasis on reality and real time. Time is understood as a
phenomenon shared by the actors and the spectators.44 Lehmann highlights this trend in
the aesthetic of modern theatre: “the intention of utilizing the specificity of theatre as a
mode of presentation to turn time as such into an object of the aesthetic experience.”45
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The reality of theatre performance witnessing is thus possible in the ruptures of the
performance structure. Bailes identifies dislocation, discontinuity, and dissimilarity as
the “fundamental tools in a vision of performance theatre […] to produce what Deleuze
and Guattari might call theatre’s deterritorializing effect.”46 This penchant for
discomfort and disillusion is indeed a highly idiosyncratic tool the company uses to
dislocate the Jaussean horizon of expectation. The company’s essentially ludic approach
to theatre-making incorporates the naïve curiosity of a child with a spontaneous,
aleatory devising methodology. This approach originates with the company’s belief that
the concept as well as the devising process itself can be more interesting than its final
output. The strategy, however, is more apparent in the company’s durational pieces,
whose structure is naturally more loosely rehearsed, thus more aleatory and conceptual.
Etchells is not interested in being experimental or not, rather he sees the need “to invent
new ways in order to approach the reality we were experience. Desire to express or to
articulate what is happening in the world; [… to] find ways how to translate it into
performance.”47 For Etchells, the stage is a container of possibility.48 He sees the
essence of their relation to theatre comparable to the child’s foundational relation to a
toy and to testing its limits, the question, “How can I break this?”49 However, it must be
noted that the experimental approach of the company is carefully incorporated in their
productions. What is essential is the company’s effort to push the limits of their bodies,
physical and artistic. In this context, Cull observes that for Deleuze, “to live a good life
is to live at the limit of what your body can do, and this limit can only be tested through
and as affect, as encounter. The more we experiment, the more we come to know what
our body can do in composition with others.”50 This experimentation with relationship
of the bodies is at the core of the contingency of immanence as the series of encounters
in duration.
On the other hand, the childish naïveté, openness and directness are what Deleuze
and Guattari find equally inspiring. For Deleuze, “small children, through all their
sufferings and weaknesses, are infused with an immanent life that is pure power and
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even bliss.”51 Purity and innocent playfulness is at the heart of immanent experience.
The authenticity of such action is connected to the idea of originality. Deleuze and
Guattari believe that nothing is a mistake; that “[i]deas do not die…Ideas are always
reusable because they have been usable before.”52 Thinking is productive, not
willingness to reveal the truth:
If thought searches, it is less in the manner of someone who possesses a method than
that of a dog that seems to be making uncoordinated leaps. We have no reason to take
pride in this image of thought, which involves much suffering without glory and
indicates the degree to which thinking has become increasingly difficult: immanence.53

Thinking, according to Deleuze and Guattari, is an unorganized yet organic process.
The leaping dog is an image that is jarring, although very rhizomatic and unexpected.
The image of a leaping dog is liberating and joyous. Such a methodology is far from
systematic and anchored; rather it is ephemeral and poly-rhythmical. Similarly, in the
context of the immanent performativity, Brian Massumi speaks of the ultimate desire to
live like a thought: “[t]hought does not reflect the real. It is real. It has a reality on a par
with the world’s becoming.”54 The equation of thinking and world’s becoming is
mutually transformative.
This immanent relationship is complementary to lived reality: “the inclusion of
conditions for new emergence in the world that determinately emerges, and reciprocally
the inclusion of the determinately emerged in the field conditions for new emergence.”55
The relationship between the lived world and that of performance is transversally
interconnected, with a similar quality to that of an unfinished literary machine.
Immanence manifests its interconnection and the reciprocal relations to something, a
relation that is creative. The creation “is a process in perpetual motion, less a completed
burrow than a ceaseless burrowing,”56 as Ronald Bogue observes. For Deleuze, Bogue
continues, writing is a transformative process, a passage both for the writer and the
reader, a mutually deterritorializing movement. To write is to flee, 57 Bogue, states, to
enter another dimension, more or less illusionary. Yet the illusionary, be it for writing or
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theatre, is etymologically not far from the Latin in lusio, from entering the game.58
Speaking about game, Laura Cull observes that for Deleuze, the game of dice “is a
game with two moments: ‘the dice that is thrown and the dice that falls back.’ However,
we must be clear… that for Deleuze this distinction does not form the basis of a radical
distinction, but an immanent differentiation, since they are ‘two moments of a single
world.’”59 If the logic of Deleuze is to be pursued, the bad player throws the dice again
and again in order to achieve a desired combination that has already been determined in
advance, Deleuze maintains.
According to Cull, “the good player affirms whatever combination emerges as the
right one, in a gesture of amor fati – or love of fate – which for Deleuze constitutes an
ethical value.”60 Here it must be again that Deleuzian understanding of ethics is very
open. Cull stresses Deleuze’s intrinsic belief that “ethics is a matter of experimenting
with what we can do; going as far as possible to produce joyful affects rather than sad
ones, of creating relational bodies.”61 This positivistic and indeed productive view of
ethics is in the coalition with the immanent aspect of performativity, which is the
ultimate process of artistic creativity. The logic of immanent ethics refutes the
judgement of good or bad; it rather seeks connections, forces and possibilities.
Analogously, just as John Cage believed that music is created by the silences between
the notes, Deleuze also regards the ‘empty’ canvas as really full; “[i]t is a mistake to
think that the painter works on a white surface,” Deleuze maintains, because “clichés
are always already on the canvas.”62 The same can be said of Forced Entertainment:
their stage is never empty, because the theatrical clichés (they have manufactured or
simply inherited) are already there. My ultimate task is to dismantle the theatrical
illusion imposed on the stage through the proximity invitations of the company, which
in my opinion activate the audience.
Nicholas Ridout sees the theatre of Forced Entertainment’s mise en scene as a
theatrical system in the form of a remnant.63 The remnant signifies the detritus of other
projects as well as metatheatrical allusions outside the actual empty stage. The
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company’s usual simple stage design by Richard Lowdon offers a feeling of borrowing
or recycling, of cheap materials, as well as of other projects, see Fig. 6. The picture
from the production of Bloody Mess exemplifies the detritus of the recent action as well
as ghosted objects recycled from other productions.

Fig. 6. Forced Entertainment, Bloody Mess, Hugo Glendinning.

Besides metatheatricality, a pervasive staging element in their work, several authors
elaborated on idiosyncratic elements of similar efficacy within Forced Entertainment’s
aesthetics, such as of remnants or even horcruxes.64 Yet the conceptual force of this
metaphor outlines the major issue – of theatre as a living relic. The over-selfreflexiveness, “double smiles, bodies pushed to excess,” of the company summons what
Adrian Heathfield identifies as “the collapse of representations.”65 These collapsed
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representations that Heathfield highlights is precisely company’s frequent audience
provoking element.
The perceiving subjects remain suspended between two orders of perception, caught
in a liminal state of betwixt and between. They find themselves on the threshold which
constitutes the transition from one order to another; they experience a liminal state. 66 It
is the confluence of the lives of the spectators and the actors which enables Forced
Entertainment to form the acknowledgement of proximity: an intimacy created by the
fact that the performers look at you and seem to say “OK you can see me, but
remember, I can see you too.”67 The interest in the in-between-ness of Forced
Entertainment, the constant relationship between the actor and the audience, the
theatrical engagement of the company with the onlooker manifests the shift from the
relationship between a performer and the audience: the rhizomatic relationship leading
to a life–illuminating, immanent experience.
The following analysis of a selection of performances explores how the rupture of
theatrical unity works to provoke immanent theatrical experiences. Among the crucial
performative strategies that explore the transformative territory in-between stage and
audience are: collectively devised aleatory structures that challenge the boundary
between real and representational, authentic and staged; non-matrixed self-conscious
acting that accentuates live presence both on stage and in the auditorium; the
acknowledged presence and role of the spectator understood as witness; a ludic,
metatheatrical approach to theatre-making.
In this chapter I will analyse these elements in six standard-length productions dating
from 2004 to the present, namely Bloody Mess (2004), Spectacular (2008), Void Story
(2009), The Thrill of it All (2010), The Coming Storm (2012) and The Last Adventures
(2013). Their immanent devised form reflects the major aims of the thesis, a focus on
the rhizomatic dramaturgy within the open-system that produces spectatorial. In
addition, the findings will be later considered in chapter five where I will focus on
several durational and conceptual projects recently performed albeit originally devised
earlier: And on the Thousandth Night (created in 2000, performed 2013), Quizoola!
(1996, performed 2013), Speak Bitterness (1994, performed 2014), The Complete
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Works (2015) and From the Dark (2016) which manifest a similar drive to activate the
company’s poetics of immanence, with the accentuated temporal aspect.

4.2

Bloody Mess: The Collapse of the Singularity

Some of the ultimate features of immanence as outlined above are poly-rhythmicity
and multiplicity. This means that there are variations of events happening in time
simultaneously. These qualities will be located in the company’s production Bloody
Mess.
Bloody Mess is a performance that marks the turning point in Forced Entertainment’s
oeuvre. Devised in 2004, the piece successfully utilizes all previous company’s efforts
to produce a show which collapses the traditional theatrical unities and the traditional
focus on illusiveness. The company’s previous shows were far more aleatory,
culminating with durational pieces such as Who Can Sing a Song to Unfrighten Me?
(1999) or And on the Thousandth Night (2000), the latter discussed later in the chapter
five. Company’s website describe the performance Bloody Mess is as a piece defying
“description and categorization,”68 because of its seemingly illogical non-linearity.
However, these seemingly definition escaping structure can be tackled via the
application of the immanent, as illustrated below.
The structure of the piece is a result of devised technique which Etchells describes as
“obsessive cut and paste.”69 When discussing the performance’s seemingly chaotic
dramaturgy, Etchells observes that working on Bloody Mess was like “trying to create a
problem around theatre and the theatrical, then somehow, from the ruins of it, managing
to make that moment actually happen.”70 It is arguably this performance which marks
the start of the company’s penchant for long rehearsal processes, where through
rehearsing, taping and replaying, the “obsessive cut and paste” technique revolves in the
search of the moment problematizing the theatrical essence. The process of excavating
the ruins of previous rehearsals and resonances with other projects creates a
palimpsestuous, interconnected matrix which constitutes the poetics of the company.
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Perhaps the aforementioned well-orchestrated chaos recycling other projects of the
company.
Although the company’s website labels the piece as “uncompromising political Pop
Art, ironic physically demanding, camp trash, visual spectacle that tries to describe the
contemporary world in all of its beauty, horror and complexity,” 71 some of the
statements seem to contradict one another. Another issue is that the performance
attempts to utilize all the aspects at the same time. Already here oxymoronic and ironic
elements surface: the relation between the “camp trash and visual spectacle, horror and
beauty in the complexity of today’s world” promises the company’s usual mixture of
“giddying fantasia” and irony, so symptomatic also of Etchells’s writing. Additionally,
the articulated attempt “to describe the contemporary world” appears itself impossible
and bound to fail. Similarly, Peter Billingham highlights the play’s character as
“[a]pocalyptic, millennial end-time racked with futility and regret.”72 Regret,
apocalypse, horror, complexity and the attempt of the impossible appear as common
denominators of this project.
In the company’s words, the piece accentuates “action or the choreographic, rather
than the textual.”73 Unlike their previous standard-length pieces (Bloody Mess runs for
135 minutes), the core members of the company, Robin Arthur, Richard Lowdon, Claire
Marshall, Cathy Naden and Terry O’Connor, are complemented by five guest
performers, Davis Freeman, Wendy Houston, Jerry Killick, Bruno Roubicek and John
Rowley. The show opens with a skit where two clowns, the only costumed characters,
are wrestling for chairs to set-up a line-up of characters.
After the initial tiresome clownery all ten performers then introduce each other trying
to impose certain illusionary personae. The ten actors on stage present strangely
rendered caricatures of themselves. As laid out above, the notion of ghosting as such
fails since the performers use their own names. For instance, Terry O’Connor’s
introduction reads: “Hi, my name is Terry […] I hope you think when you look at me
that I look like a real person doing real things – I hope that you’ll think, no one has
written these lines for her, no one’s told her how to act. She is really living it.”74
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However, the mask-personae are immediately discarded with Richard Lowdon’s
invitation to forget about the whole scene, to draw a thick line after this and start anew.
This metatheatrical approach of asking the audience to create illusionary characters built
on real performers imposes certain distance in the suspension of disbelief, yet engages
audience in a participatory activity.
What follows then is action that illustrates the title of the piece: bloody mess. The
title of course alludes to the abovementioned detritus that is constantly occupying a
stage. Secondly the title is connected to the term Bloody Show - the bleeding that might
happen just before birth.

The production is preoccupied with creating certain

anticipation of what comes, in the connection with the Big Bang Theory, and the
beginning of the world; however, the narrated story of the beginning as well as any
actual scene is never completed.
The actors chaotically start bantering on stage. Rather than complete(d) stories, their
etudes include another overacted clown-brawl-duel, a drunk gorilla fidgeting with a
baby carriage, or an aged semi-naked drunk and exhausted cheerleader, two overzealous
wigged techies constantly checking and replugging microphones. All characters appear
in pairs – two clowns, two techies labelled by Billingham as “nerdish roadies.”75 Two
women – Terry O’ Connor, with her initial promise to be a “real person doing real
things” is the most far-fetched character of the piece and her counterpart, Cathy Naden
who is in contrast rather static and according to her introductory words, enigmatic.
Claire Marshall’s part is the masked gorilla, who wishes she was “the one that you
really really want to fuck.”76 Marshall is paired with Wendy Huston, who is a simple
cheerleading character offering advice and encouragement, both to her co-performers,
but also to the audience. Finally, the other two male protagonists, Jerry Killick and
Davis Freeman both naked poorly operate tinfoil stars to cover their genitals. Their
rather unchoreographed movements and the scene where they try to perform a fiveminute silence stands as a counterpoint to the other, overly physical and chaos
provoking scenes. The oxymoronic poetics of the piece are also tightly connected to its
carefully devised sequence of scenes and their rhythm.
The rhythm of the piece is changeable; it contrasts rather intimate one or twoperformer addresses to the audience with highly visceral numbers full of confetti, fog,
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strobe lights, thrown candy, popcorn and spilled water. The nature of the piece is
described by Lyn Gardner as “carefully choreographed mayhem like an end-of-the-pier
show having an existential crisis.”77 Although the piece appears initially chaotic, it is, in
the words of Etchells, in fact “very tightly controlled and […] creates this sense of life
now, real, even though of course everything we’re doing is incredibly precise, strategic
and deliberate.”78 It is precisely the sense of life here and now which constitutes the
most significant element of the show. With its open structure, fluid characters whose
identity is always in motion, the performance’s structure and the rhythm enable not only
ruptures the fourth wall but it literally invites the audience to mentally engage. These
“chasms” in the performance’s unity are complemented by metatheatrical elements and
the failure provoking scenes that produce proximal compassion among the spectators.
In the overall performance structure consisting of mostly physical scenes, the silence
scene is a theatrical invitation for the audience to enter a closer proximal zone. Davis
and Jerry are standing naked among a mess of tinfoil, confetti and spilled beer on stage,
their only costume being cardboard stars in tinfoil that they hold to cover their genitals.
They both want to communicate silence. They begin elaborating on different kinds of
silence. Finally, after about twenty minutes of introducing various kinds of silence,79
they express the wish to perform five minutes of beautiful silence. The naked
performers summon silence as a coincidence of previous actions or events, as a
counterpoint. Their method of performing, with one actor speaking and the others
nearest just staring inflexibly and the rest of the troupe just standing, lying, or fidgeting
discreetly around, foreshadows the inevitable failure of the scene. Two techies
constantly interfere, for example bringing a microphone and squabbling about the time
measurement.
The provocative, humorous, yet embarrassing scene outlines the typical feature of
their oeuvre, sympathy with the inevitable failure. Although the five minutes of
“silence” are measured, there is very little but silence. Many performers step in, either
physically or even verbally. The futility of this theatrical failure is successful in
Lyn Gardner, The Guardian. “Bloody Mess.” 3 November 2004. Web. 22 December 2015.
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triggering the feeling of sympathy. Again, this theatrical failure is constitutive, since
nothing is a mistake. Similarly, the 4’33’’ by John Cage is a piece of silence for four
minutes and thirty-three seconds that aims to amplify not only the aural experience
outside, but also inside the piece and each audience member. Silence here functions as
the trigger to self-reflexion.
The unexecuted silence brings forth the significant element in Forced
Entertainment’s work which is vital for the present thesis: their ability to fail. This
failure is more than obvious when the two protagonists collapse in order to achieve the
silence with the audience. Sara Jane Bailes describes their ability to fail “as a condition
from which everything began and to which everything returns.”80 Bailes thus compares
Forced Entertainment’s approach to Beckett’s. She underlines their motivation, which
comes from binding existential conundrums: “the failure […] rekindles the very desire
to express.”81 The company understands failure as not only a tragic, but often
simultaneously ridiculous state of potentiality. Failure is not generated by the two
central-protagonists of the scene, but by the chaos produced by the rest of the
supporting cast including the “staff” offering music for the silence. The failure to
express the silence is endlessly repeated in the series of other vain attempts. Among the
spectators this endeavour produces feelings of compassion within the theatrical
experience.
Another meta-theatrical moment comes towards the end when the clown John fails to
finish a story about the end of the world and reverses the role of interviewer and asks
the roadie Richard: “Can I ask you a question? That is not really your hair, is it? [...] It’s
a wig, yeah?” to which Richard aversively responds: “[...] Oh come on, it is late, let’s be
friends. [...] Can’t be sitting here chatting all night. Someone needs to clean this shit
up.”82 The metatheatrical allusion towards the representation of the real beyond the
stage illusionary produces a wave of sympathetic laughter in the auditorium.
Besides the elements of where the real vs. representational are questioned, another
pervasive audience activation device a strong direct address throughout the piece. In this
performance the audience is directly addressed mainly by female protagonists. Claire’s
appeal for you to think about making love to her and her to you, is near the end
80
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repeated, when Claire removes her gorilla mask to check whether “you are still thinking
of you fucking me and me fucking you.”83 Cathy Naden similarly, with even greater
force, encapsulates the interest of Forced Entertainment to explore the transformative
territory in-between by delivering a provocative and appealing monologue on crying.
She promises that when she is going to lie down, all people will start crying and that
they will never stop:
It is sad because of my frailty, because of my fragility, […] you will see how frail a
person is, my weakness […] and in that you will see your weakness too. This will start
flood of your tears. And for the rest of your life you are going to look back and you will
say that is when everything changed. […] Because, in the end, this is you.84

The appeal to the audience, no matter how exaggerated, is in fact the manifestation
of the play’s interconnection of theatre production and theatre witnessing. Such
moments where the theatrical experience unveils the quality of life within the theatre
production and connects them with the world outside of the theatrical experience are the
operations of immanence force. The aesthetics of Forced Entertainment producing
chaos, “making present,” incompleteness, accentuates the semi-voluntary contact with
the audience and highlights their mutual coexistence; filling the stage with fragility and
mortality. Due to the operation of failure, the poetics of Forced Entertainment summons
spectatorial sympathy. For Etchells the fundamental interest is not in the perfection of
the spectacle as in mainstream venues,85 but the opposite – mistakes and weaknesses –
like the unexecuted silence which stays forever absent.
Fragments and the detritus of the performance provide the basis for audience
participation in Bloody Mess. Deleuze stresses connectability and connections
themselves in the process of being connected as the ethics of immanence that is
fundamentally productive. The last monologue of the show acutely signifies the
operation of the immanent theatre: making connections. Watching a play becomes a
trigger enabling the realization of themselves which can lead to transformative
experience. The final monologue in Bloody Mess, delivered also by Cathy Naden, reads:
“You don’t know me. What matters is that you see my breathing. The rise and fall of
my breathing. [...] What is important is that you are looking at me and the lights are
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going out. [...] This is the final moment, this is the last light.” 86 At which point the light
goes off and the stage becomes pitch dark. The moments of anticipation are suddenly
dissolved, audience’s expectation materialize in the realization: you are in theatre, here
and now, alive.
In Unmarked, Peggy Phelan postulates, “[t]he desire to see is a manifestation of a
desire to be seen.”87 That desire Phelan understands as the need for self-realization.
Helene Paris and Leslie Hill stress the intimate relationship that stems from a close
proximal relationship so that you can see in the eyes of the other your own reflection,
the one seeing the seeing. Therefore Hill and Paris identify the audience, witness,
accomplice, “spect-actor,”88 emancipated spectator, guest, participant as “you.”89 The
proximal, intimate relationship of theatre experience is built on the premise that the
invitations for immanent theatre are met: its open structure, authentic nature, dialogue
with the audience and the elements of failure. The production of Bloody Mess proves to
meet all the above mentioned criteria for the liminal transformation to become. Due to
its poly-rhythmical structure the momentous flux of Bloody Mess offers a mirror to our
everyday existence. Immanence exist in multiplicity and as was exemplified, liberates
life’s creative force. The show of Bloody Mess provides a perfect ground for this
methodology, since the assemblage of actions happening simultaneously connected with
its open structure enables such creative liberation.

4.3

Spectacular: From Sympathy to Embarrassment

Forced Entertainment’s 2008 performance of Spectacular pushes the visual imagery
of a theatre production to its limits. Furthermore, the frequently illogical and nonlinear
storylines of the company’s other projects recede in Spectacular to an almost ultimate
plotlessness. With only one constantly present character on the stage (Robin Arthur) and
one appearing and disappearing only to pretend she is dying (Claire Marshall), the
format suggests a complete failure of theatrical realization. Also, this performance sets a
trend of minimalist cast in shows. Besides Spectacular, a mere two actors appear in
Tomorrow’s Parties (2011 – Robin Arthur and Terry O’Connor) and The Notebook
(2014 – Robin Arthur and Richard Lowdon), the former listing catastrophic future
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events, the latter reading in unison from Agóta Kristóf’s cult novel The Notebook.90 All
three performance projects share a passive, static performance style. As an impetus for
the Spectacular, in 2002 Etchells wrote an article for the Institute of Failure where he
articulates a desire to create “an apology show,” which would be about “a long and
complicated apology for the lack of a show.”91 The production of Spectacular is
precisely and exclusively about apologizing.
The title of the show reverberated the consumerist aspect of the spectacle, as
criticized by Guy Debord. In his essay The Society of the Spectacle, published in 1967,
Debord understands the spectacle as living in a society heavily influenced by massmedia un-reality, using the aids of censorship, advertisements, or even corporal
interests.92 Debordean spectator is a victim of the manipulated reality. Mass-produced
imagery to enhance consumer profitability affects the passive image-consuming
spectator in their solely existential being. However, the take of Forced Entertainment on
the spectacle is also connected with mocking of this affective visuality. Therefore,
minimalism is the crucial aspect of Spectacular.
A bare stage, no soundtrack, few lights and a stand with the microphone in the
background constitute the stage design for the show. The central character Robin,
dressed as a skeleton, apologetically addresses the audience in a self-pitying way as he
contemplates his acting or explains the show is normally different with “some plants
here and here on the sides”93 and with musicians, lights and dancers. His words conjure
the image of the stage normally filled with music, lights and other characters, especially
the warm-up guy, whose jokes are usually pointless both for Robin as well as for the
audience. Robin’s lengthy monologue veers into a confessional and highly personal
tone, a feature typical of Forced Entertainment scripts. About 30 minutes into the play
Robin refers directly to the audience:
[T]he strange thing is that it’s usually round about now that one or two people are
starting to leave./I don’t know why./I guess that on those nights when it’s got that edge,
that it’s just a bit too much for some people./They came along expecting a nice night in
the theatre. And they got this.94
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Failed expectations, self-pitying mode combined with ironic self-referentiality
appears as a fundamentally powerful element in the production. Robin’s metatheatrical
recollections on the reality and an actor, “the actor acting an actor acting” creates a
specifically important interplay between reality and fiction, where Marvin Carlson’s
aforementioned notion of ghosting fails to materialize.
Another significant of the play is the dichotomy what the audiences see and imagine.
The only thing spectators see is a stage without properties occupied by Robin and
Claire. While Robin addresses the audience, Claire lies on the stage and occasionally
interrupts with an exaggerated enactment of dying screams. Her overacted hysterical
outbreaks are balanced by Robin’s meek and tactful explanatory comments. Thus the
dichotomy of what we see on stage and what we hear, the fundamental core of
illusionary theatre, creates the productive rupture in unity of the theatrical experience.
Furthermore, Spectacular is composed of a combination of boredom, plotlessness,
and ultimately highlights what I call the company’s poetics of immanence. The play
addresses the audience in a comforting albeit pretending voice which in the duration (90
minutes of static experience) becomes disturbing and difficult. Sara Jane Bailes pins it
down as theatre that simply fails to materialize.95
As a response to the durational experience and partially actionless nature of
Spectacular, Aleks Sierz questions the length regarding the complicity of the audience
in such a static piece. Etchells’s response highlights their creative method of
experimentation by stretching the funny moments96 and trying to be always one step
ahead the audience.97 By that Etchells attempts to dislocate the traditional expectations
of audience witnessing their performance. Each performance attempts to surpass the
horizon of expectations.
The visual imagery of the play is thus entirely in the imagination of the onlookers
present. Therefore, as many scholars observe, the theatre of Forced Entertainment
resembles the imaginative nature of Renaissance stage.98 It also represents what Sierz
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calls “a good example of the Englishness of British theatre: one of this culture’s
characteristics is its love of words.”99 Unlike the majority of other company’s
productions, Spectacular relies mostly on the written script that is learnt by the actor.
Thus it not only the feeling of a classical drama, but invokes the theatrical quality of
Shakespearean imaginary theatre, yet in a rather twisted context of media-saturated
environment such an effort indeed proves worthless, leading to inevitable failure of pure
enjoyment of the spectator, as advocated by Debord. Bailes highlights failure as being
one of the seminal aspects of company’s creative strategies by revisiting Etchells’s
understanding of the spectator: “[a]s witnesses, how much are we responsible for what
we see? But also, how much are we responsible for what, critically, we fail to see?”100
By subscribing to the suspension of disbelief of illusionary, the spectator enters the
game, in lusio. This game, in the case of Spectacular, is fundamentally important, since
the degree of what is being represented and imagined collapses in this piece. The fine
line between liveness and blankness constitutes the performance’s failure: the collapse
from sympathy to embarrassment. If we revisit the spectacle as seen by Guy Debord, it
is a tendency to make one see,”101 the exercise of power. Debord goes on to suggest, that
in “a world which really is topsy-turvy, the true is a moment of the false.”102
Largely because of the absence of the immanent invitations, unlike any other play of
the company, Spectacular offers the purest refined theatrical experience, which Bailes
calls a “metaphor for death.”103 Death as opposed to life suggests a completed closure.
For Forced Entertainment’s theatre this clearly designated linearity of a story leading
towards closure is a novelty element. The company’s typical rhizomatic and
polyrhythmic structure is, in this almost conceptually created piece, completely absent.
Furthermore, because the text relies on a dramatic script, it is far less devised and
therefore immanent. So how do the immanent affects emerge?
Immanence operates as an open whole which connects creatively. The seemingly
opposite, oxymoronic balance between the actor apologetically embodying death and
interacting with the silent woman representing a dying person is one of the immanent
invitations. The juxtaposition of the two, contrastive elements “summoning of presence
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in the absence,” “the black hole of theatre,” which in this case is additionally also blank.
Immanent perspective is inherently participatory, and the process of participation in
Spectacular is achieved via the accentuated “here and now;” its essence lies in its very
metatheatricality. Dying is in sharp contrast with liveness, as is the real versus the
imagined. Therefore, the piece is also highly community-making via the sympathetic
bond.

4.4

Void Story: Conceptual Metatheatricality

Void Story is a standard-length project that premiered in 2009. However, it greatly
differs from the company’s other devised projects. The conceptual framework of the
piece limits the actor to pure reading on stage and producing sound effects. The actors
are therefore not the centre of attention; rather it is the large projection screen which
occupies most of the stage, where the actual story in pictures is projected. The theatrical
experience of the piece thus offers a different dimension – a cinematic, visual
experience connected with witnessing a live radio-show production process. The empty
stage gives way to a visually interesting series of pictures which is accompanied by the
live reading of a story which has a strong intertextual relationship with Voltaire’s
Candide. The performance Void Story thus operates as a metatheatrical concept with
rich intertextual connectivity.
The original text for Void Story written by Tim Etchells during the rehearsal period is
a brutal contemporary fable set in post-apocalyptic urban environment. The atmosphere
of the story is strikingly similar to the gloomy nature of the world and characters of #
Endland Stories. As I have already mentioned, conceptually the story is based on a
French satire written Candide: or, Optimism,104 written by Voltaire in 1759. Voltaire’s
story is a satirical reaction to Leibnizian optimism depicting an ideal world. Candide
follows the story of a young man, nicknamed Candide for his gentle behaviour, who
undergoes tremendous hardships in the world and gradually loses the illusion of a
perfect world and in the end almost rejects optimistic views.
The storyline in Forced Entertainment’s production, in short, presents a fairly linear
plot with similarly catastrophic events. The story opens with two protagonists Kim and
Jackson who are sitting in a window looking out when someone knocks on the door.
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This is the trigger for a succession of appalling incidents which accompany two main
characters through the performance. Kim is shot by an intruding alien and bleeds
heavily. Then they are both forced to relocate from the flat and when doing so, they are
chased by “fucks with guns.”105 Through a sewer they reach a lake of sewage and then
enter a forest, where Jackson sets out to seek “leaves with medicinal properties” to cure
Kim’s infected wound. While searching, he gets lost in the woods and his foot gets
caught in a trap and consequently he is attacked by giant insects and a bear. After their
reunion, they are transported in a van full of rotten meat. After the van crashes they
encounter a small girl who forces them to accompany her to a funfair, past a garbage
dump and a minefield, where Jackson breaks his leg. Kim visits a fortune teller who
warns her about Jackson, dark days for mankind and bad football results. Jackson is
then wounded in a Magic show during a knife throwing stunt. Then they are both
tortured by crazy doctors. Hitching, they escape to a grim city with scattered human
parts lying everywhere. They seek shelter in a hotel and repeatedly experience
nightmarish accommodation. Finally, after their escape and a dog chase they enter a
dance marathon contest which they win. The story ends with the two protagonists
heading to the sea and witnessing there a surveillance drone which eventually brings
bombers.
The much abbreviated yet still lengthy list of events illustrates the pace and linearity
of the story. The nature of the story is excessively catastrophic and fantastical. The
cinematic quality of this performance as well as the story’s “authenticity failure” due to
spectators’ repeatedly shifting the subject of attention from calmly reading actors to the
screen full of violence. Yet in this spectatorial movement within the space between the
screen and the actors narrating and illustrating the story, there is definitely an innovative
element in the company’s creative strategies. What is, however, typical of the company
is their contrastive approach – calm and well-acted dubbing as opposed to exaggerated
series of violent incidents on screen.
The almost causal sequence of incidents, accidents, held together graphically, is in
sharp contrast to what is happening on stage. The actors are quietly seated behind four
desks with lamps, professionally delivering their performance of reading scripts,
playing music and producing various sound-effects, such as gunshots, swarm of gigantic
wasps, bubbling water etc. Although the structure of the story allows less space for
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imagination or suspension of disbelief, still Forced Entertainment leave the audience in
the state of in-between – the far-fetched and visually low-fi, provisional looking story
pictures create a counterpoint to the actors professionally performing their job.
Although there are no specifically metatheatrical elements within this production, the
actual set-up creates an audience engaging factor: the multiplicity of possible
perspectives. For the audience’s attention is split into several trajectories: they can be
either watching the screen, or focusing on reading and sound-editing performance. The
show can be read as a cinematic experience accompanied by live dubbing.
Additionally, the spectators can solely devote themselves to the intertextuality of the
displaced Candide which has a deterritorializing dimension. Voltaire’s canonical satire
bears striking resemblance with the postapocalyptic rendering of the world in the Void
Story. On the other hand, the theatrical experience can also be understood as a
witnessing of the process of producing an audio-story accompanied by visual imagery.
Finally, the theatrical experience can be course, a synergy of these two, which again,
underpins Forced Entertainment’s drive towards the experience of multiplicity. Or as
Deleuze has it, rhizomatic experience – rejecting any structures but highlighting the
organic production of differences. Thus the whole experience is far less theatrical, more
cinematic and intertextual, and hence metatheatrical and immanent.
Void Story is differentiated from other Forced Entertainment pieces by having a
complete story as well as presenting characters with fictitious names and background.
The real actors still have costumes – their voices. The sounds they make might be
considered a part of their masks although they are not standing on the stage, looking at
the audience and talking to them. The metatheatrical stage design is present when the
core four members of the company, Robin Arthur, Richard Lowdon and Cathy Naden
and Terry O’Connor are seated and produce live embodiment of characters on screen.
For the visual story of Void Story Tim Etchells collaborated with the following artists
whose photographs are used as models in photo-collages: Rajni Shah and Chris
Williams as Kim and Jackson, then Kaya Freeman, Nigel Edwards, Jim Fletcher, Bob
Clarke, Will Waghorn and Vlatka Horvat, who all appear in the story as blurred, cut-out
and wrongly glued images of side characters.
The visual side of the piece is compelling; the pictures resemble a highly
idiosyncratic black and white graphic novel. The company’s attempt to make a story as
a collage or assemblage works here for the visual side. Etchells’s method of sampling,
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sifting and stitching was used when creating the overall visual effect which combines
different pictures together – the body of a person with the eyes from another, and so on.
The result is an effect of twisted creatures and bizarre cityscapes which raise the
anxious atmosphere of the urban story and underpin the excessive use of violence in the
generally dystopian mood of the visual part. Not only are parts of the portrayed
characters repeatedly glued and stitched to other later appearing characters, also the
collaged locations’ fragments resurface at different locations later in the show. Again
this moment of resurfacing of other characters in different parts of the story functions
not only as intertextuality but as an immanent force – the ultimate interconnection. The
overall visual effect is alienating but supports the dark quality of the piece, underpinned
by the soundscape by John Avery.
More significant than in any other Forced Entertainment’s projects to the date, the
visual aspect of the piece is directly influenced by the use of lights. The four live actors
seated on the sides of the stage are lit mostly by the screen. Consequently, in the scenes
of total darkness when the characters are falling or have their eyes closed, the screen
turns black and thus the actors are equally almost invisible in the dark. Contrastive
light-work is seen in the final scene, where everything fades to white, accompanied by
the roaring sound of the bombers, the contrastive connection, yet the only literally
bright moment of the piece marks the open ending of the spectacle.
Still, I would consider the piece to be the most spectator friendly of the company’s
productions because of its clearly cinematic quality, the consumer linearity of the story
and finally a non-conflicting choice whether to follow the screen or the actors. The
intertextuality abounding, rapid and violent sequence of events in the visual part of the
story is in contrast with a quiet, professionally delivered dubbing.
Although differing substantially, what connects Void Story with the rest of the
company’s work is the attempt to conjoin unusual features together, the combination of
what I earlier called rhizomatic connections. To provide a comparison, in Bloody Mess
it is the extraordinary mixture of characters coexisting on the stage at the same time, or
in The Coming Storm (see below) the plethora of stories intersecting/co-existing one
another, while in Void Story it is an illogical yet causal and linear sequence of scenes
following one another. This life-like, illogical dimension that stems from the devising
process which is closely connected with the piece’s minimalism. The juxtaposition of
the static human performance with the animated, moving images screened via the
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projector, reintroduces the company’s disbelief in singularity. As Etchells puts it, “I’m
fascinated with stories but in the work (and in life perhaps!) I’m frustrated with
singularity.”106 The fascination of stories and the penchant for multiplicity, results in
chaotic structure. In Bloody Mess as well as in Void Story the chaotic stream of events
often contrasts with one another and create a certain oxymoronic rhythm.
The oxymoron is a pervasive element not only in the structure and dramaturgy, but
also in Forced Entertainment’s sense of humour, as Daniel Schulze observes.107
Similarly to Voltaire’s satire, when the main character experiences brutal torture and all
of his friends are killed, raped, etc., there are still aspects of humour. Similarly,
although Void Story is not built entirely on humour, there are still occasional moments
when humour becomes a moment to activate the audience, such as the moment when
swimming in the lake of sewers when Kim tries to see their situation from the positive
perspective: Kim: “Moon and stars look beautiful.” Jackson: “Yeah, if you don’t mind
swimming in shit.”108 Jackson’s immediate reaction is, of course, a return to bleak
reality, as in Voltaire’s text. Jackson often functions as a clumsy commentator in the
feelings of excessive violence. To exemplify when entering the grim city and
encountering parts of human bodies scattered around, Jackson with hysterical irony
comments: “They need some kind of radical clean up in this city!”109 The comedy of the
situation serves as an oxymoronic counterpoint to the previous horrors the characters
experienced.
It is indeed the fast-moving and tragic fate of the two main protagonists which
challenges spectatorial identification of the story of Candide. Both are sarcastic and
fiercely critical, even absurd. Several times after having suffered unpleasant encounters,
Kim stops to ask about the objects and what they might think, e.g. rats, or flames: Kim:
“Look at the flames.” Jackson: “It’s like they are dancing.” Kim: “What do you think
they think about?”110 This absurd query about “thinking about something thinking,” is
articulated close to the end, perhaps in the only purely metatheatrical moment. When
heading towards the beach, Kim again asks Jackson: “What do you think of us?”
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Jackson: “We are nothing, just old paper, background noise.”111 The failure of
representation, the truth revealing confession again summons sympathy and underlines
the company’s audience metatheatrical activating tools.
Void Story follows the company’s well-established method of devising a
performance that stands on ignorance of singularity and ultimately highlights its
process-based nature. The contrastive interplay between the well-orchestrated live
dubbing and visually cheap but strong and fast-moving tragic intertextual story creates a
perfectly staged event. The low-fi projection and professionally executed live
performance produces a similar effect in a different way – it foregrounds the elements
of human fragility, achieved not via the immanent, open and richly intertextual structure
of the piece but through the interconnected synergy of its mise-en-scene dramaturgy and
conceptually metatheatrical approach.

4.5

The Thrill of it All: Devising Failure

The performance of The Thrill of it All, created in 2010, revisits the early physically
demanding pieces of the company, such as Emanuelle Enchanted (1992), 12am: Awake
& Looking Down (1993), or Bloody Mess. Its cast extends four of the troupe’s core
(Claire Marshall, Cathy Naden, Richard Lowdon and Terry O’Connor) with an
additional five collaborators (Thomas Convey, Amit Hadari, Phil Hayes, Jerry Killick
and Jon Rowley). The piece describes exhaustion, emptiness and failure. The project’s
programme notes focuses on the company’s frustration-producing “architecture of
failure” where “[d]ances end in fights, jokes end in confusion and sentimental stories
end in arguments in this unsettling and extraordinary performance.”112 It is primarily the
unsettling variety atmosphere which differentiates this performance from other projects
that use a bare stage and no costumes – the company’s failure of representation thus
fails to fail. The performance demonstrates how the staged exhaustion, emptiness and
frustrations are faked, therefore the theatrical experience of make-believe inevitably
does not function.
To underscore the glossy atmosphere of Thrill of it All, Richard Lowdon as the stage
designer covers the floor in white dance carpet and beside cardboard trees, which are
used traditionally in other performances, (e.g. Showtime (1996), The Last Adventures
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(2013), From the Dark (2016), etc.), Lowdon also positions a white leather sofa on one
side of the stage. The cheap variety atmosphere is accentuated by a disco-ball hanging
from the top. In the background stands a railing with hanging costumes which, however,
remains absolutely unused throughout the performance. What also remains is a set of
microphones with long cords. Similar to Void Story, the microphones in this production
are distorted and provide sonic costumes for the characters who are put in strong
contrast. The men are all dressed identically to look like roisterers in cream tuxedos,
black trousers, red shirts, over-sized black wigs, with deep husky-voices distorted to
manifest exaggerated manliness. Their female counterparts are equally sexed-up: four
ladies in glittering short dresses, high red leather boots, long blonde wigs and highpitched voices. Andrew Quick’s observation on Emanuelle Enchanted conjures a vivid
image that is equally applicable also to this show: “terrible dancing and exquisitely
played bad acting take centre stage.”113 Their amateurish dancing is as physical as in
Bloody Mess, yet much more choreographed, the result of the company’s collaboration
with Brussels-based choreographer Kate McIntosh. The physical dance parts of the
show create a sharp contrast to overly static scenes. Physical exhaustion is juxtaposed
with the company’s explorations of the possibilities of language, which stems from
platitudes to absurd and word games.
The collision of the visceral and cerebral parts illustrated in dance and static scenes
creates the rhythm of the performance. Due to these interchanging choreographies, the
piece is double-structured in the dynamism of the action on stage. Besides the
amateurish dance-movement full of panting and sweating, the overall atmosphere
resembles an exhausted after-party; exhausted both in the meaning of physical fatigue,
but also metaphorically reflecting on the emptiness of the “platitudes” recited between
the dance parts. Glittering props, shiny dresses, cheesy lounge-music, and the
performance’s light design are adjusted to contribute to the party feel and underpin the
richness of the form and emptiness of the content. The show embodies the application
what in the connection with the performance Bailes calls the “British affect of
standoffishness and disinterest”114 and the company’s attempt at “trying to perform
‘well’ whilst deliberately sabotaging the event.”115 The performance presents an
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invitation to a theatrical spectacle that fails due to the level of acting that stumbles from
simple acting to non-matrixed representation, according to Michael Kirby’s
continuum.116 Similar to Showtime (1996), The Thrill of It All is seemingly glamorous
yet make-shift, sophisticated yet playful and ignorant, a combination which results in
the experience of witnessing a badly-rehearsed school performance.
The collapse between the real and representational is experienced after the first dance
piece (about 20 minutes of poorly choreographed frenzy dance backed by a cheesy
Japanese lounge music soundtrack (the 50s and 60s songs by Kyu Sakamoto). The
shifting audience feelings result from the piece’s structurally contrastive rhythm. Dance
scenes are followed by static scenes which present the actors scattered around a fancy
leather sofa, or standing in knots with microphones presenting in distorted voices a
somehow glamorous and superficial side of life. Platitudes and sayings are delivered in
distorted voices. The characters compete for the microphone, and the polarized visual
and audio representation of both sexes is paradoxically reconciled in the platitudes
which uniformly begin with “we.”
We have learnt that a glass is either half full or half empty, depending on how you look
at it./ And that customer is always right./ We have learnt that men and women are
fundamentally different./ And that sometimes sorry is really the hardest word to say.[...]
We have also learnt that the most dangerous time of your life is the last three minutes.
And it’s never over until it’s over./ We have learnt that if you smile the world smiles
with you. If you cry, you are on your own.117

The non-linear structure of the piece is a result of devised collaboration and therefore
has an immanent quality. The outcome of the theatrical experience is an attempt to
establish a connection with the audience which is always undermined by the use of
empty maxims and platitudes.
Another succinct illustration of the failure of the theatrical event which results in a
feeling of frustration is the scene where Tom is being pestered to say something
entertaining. “They [the audience] will stop enjoying it until you say something
funny,”118 the other dressed-up co-performers Jerry and Jon demand. After long
silences, Tom standing in the centre of the stage passively observed by other performers
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from distance comes up with a single word response, “peanuts;” after awkwardly long
silence, he adds: “doughnut;” “banana.”119 This initially comical sketch is, due to the
extensive length of its silences, turned into a humiliating scene in which the audience’s
feelings are transformed from pure entertainment to sheer embarrassment. Analogously,
the long sentimental scene where Amit confesses that it was always her dream to stand
on a stage in front of an audience, but it was not easy an easy dream to fulfil due to her
unnaturally damaged body. The lengthy and exaggerated sequence listing the missing
limbs and bones, Amit’s deafness, blindness and so on equally produces more
embarrassment than compassion.
Speaking of sympathy Tim Etchells parallels the company’s efforts with those of
Hollywood movies – to raise tears, laughter and sorrow. Etchells posits that “one of the
things that the piece tries to speak to is this machine that contemporary culture is, a fucking
machine for producing emotional affect.”120 The affect producing machine is in fact not far

from the original notion of what Deleuze and Guattari identify as a productive machine.
Yet for Etchells the emotion produced by the machines are meant ironically, exploiting
the moments of spectatorial frustration over performers’ exhaustion and the
performance’s rhythm. Etchells’s differentiates from the Hollywood machines by
creating sharp contrasts and by trying to establish connections – within shows and with
the audience. However, it is neither in the contrastive structure of the performance, nor
in its summoning of genuinely dramatic experience, but in the use of humour and
metatheatricality where the show produces immanent glimpses of humanity.
The subversiveness of the performance is exemplified by the following scene. After
the first scene of exhaustive dancing, the actors are seated on the white leather sofa. The
scene opens with several clichés which are followed by Claire’s metatheatrical address
to the audience: “Isn’t this lovely? What an unusual situation. We have all come
together at exactly the same time. ‘Cause we are all here and you are all here, so it’s like
we are all here together. It’s like we are family.” 121 Claire while reiterating the scripted
play of the text wonders about the attempt to establish the connection – to become the
family. The direct connection making process with the audience immediately follows
Claire’s address. Richard confesses that he has fallen “hopelessly in love with” a
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woman from the audience, “who has stolen my [Richard’s] heart;” Richard’s profession
of love is complemented by other actors who compete to win the audience’s love:
Jon: what the fuck do you know about love – seven lovely ladies out there tonight!
Terry: That’s greedy Richard – you would not have enough fingers.
Jerry: Will you marry me?
Tom: Sheila, I can be a father of your child.
Phil: I love you.
Claire: I will sleep with someone from the audience.
Cathy: I am looking for a fuck-buddy.122

The struggle to achieve a bond with the audience, “win their love” or at least gain
their attention is amplified by each following actor, who tries to outdo the preceding
one. The futility in this exercise connected with the humour and helplessness in
achieving the connection is the common denominator in other parts of the performance.
Although the connection is achieved, it is immediately broken. This methodological
approach stems from the creative impetus of Forced Entertainment – to work on the
understanding that “no one did their homework too well.”123 Both the interest in the
poor execution of the homework while at the same time being interested in contacting
the audience only to immediately ignore them, results in the rendering of exaggerated
character caricatures, who simply fail to fail. The play’s stylized characters embody
thus the plurality of both compassion and cruelty because of their inability to perform
plausibly.
The proximity bond with the audience is executed and immediately disrupted in the
connectivity of the “well-choreographed collapse of the theatrical event.”124 It is indeed
the homework that is not completed but very well-choreographed that marks the scene
where Tom gets hold of the microphone and comments that normally at this time he
usually does something different. He elaborates on “the small things” with four female
characters gently revolving around him. Tom’ maxims turn almost philosophical and
create a sharp contrast to the previous physical dances and empty sofa scenes: “It’s the
silence between the notes that makes the music. It’s the space between the bars that
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holds the tiger. Just small things.”125 This insignificant monologue on small things
inevitably creates a space for spectatorial engagement. Miguel deBestegui observes that
for Deleuze and Guattari music’s silence is not empty but full. Like “music that
emphasizes the silence between sounds, and by implication literature should likewise
reveal the ‘something or nothing’ between words.”126 Thus by the less material
performers expose to the audience, the more material is complemented by the
spectators’ engagement, in other words, the audience is activated.
The metatheatricality of the piece is also over-choreographed. Cathy’s wish “to have
a good time. That’s what we are here for. A good time. GOOD double underlined,
exclamation mark, exclamation mark and a little smiley face,”127 appears empty on a
leather sofa articulated through the distorted microphone. Besides several moments
arousing sympathy or embarrassment, The Thrill of It All is an ironic elaboration of the
“well-crafted chaos under control.” When discussing the two productions, Void Story
and the The Thrill of it All, Tim Etchells repeatedly conjures the image of a devised
writing: “this whole process in the studio is a kind of writing of course – a writing that
we are doing together – inventing things, trying things, combining them, a writing that
takes place between text, action, sound, light and time.”128 The mutually beneficial
exchange of energies is articulated by Etchells when highlighting the aspect of risk
while working under pressure that is essential for company’s strategy. “We’re drawn to
the spectacle of things falling apart. Dances, jokes, performers and breathing rhythms
all seem so much more interesting when they’re under duress – when the pattern (or
patter) you know should be there gets compromised and messed up.”129 It is indeed this
messed-up pattern, or patter which constitutes the chief element of the performance’s
collapse of excellence. Only thus, through the devising process, by applying the
“strange combination of tuning and turning, doing and waiting, acting and not acting,
pretending, playing, inventing, insisting, listening and taking chances,” 130 the system of
thinking by doing, enables the appearance of immanence. Cathy Naden’s unexecuted
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wish for “good time” in theatre is paradoxically successful in a gesture of spectatorial,
human compassion as result of a failing, poorly performed production full of frustration.

4.6

The Coming Storm: Dramaturgy of the Pedestrian Sublime

The Coming Storm (2012) is the second most recent performance project of the
standard-length (114 minutes) analysed in the present thesis. Besides the five veteran
members of Forced Entertainment, for The Coming Storm the group is re-visited by Phil
Hayes after a successful collaboration on the The Thrill of it All (2010). The six actors
on stage again produce a rhythmical performance structure abounding with eclectic
elements, which are traceable even from the description located on the company’s
official webpage: “[f]rom love and death to sex and laundry, from shipwrecks to falling
snow, personal anecdotes rub shoulders with imaginary movies, and half-remembered
novels bump into distorted fairytales” or “epic saga that is resolutely too big for the
stage.”131 The programme notes suggests that whole piece consists of a mosaic of
stories which remain unfinished, a feature pervasively present through their oeuvre,
most notably in And on The Thousandth Night (2000). Yet, unlike in And on The
Thousandth Night, where the stories are conceptually limited to beginning with standard
orientation phrases, “Once upon a time…,” or “There was once…,” the stories in The
Coming Storm are narrated in ich form, therefore much more direct and confessional.
This personal tone, is, the crucial element of the play – the interplay between real and
representational. The narrative is a subject from multiple perspectives is a central issue
of the performance from the very start.
The performance opens with a line-up of all six actors standing on a bare stage
dressed in casual clothes. The story framing of the piece is provided by Terry
O’Connor, who greets the audience: “Good evening and thank you for coming,” and
immediately proceeds to describe the quality of a good story. “A good story needs a
clear beginning, something good and dynamic.”132 O’Connor starts listing and continues
in exploring the complex quality of a good story for eight minutes. For O’Connor, the
structure of a good story should be open, like the whole structure of devising a piece by
Forced Entertainment: “The good story needs points of stillness, spaces for reflection
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and contemplation, parts of the story where it might seem that nothing is happening at
all. […] The good story should make you feel sorry for the characters.”133 The attributes
of “stillness, spaces for reflection and contemplation” illustrate what has been earlier
designated as a structure open to different durations and immanently creative –
connecting making.
The performance of The Coming Storm fails to render the space to achieve any
connection with the audience. The structure of the performance is fragmented, which is
nothing surprising. The conceptual dramaturgy of the performers – to fight for the stage,
to wrestle for the audience attention – is visible from the very start. Performers’ stories
told are almost exclusively interrupted, unfinished, or overlapping one another. The
characters frequently push their stage presence to the limits of being seen by performing
in an exaggerated way or putting on a silly gigantic costume of a dinosaur to fight each
other. The rhythm of the performance is achieved by alternating stories, yet is not as
regular as in other shows. The momentum of the piece is more uniform than contrastive.
There is, however, a new element of live music provided mostly by Phil Hayes with all
other members occasionally alternating at the drums, the bass guitar and the piano.
What remains identical to other projects of the company is the fluid manoeuvring across
the genres from amateur theatre to variety.
When discussing the company’s aesthetics, Adrian Heathfield identifies the
authenticity friction, the ruptures in the shows, which are “a kind of pedestrian sublime
– the presence of the unpresentable – carried through the recognition of our impure
flesh and encountered in the blank moments of the mundane.”134 Heathfield underscores
the ruptures in the performance’s unity, the imperfectness, “impure flesh in the blank
moments of the mundane” as something that Deleuze would identify as immanent – the
open whole that changes with the creative force. These ruptures, in other words, are the
invitations that then allow the permeability of the human fragility on stage to be
perceived and decodable by the audience.
The typical bricolage structure of the performance contains various intertextual
elements when previously present events start to repeat in new contexts, as palimpsests,
very inconspicuously. Bricolage itself underlies the creation of works from available
objects often of different nature, in other words, the rhizomatic interconnectedness,
133
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which is not far from Tim Etchells’s prose. Some of the elements narrated by various
actors are recycled or reused in other stories. Alternatively, there is strong willingness
for the inclusion of other performers, who ask, even beg, each of the narrators to
incorporate them, or their personae, into their stories. This can be illustrated on Terry’s
request to Phil: “Can I be in your story, Phil? […] I am resourceful. I am
resourceful.”135 Especially the fact of Terry repeatedly reassuring that she is resourceful
is absurd, since in the story the characters are usually flat cameos. Yet the attempt to
penetrate the others’ stories and become the focal point of the audience is a leitmotif not
only in this piece but many of the company’s other projects. When incorporating this
palimpsestuous and rhizomatic quality of resurfacing elements the company creates
several meaning layers in this complex theatre experience; moreover, the complexity of
the piece is supported further with the rich use of metatheatricality.
Metatheatrical allusions are also pervasive in the piece, as exemplified in the
dialogue between Terry and Robin. After about 40 minutes of almost no performance
activity on his part, Robin is standing and holding a couple of wooden branches when
Terry approaches him:
Terry: Robin, are you OK?
Robin: Yeah, I’m OK,
Terry: What are you doing?
Robin: Well, sort of holding these trees. Well, OK, they are not actually trees, they are
just branches that have been cut off to like trees, but you know what I mean.
Terry: OK, maybe my question should be: why are you doing that?
Robin: Well, it seemed like a good idea at the time. I have to say they are a bit awkward.
The thing is Terry that I saw Richard in the trees earlier on, and I thought he looked
pretty good actually […] I’m just trying to fit in, really.136

The metatheatrical dialogue continues and revolves around the futility of being an
actor, but the above mentioned passage also succinctly illustrates the actors’ fight for
space as well as the actual justification for being on stage with wood. Robin Arthur,
with the exception of two questions, basically only lingers on stage, as if waiting for
something to happen. The second important reflection is in Robin’s eagerness to “fit
in.” All the actors on the stage are seen completing chores, as Heathfield earlier
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suggested, enacting the “pedestrian sublime,” the original synergy of quotidian and
poetic elements.
The penchant for exploring this fluidity of the transition between the mundane and
extraordinary is equally articulated by Tim Echtells in an article on Showtime. There
Etchells elaborates on the role of artists manipulating trees: the “[t]ree duty [is] a kind
of theatrical solitary, more for arseholes than artists. And of course, we loved that
too.”137 This realization shifting the role of a performer from an artist to an arsehole is
far-fetched, yet provides ground for the reasoning of the role of an artist, or generally
the issue of the clash between the performer’s personality and persona, the pedestrian
sublime borderline, the contrastive line between artistic creation and provocation.
The interplay between the civilian and imaginary is the strongest virtual proximity
invitation of Forced Entertainment in this performance. All the cross-dressing, sitting
and observing, and non-acting always happens on stage. The Coming Storm includes
moments when the performers reveal various personal details, such as when
incorporating their own age, family stories, which are, with the exception of Phil’s,
perfectly quotidian. A strong moment of “unmasking” appears when during the
metatheatrical dialogue between Terry and Robin, while Claire is inconspicuously
crawling for a bottle of water to drink and then sitting back at the piano. The piano is,
however, facing the audience who can see Claire relaxing, putting down her wig,
drinking and sharing the bottle discreetly with Cathy, and finally performing the arm
dance above the piano; yet everything is visible, not only the arm. On the acting/nonacting continuum as developed by Kirby, this scene oscillates between two paradoxical
extreme of the scale, the non-matrixed performing and complex acting. This moment of
“acting the non-acting” is highly unmasking and thus produces a very humane
impression.
Analogously, the imperfectness of the structure, the incompleteness of stories
narrated becomes a performance of frustration where nothing happens; yet as Tim
Etchells observes when making this very production, the “mashing and colliding of
incomplete narratives produces in each case – for me at least – is a feeling of
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freedom.”138 Etchells’s statement highlights the creative, liberating force of the
connections in the performance making process of trial and error.
Cull’s reading of Deleuze stresses that an immanent view “insists on a fundamental
connectedness between the apparently unconnected, and a shared nature among the
seemingly opposed or discrete, which must include participatory performance and
observed theatre.”139 Cull’s understanding accentuates the interconnectedness and
shared aspect of theatrical experience. Immanent perspective is thus inherently
participatory, not exclusive but inclusive. Thus an immanent reading of performance’s
ability to connect and share does not depart far from Etchells’s previous comment on
liberating force in connecting the opposites and the imperfect.
Similar to the logic of the creative unfinishedness that immanent poetics advocates,
Etchells values the moments of ruptures in the story, or the moments of stillness, of
darkness, of seeming stasis. As specators, “[s]itting in the dark we’re gifted the void
space of the story that is missing in which to do your own telling,”140 Etchells claims
here that theatre operates as a black-hole, as argued above. For Etchells, the incomplete
narrative in this sense is “always a proposition”141 that enables the virtual proximity
invitation to emerge. The fluid balance between reality and fiction, between logic and
absurd, between “‘readability’ and libidinous anarchy.”142 This is however, director’s
attitude that can be far from the actual realization or the understanding of the piece.
The operation of “readability and libidinous anarchy” in the show is a highly
subjective and slippery territory. Deleuze can identify this dislocation as rhizomatic
deterritorialization – the productive movement beyond or outside of designated
boundaries. Deleuze himself discusses the interconnection of the seemingly opposing
elements with a creative output, “the tragic and the comic [are] intertwined – there’s
something true to our lives here; lives lived as process or as becoming, rather than
statement or certainty.”143 The immanent quality of the piece is embedded in its
plurality and interconnectedness.
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Additionally, there is a lot of creative potential in the non-matrixed performing of
characters who are waiting for something to happen, for their turn, fidgeting, hovering,
suspended in the liminal phase “between and betwixt” the real and representational.
Each performer is fighting for their story and for their part, for the stage and the
audience’s attention in a different way. Robin, standing between a couple of branches,
in his story uses confessional, making-present address: “I know this is wrong, I really
know that all of this is wrong, but I just don’t care, because all I want is to be right here,
right now, in this moment.”144
Besides the attempt of actors to stay on stage and become the focus of the
performance, another subversive element towards the end of the performance appears –
apology. Terry is grateful to the audience and apologizes for her mistakes: “[t]hanks
you for watching me, thank you for keeping your eyes only on me. […] Actually some
of you might have noticed that quite a few things went wrong. There were quite a few
mistakes. […] They were just fuck-ups, so I am sorry.”145 The direct apology functions
as a catalyst in re-establishing a connection with the audience which might have been
lost during previous chaotic scenes. Nevertheless, to continue in the logic of colliding
scenes, the following quote from Richard Lowdon manifests his disappointment when
losing the centre of attention. When at the end asked by Robin how he feels, Richard
responds: “well, not too bad actually, all things considered. [Removes the bag on his
head] You see, the thing is, I am dead now. So I am not really in it anymore. I mean I
was in it, but now I am not in it. It is just how it goes.”146
Inevitably, failure, regrets and the moments of apology render feelings of
embarrassment. These are numerous in this show, especially when Cathy is trying to
speak Russian and describe what is happening on stage. Etchells’s initial proposition of
“lives lived as process or as becoming” replicates to what extent it is readable,
decodable, due to the project’s overuse of metatheatricality. As the title The Coming
Storm promises a great, thunderous “epic saga resolutely too big for the stage,” yet as in
life, the reality is accompanied by disappointment. The process-based nature of Forced
Entertainment’s approach to devising as well as to performing The Coming Storm
results in a disappointing exercise in provisionality. Especially in this performance
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Forced Entertainment demonstrate the elusiveness of the theatrical experience: the
narrated stories penetrating one other and simultaneously permeating performers’
((semi)fictional) biographies makes the theatrical unity collapse into the workings of the
rhizome. The actors, losing the centre of the stage, become deterritorialized arseholes,
waiting for their turn like trees, involuntary inhabitants of the stage, caught in the
liminal phase betwixt and between real people and personae, between the stage and the
auditorium.
In his book Mezi: Stručná interpretace prostoru, Albert Pražák questions the
function of interspace, its meaning, importance, purpose, and our need for it. Pražák
postulates that the importance of interspace lies in its very existence. It is essentially
important “probably because it exists – and we exist in it. We are its inhabitants…”147
Pražák accentuates the mutual coexistence of actors and the spectators in this interspace,
in the liminal stage of in-between. In other words, Pražák proposes exactly what the
rhizomatic dramaturgy reflects on. Via Deleuzian reading this interspace of Pražák, or
the immanent in-between, enables one to comprehend their experience. Since it is in the
nature of immanent ethics not to judge the good and bad, but designate the multiplicity
and the mutual transformative nature of becoming.

4.7

The Last Adventures: Tracing the Freedom within

The Last Adventures is the latest standard-length project by Forced Entertainment
analysed within the present thesis. Unlike the previous projects, nevertheless, it
manifests immanent quality not only because of its open and devised structure, but
because of its conceptual framework which allows simultaneity that is connection
making. The polysemic experience when witnessing this complex performance builds
from the interconnectedness of actorial unmasking exposing the actors’ weak and
human side, with a strong aural experience. Therefore, the immanent glimpses of The
Last Adventures appear more significantly than in company’s previous projects.
The performance was devised in 2013 in collaboration with Lebanese sound artist
Tarek Atoui and an additional six actors to create “a compelling performance spectacle
on an epic scale.”148 Already the performance description stimulates great expectations,
which, as usual, remain partly unsatisfied. Similarly, the programme notes describe the
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piece as a non-linear performance: a “rubble of […] unravelling and constantly
mutating sequence of scenes, routines, dances, chases, practical tasks and moments of
stillness and intimacy.” 149 Indeed, the fragmentary nature of the project – the rubble of
a story mutating the stillness and intimacy is the crux of the performance: the piece
functions on several levels – on a strong visual, energizing sonic and rhizomatically
creative, which I will explain later.
The visual aspect of the piece combines make-shift costumes and props with wellchoreographed movements. The Last Adventures is the most demanding in terms of
space and actors: 12 actors occupy an unusually large, yet again empty stage. The
structure of the piece is divided into two different parts, with the first one being purely
textual, and second physical, without any spoken word. The initial part of the piece
opens with actors entering the empty stage with chairs which are then placed diagonally
across the performance area. Two “instructors,” Cathy Naden and Robin Arthur, facing
the other 10 actors, articulate sentences which the other repeat in as in chants. The
sentences span from ordinary truisms through aphorisms to semi-nonsensical
proclamations, such as “black is not a colour,” “time cannot be saved by making things
more quickly,” “animals are not people; people are animals.”150 This physically static
scene is centred on the power of the loud chanting of platitudes and is juxtaposed with
the energetic soundtrack provided by Atoui.
Tarek Atoui’s compositional algorithms create an independent level of the
performance, a plane that is partly independent, yet contributes to the polysensual
experience. In the programme notes, Atoui promises to invite a different live guest
musician with their unique contribution to the work at each performance. The
performance I witnessed on 18th January 2014 at Tanzquartier Vienna, however, had no
other live guest musician. Nevertheless, Atoui alone creates on stage a live soundscape
by mixing electronic and live music. In fact, Atouti creates his music by moving the
area as if operating a giant vibraphone. His dance over his machines resembles Jackson
Pollock’s drip painting style where his paintings record his gestures on a canvas, placed
on the floor. Atoui’s music thus represents real-time sound traces of his movements in
the sonic field above his machines.
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The sound textures of gentle disharmony in Atoui’s musical modular fragments are
indeed the traces of the author in Jackson Pollock’s paintings that through their
perception achieve transformative creativity. When discussing how he paints, Jackson
Pollock observes: “When I am in my painting, I’m not aware of what I’m doing. It’s
only after a sort of ʻmy acquaintedʼ period that I see what I have been about. I have no
fears about making changes, destroying the image, etc., because the painting has a life
of its own. I try to let it come through.”151 The important realization is Pollock’s
accentuated position “in” his painting. The actual process of creation is equal to letting
it come through. When Pollock was asked about his approach to starting a painting, he
provides a rather intuitive solution. For Pollock, painting “is a state of being,” being and
becoming becomes one.152 Analogously, when Atoui moves in his compositions, he
becomes the music. In other words, the music he produces is the embodiment of the
changes of his bodily presence. In connection with the other actors, the resulting image
is a complex polysensual experience.
The multiplicity of the theatrical experience is magnified by the use of the rhizomatic
interconnection to the company’s other theatrical projects, their self-citationality. These
connections predominantly function in the second, physical part of the performance.
The characters dance or embody archetypal characters from fairy-tales. The
performance programme notes comment on the use of “recognisable characters [who]
surface in strange juxtapositions, emerging onstage from the ruins of familiar stories,
only to disappear in the very next moment.”153 The aforementioned haunted stage and
character, in Marvin Carlson’s ghosting begins to function.
The recognisable figures and characters are not only archetypal Don Quixote-like
characters, but also home-made, simply dressed soldiers using kitchenware. The
domestic DIY aesthetics, cross-dressing on stage, cheap skeleton costumes, or the
cardboard-tree pedestrian choreography cite the company’s other pieces like Showtime,
Thrill of It All etc. Structurally, the piece merges the stillness and static nature of
Spectacular, Void Story, Tomorrow’s Parties (2011), or The Notebook (2014) in its first
half, and the physical, chaos-and-control structured physically dynamic pieces, such as
Bloody Mess, The Thrill of It All and The Coming Storm. The method of self-citation is
Jackson Pollock, “My Painting,” in Nancy Jachec, Jackson Pollock: Works, Writings, Interviews
(Barcelona: Ediciones Polígrafa, 2011) 127.
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interestingly combined with ghosting of archetypal characters. The contrastively
rhythmical structure and the character recycling approach compose a form of theatrical
bricolage.
The bricolage technique of combining available objects often of different nature is
the creative key to the decoding of the performance of The Last Adventures. The piece
is full of contradictions: make-shift seemingly improvised parts are contrasted to
thoroughly-choreographed dances. In connection with Bloody Mess, Tim Etchells
articulates the company’s interest in exploring the role of the audience “in making
connections and linking things. We are stressing the ‘live nature’ of what is emerging
rather than stressing ‘here is the finished jigsaw.’”154 The open structure of the piece in
combination with the actors’ exhausted and non-matrixed performing in home-made
costumes functions in fact as ultimate unmasking: showing human weakness, the
finished jigsaw. These immanent-proximity invitations surface e.g. in the moments
when actors expose their tired naked bodies while cross-dressing on stage, or revealing
the reverse side of “found” or provisionally-looking props. These moments generate the
involvement of the audience who are invited to enter “in” the process of theatrical
transformation.
Another immanence aspect of The Last Adventures is the actual multiplicity of the
theatre experience: of what is happening on stage simultaneously, the seemingly
familiar characters (from fairy tales or archetypal) and ultimately the connectionmaking work between the visual and sonic. The audience trace connections between the
stories, between the characters and between the actual movements of Atoui. Spectators
reterritorialize the deterritorialized characters in the theatre experience. Along with
sample oriented music by Atoui, Etchells, like a DJ, provides a similar gesture: the
sampling of reality. Like a DJ, Etchells connects parts of borrowed elements into his
own composition. The multiplicity of such a theatre production imposes on the
spectators’ multitasking experience. Similarly, Catherine Love in her review of the
show describes the piece as having “oddly hypnotic quality encouraging the mind to
periodically wander and return.”155 The wandering and returning, following the visual
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and sonic traces are particularly palpable in the irregularity of the musical and
choreographic patterns.
Due to the operation of dramaturgical structures by Forced Entertainment and the
process oriented musical encounters of Atoui, in The Last Adventures the identity of
spectators, actors and the musician are merged. The polythematicity of reality is
reflected in the multisensory experience, where through the operation of Atoui’s music,
the polysemy of theatrical experience is world-embracing. Like in the fractal drips of
Pollock’s paintings tracing his movements, his process-based creativity, the sonic traces
mixed with visual fragmented stories on stage represent the traces of Forced
Entertainment’s identity. The multisensory experience in The Last Adventures is
transformative due to its eclectic nature. The fragile real time creation provided by
Atoui is juxtaposed with choreographed movements of the company. The structure of
the performance, rhizomatically interconnected via self-citations with other projects, yet
still open enough to enable the workings of the spectators – “finishing the jigsaw,”
ultimately conjoins the identities of both spectators and actors. The actual process of
creation (both actorial and spectatorial) is emphasized. The performance of The Last
Adventures thus provides immanent response to the question of creation. Pollock’s
creative impetus of “letting come through” is in fact similar to what Elizabeth
LeCompte of The Wooster Group identifies as ultimate creative freedom, “letting things
go,” while discussing the making of devised experimental theatre:
[In theatre] there is no idea of perfection. […] If I have learned anything over the years,
it’s that you have to let things go. […] [T]he one thing that I really enjoy is that I like to
watch people do what they like to do, when they don’t know that they like to do it. […]
I try to look for what they want to do and they might not even be aware of it.156

Similar to Pollock’s attitude to his works, LeCompte’s observation utilizes the ideas
of unconscious creation and underpins the very visceral and intuitive approach of the
Wooster Group. The freedom in such a realization of creation again is echoed in
Deleuze’s “freedom exists only within immanence.”157 Deleuze’s treatment of
immanence accentuates precisely collective creation and improvisation based on
connection-making. The Last Adventures offers a genuine example of how the freedom
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of creation can be traced by following the traces the artists leave behind, or better say,
the traces they leave within.
This chapter has attempted to map the standard-length projects of the company via
the use of immanence. For collectively devised theatre productions are in fact
immanent, with the creative impulses and dramaturgies coming from within the
company. Particularly the open structure of Forced Entertainment’s projects subscribes
to the immanent critique – as “nonrepresentative force: resisting recognition, eluding
interpretation and forcing the audience to think in new and unexpected ways.”158
Although the interpretation of performance experience may be open, the significant
aspect of theatre experience lies in the connection-making. Immanent logic supposes
that participation is crucial because of the connection and sharing. Deleuze and Guattari
believe, that ontologically speaking, we are always “in the midst of things,”159
transforming and being transformed. However present are the immanent features in
Forced Entertainments’ devised projects, the immanent invitations happen also in
duration. Therefore, the following and last chapter will focus on the company’s
durational and conceptual pieces where the immanent aspects appear more significantly,
in time, “to complete the jigsaw” of their poetics of immanence.
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5

Durational Performances of Forced Entertainment

5.1

Immanence & Duration
We found that we use time to make sense of immanence, to give it some sort of shape in
our lives.1

The previous chapter has shown that because of their collaborative creation process,
devised theatre productions have a strong tendency towards immanence. Furthermore,
the chapter has concluded with the observation that the poetics of immanence stems
from the company’s imperfect structure and non-matrixed acting that both create
chasms in performances’ unity where the audience can reflect, communicate and above
all, experience the change in themselves.
This chapter will consider another crucial aspect of immanent logic, i.e. the aspect of
duration. I will try to demonstrate how immanence functions not only as an open whole
that changes, but that its transformativity becomes apparent in duration. Deleuzian logic
presupposes that the plane of immanence is not only a territory of affect and shared
participation, but “also a temporal dimension of rhythms, movements, pauses,
accelerations and decelerations, in which each body’s form and function emerge as
secondary products of kinetic relations among particles,”2 as Ronald Bogue observes. I
will therefore incorporate the logic of time in my study of Forced Entertainment’s
projects to “make sense of immanence,” through the heightened awareness of the
temporal dimension. Before I set out to analyse the actual durational performances, I
will briefly engage with Deleuzian ethics because in connection with durationality, it is
closely associated with the aspect of production of the real. The ethical dimension of
immanence and thus theatres of immanence lies in the liberation of life as creative
force.
Deleuze’s understanding of ethics comes from Nietzsche’s as well as Spinoza’s; to
put it simplistically, it is connected with the sensation of joy. Deleuze’s ethics is
positivistic; he advocates that ethics entails going as far as possible to produce joyful
affects rather than sad ones, of creating relational bodies (which by Deleuze are
understood not only as physical, but e.g. social, ones). The joy embedded within the
Deleuzian understanding of ethics is pointed out by Laura Cull, who utilizes both
1
2

Damian Sutton and David Martin-Jones, Deleuze Reframed (London: I.B. Taurus, 2008) 125.
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ethical and aesthetic dimensions of immanence. While speaking of theatres of
immanence, Cull attempts “to produce an instance of continuum thinking, a mixture of
tendencies,”3 which accentuates Deleuze’s ethics as a combination of active and
reactive force with the ethics of joy and its affective power.
In short, building on Nietzsche’s understanding that the world is composed of two
different qualities of force – active and reactive, Deleuze designates the quality of the
force that is obeying and commanding, or dominant and dominated forces. Deleuze then
argues that bodies consist of the relationship of both forces, therefore, he believes,
bodies are always the fruit of chance.4 In this context, Cull posits that theatres are
always mixtures of tendencies towards command and obedience, or immanence and
transcendence.5 This mixture of tendencies in devised theatre, with the absence of
director per se, is more active than reactive, therefore more immanent than
transcendent. The active force is, for Deleuze, creative rather than repressive,6
producing joyful affects.
While discussing affects, Deleuze highlights that joyful affects “are like a
springboard; they make us pass through something that we would never have been able
to pass if there had only been sadness.”7 Cull stresses the reciprocal nature of the force,
and also its intensity. The more active the force, the more joyful, creative and enabling
an encounter the more reactive the force, the more destructive and sad. Cull then
concludes with the relationality of such affects. For Cull, affect can be the result of her
own impatience while waiting for something to happen on stage (the artistic body), or to
her relation to other audience members (social/physical bodies). Thus participation is a
means to explore the relationships between art and life in terms of immanence, as
something creative and joyful. Deleuze sees an ethical dimension in experimenting with
what we can do in order to produce, create, connect. Therefore, ethics as understood by
Deleuze produce immanent connection, which are more graspable in the operation of
time, as I will illustrate on the works of Forced Entertainment.

3
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Forced Entertainment’s oeuvre has always been closely connected with the
experimentation with the extended time frame of the performance. Their first durational
projects 12 am: Awake & Looking Down premiered in 1993 as a developed version of
Emanuelle Enchanted from 1992 proves the company’s willingness to explore the issue
of time. The piece shared several principal elements already discussed – a chaotic
looking devised structure with the elements of improvisation connected via a conceptual
framework. In this “narrative kaleidoscope”8 performers interchange their identities by
endlessly re-dressing and swapping cardboard signs with a catalogue of roles. This 611-hour durational performance is in fact an exhausting and complex series of identityexchanging exercises that completely defies the notion of ghosting of characters on the
haunted stage, as explained in the previous chapters. The crucial aspect in the
performance is, besides the acting, the actual length of the performance which challenge
the audience’s attention.
The approach of Forced Entertainment to durational projects is stems from the
company’s motto: “We are a group of six artists based in Sheffield. Our work is a 30
year collaboration, reinventing theatre to speak about the times we are living in.” 9 The
collaborative theatrical testimonies of real people living the presence and attempting to
“reinvent theatre” are particularly illuminating when discussing the company’s
durational projects, especially when employing the elements examined in the previous
chapter – the interplay between the real and representational, openness and tendency to
failure. In duration, the poetics if immanence is particularly traceable in the ability to
make relations as well as from the process-based nature of their productions. Damian
Sutton observes that time gives shape and sense to immanence, to our lives.10
Regardless of how the company’s theoretical attempts to reinvent theatre appear futile,
the extended temporal dimension of their projects enables the appearance of larger
cracks and chasms in the pieces’ structures, therefore the creative immanent
interconnectedness appears.
Forced Entertainment’s interest in durationality and the hic et nunc, what Peter
Billingham identifies as “the preciousness and the inviolable nowness of now,”11 most
vividly surfaces in the demanding temporal experience of acting and spectating.
Forced Entertainment, “12 am: Awake & Looking Down,” Web. 22 December 2015.
Forced Entertainment, Forced Entertainment. Web. 22 December 2015.
10
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Extreme duress has a deterritorializing force, as manifest in the example of the one-year
performance projects of Tehching Hsieh, discussed in chapter three, which highlight the
interconnection of the performer’s life and work. However, speaking in terms of
theatrical experience, it is the extreme duress which results in the performers’ inevitable
shift from “performance mode to their natural state,”12 as Daniel Schulze points out.
This shift stemming from both mental and physical exhaustion also marks the
emergence of the failure through the operation of the real. As Gilles Deleuze and Félix
Guattari have it: “[t]here is only one kind of production, the production of the real.”13
Deleuze and Guattari see the real as reality in itself as a process of self-making.
They refuse the Freudian view of reality as an unconscious representational theatre,
rather they favour productive, machinic factory model. For them, desire is not an
imaginary force but a force that is real and productive. They see reality as construed by
the operations of multifunctional network/system of interconnected machines. For
Deleuze and Guattari everything is a machine and everything is production, then there is
no distinction between man and nature – “they are one and the same essential reality:
the producer-product.”14 In other words, desire produces reality. The real is thus formed
in response to our desires, or the desires of our machines. “If desire produces, its
product is real. If desire is productive, it can be productive only in the real world and
can produce only reality,”15 Deleuze and Guattari clarify. For Deleuze and Guattari, the
“real is not impossible; on the contrary, within the real everything is possible,
everything becomes possible.”16 Therefore, the real for Deleuze and Guattari is like not
far from the plane of immanence – productive, multiplicity, interconnectedness with a
transformative potential.
Another significant understanding of the real in performance is advocated by Peggy
Phelan. For Phelan the experience of the real clashing with the representational
produces doubts: “we must keep performing and transforming the interpretations of this
relation [between the real and the representational]. Doubt may be the best guarantee of
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real presence.”

17

For Phelan it is the operation of doubt that is the most significant

achievement of the unmarked performance of the real. The interplay between the real
and the fictitious is naturally a question of rhythm and balance.
When discussing the relation between performer and spectator, Phelan expresses the
inequality in this duality caused by Western theatre’s domination of the silent
spectator.18 Phelan underscores the importance of the ruptures in the spectatorperformer contract to achieve the unmarked performance of the real: “[i]n the spectacle
of endurance, discipline, and semi-madness […], an inversion of the characteristic
paradigms of performative exchange occurs. In the spectacle of fatigue, endurance, and
depletion, […] the spectator [undergoes] first a parallel movement and then an opposite
one.”19 By the first movement Phelan means the transmitted signs, which are, in the
opposite movement of the audience, becoming the shared energies. By the second
movement Phelan also implies the spectatorial recognition of their own freedom
contrasted to that of the suffering of the performer’s own body. The stage thus becomes
the space for spectators’ reflection of their own act of watching. In other words,
Phelan’s claim also suggests that by rupturing the spectator-performer contract, the
interruption of “suspension-of-disbelief,” the possibility of immanent life emerges.
Another element connected to the experience of the real in the present is the
realization of time and its durationality. Laura Cull posits that “presence is a plurality of
presents, or a multiplicity of inhuman as well as human ways of being in time.”20
Therefore presence is interrelational and inclusive. Similarly, Matthew Goulish
elaborates on the multiplicity of such an experience of being in time: “performance
figures in our dialogue as a set of practices that enact, or re-enact, or articulate
duration’s multiplicity as live or as lived.”21 The important factor here is the
understanding of liveness juxtaposed with one’s own life. In performance theatre the
experience of time no longer as a staged time (of the theatrical illusion) and the
performance time (of the experience), but as an articulated multiplicity of shared time.
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Duration and multiplicity summon a certain confluence of both actors’ and
spectators’ lives in a unique moment in the present. This exposure of both spectators’
individual and other durations can thus be transformative. Goulish argues that these
“performances of waiting” besides enabling the experience of one’s duration produce
the feelings of self-sympathy.22 The operation of self-sympathy in real time at the
experience of the real leads to the ultimate creation of a community.
When analysing durational performances, Jonathan Kalb elaborates on their capacity
to create what he calls the “community of the we,”23 particularly in connection with
Forced Entertainment’s production Speak Bitterness, which is based on the use of the
word we - a gesture of inclusion. Similarly, whilst discussing proximity created by the
performance, Leslie Hill and Helene Paris prefer to refer to the relationship between
two parties of theatrical experience as a relationship between a performer and you.24
“You” is a direct address that Forced Entertainment frequently use. “You” is the
device to trigger the intimate, community feeling achieved via shared sympathy
connected with the potentiality of failure of real bodies on a stage. While questioning
one’s failure, Goulish proposes that as spectators we should not examine a work of art
“for its faults and shortcomings, but for its moments of exhilaration, in an effort to bring
our own imperfection into sympathetic vibration with these moments, and thus effect a
creative change in ourselves.25 This reversal of Goulish’s original failure-seeking logic
suggests that we identify the transformative elements in the performance; the moments
of exhilaration, when our lives resonate with that of the performance.
Erika Fischer-Lichte advocates that to create a reciprocal relationship of influence
between actors and spectators, three factors are needed: “the feedback loop’s
autopoiesis and the phenomenon of emergence; second, a destabilization, even erasure,
of binary oppositions; and third, situations of liminality that transform the participants
of the performance.”26 The bodily copresence of actors and spectators plays a crucial
role in generating the feedback loop. The structure and nature of the performance is to
Goulish and Cull, “sub specie durationis” 142.
Jonathan Kalb, Great Lengths: Seven Works of Marathon Theater (Chicago: The University of
Michigan Press. 2011) 156.
24
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disrupt the dualistic perspective and challenge the multisensory and interrelational
aesthetics. By realizing these conditions, the last, liminal aspect of the performance can
be achieved. In the case of Forced Entertainment’s theatre, the liminality is achieved via
the carefully devised structure vs. improvisation, exhilaration, non-matrixed acting,
interconnectedness, and proximity invitations.
As shown in the previous chapter, the theatrical proximity invitations that enable the
emergence of immanent experience stemming from the company’s idiosyncratic
dramaturgy. The poetics of immanence, however, is traceable in the durational projects
of Forced Entertainment even more than in company’s other standard-length projects.
All the durational pieces share a combination of strong conceptual framework (provided
by so-called creative restraints, or rules of the game) with space for improvisation. The
extended length combined with the conceptual rules of the productions allow through
the cracks of the performance structure the experience of spectatorial transformation, as
I will argue below. In this chapter I will closely explain the immanent logic on five
durational projects - Speak Bitterness (1994, performed 2014), Quizoola! (1996,
performed 2013), And on the Thousandth Night (created in 2000, performed 2013),
Complete Works: Table Top Shakespeare (2015) and most recently From the Dark
(2016).
Prior to the analysed durational pieces performed in the last years, the company has
produced three other projects which can be considered durational: Who Can Sing a Song
to Unfrighten Me? (performed 1999), The Travels (2002), and Marathon Lexicon
(2003). Since they have not been (re-)performed recently, I will discuss them only
marginally now. Who Can Sing a Song to Unfrighten Me? (performed 1999) is the
company’s, so far, longest live-performed project. In 24 hours the project’s 14 actors
combine scenes, elements, characters and costumes from all their previous projects. The
ultimately palimpsestuous nature of mutating, recycling and echoing creates a nonlinear interconnectedness. The basic creative rule for this project is an effort to recycle,
to produce echoes, re-use costumes, elements, quotes, in an interconnected, ultimately
rhizomatic way. The rules for the piece are also existential: “to remain alive,” to keep
performing. Stretching from midnight to midnight, the piece is “a kind of protection
from the demons hidden in darkness and […] a way of marking and sharing time.”27
The piece marks the company’s interest in the in-between as well as the concepts of life
27
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within and beyond the theatrical experience. As exemplified in Fig. 6, the exhausted
characters standing in gorilla costumes in the rubble of the performance are standing
next to a board where one word written in chalk reads: “Alive.” This contrastive scene
juxtaposes the fact that two exhausted, masked actors are struggling on stage with a
simple statement, which, as I have just mentioned, is the ultimate rule of the
performance – to remain active and above all, alive.

Fig. 7. Forced Entertainment, Who Can Sing a Song to Unfrighten Me?

The immanent aspect of this devised durational piece lies in its self-citationality. It is
an ultimate attempt to connect with other company’s previous performances by
recycling other shows’ elements, and connect with the audience, trying to stay alive and
by doing so, attempting to keep the audience awake for the duration of the piece. As
Deleuze and Guattari argue, “the peculiarity of art is to pass through the finite in order
to rediscover, to restore the infinite.”28 Art is the composition which preserves by
making or keeping things alive.
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Unlike the eclectic survival hic et nunc quality of Who Can Sing a Song to
Unfrighten Me?, the conceptual restraints in Marathon Lexicon (2003) are designated in
a much clearer way: the piece is a 12 hour marathon lecture on a range of topics starting
from A and finishing with Z. The physically demanding nature of Who Can Sing a Song
to Unfrighten Me? contrasts with the performance of Marathon Lexicon, which is rather
a static experience in terms of acting. The project is again an eclectic combination of
reading, video or photograph screening, spoken word and live minimalist interventions
that take the form of presentations or simple encounters. The structure of the piece is
provided by a simple restraint – alphabetically sorted topics. These are then presented
usually from the table by performers.
This project has been the largest company cooperation so far. The stage is occupied
by the core members of the company who alternate with artists, thinkers and writers,
such as Sara Jane Bailes, Simon Bayly, Franko B, Hugo Glendinning, Matthew Goulish,
Vlatka Horvat, Joe Kelleher, Jerry Killick, Andre Lepecki, Peggy Phelan, Andrew
Quick, Alan Read, and Nick Ridout, to name just a few of the people present on stage.
The multimediality and multiplicity of voices in the durational bricolage exemplifies the
company’s penchant for live interconnecting encounters as well as their willingness to
capture the provisionality and imperfectness of the work in process. The result is a
community experience that interconnects voices, viewpoints, opinions as well as formal
presentation into a creative, immanent output by stressing its process-based quality.
The last of the early projects of the company which has not been reperformed
recently is The Travels (2002). The performance is not a durational project in terms of
its presentation but is highly dramaturgical in its devised structure and time-demanding
in the actual execution of the concept. In the course of 2002 all the members of Forced
Entertainment travelled across the UK. The idea of the project is to visit places across
the country with curious names, previously collected from the street directory. Each
visitor to places such as “Oracle Court, Delphi Avenue, death lanes, time park, hell lane,
lucky lane, Rape Lane, England Avenue or Cut-through Lane”29 should collect a story,
have their fortune told, ask questions or if nothing else is possible, record their
impressions. The stories, descriptions, or photographs are then intermingled with the
visitor’s expectations or journey diaries.
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The final outcome is the presentation/performance, where the actors (Richard
Lowdon, Claire Marshall, Cathy Naden, Terry O’ Connor, John Rowley and Jerry
Killick) seated at two tables present the project’s outcomes in a conference style by
reading, projecting, retelling or discussing the collected material. Here again an
anecdotal element is juxtaposed with the fictional elements undoubtedly added to
several of the stories. This project thus presents a distorted, intimate and docufictional
kaleidoscope of narratives. The intimacy of the piece is achieved through a strictly
choreographed pace and the professional textual delivery of the actors. Again what it
crucial is the friction between what really happened and what is presented.
When discussing The Travels, Alex Mermikides focuses on the devising process of
the company, which Mermikides collected during the company’s rehearsal process. The
list of approaches of Forced Entertainment as outlined below can well be adapted to
their general approach to making shows, both durational and standard-length. The
creative process consists of the following five steps:
Wait for something to happen, for a project (a system) to suggest itself
When it does, subject it to thorough trial.
Don’t commit too early; keep testing alternatives (save ‘rejects’ for future shows)
Once you have got a system, exploit it thoroughly
Fix the material – but pretend you haven’t.30

The five steps in devising a show open with a movement of waiting and through a
thorough trial and experimentation finalizes with the fixing of the material, which is,
however, presented as unfinished or provisional. This results in the experience of the
failure of performance. The presentation of such an unfinished piece of work naturally
creates the chasms in the otherwise unity of the performance’s structure. The nonlinearity which stems from this approach together with the last step, fixing the material,
is nevertheless, less transparent in the company’s durational performances. As a result,
the durational projects of the company are inevitably marked with a greater level of
chaos on stage, since their potential to fail is naturally higher.
With durationality, the fatigue and stage control of the performer becomes numbed
and thereby the acting seems more non-matrixed and the whole experience is often

Alex Mermikides. “Forced Entertainment - The Travels (2002) – The Anti-theatrical Director” in
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based on defying the theatrical illusion. As for the performance structure, it also
becomes more fragile, therefore permeable: the tension between real and
representational, the invitation to play a game becomes more transparent. The audience
is transformed into co-players. The temporal dimension enables greater space for
audience self-reflection; to realize their own process of witnessing a show.
The realization of time shared in a theatrical experience is the result of the
company’s ludic approach to theatremaking. In a recently published video Tim Etchells
conceptualizes the company’s system of working on durational pieces as games.
According to Etchells, the very first durational project 12 am: Awake & Looking Down
is a game of dressing up and naming, whereas the most recently revived pieces are
Speak Bitterness as a game of confessions, Quizoola as a game of questions and
answers, and And on the Thousandth Night a game of telling stories.31Yet, Forced
Entertainment has invited their audiences to engage in the game even more actively.
All three of these projects have recently been also broadcast live, a fact which
enables a more extensive number of spectators to watch the performance, but also via
Twitter to produce live comments. This innovative feature shifts the seemingly passive
theatrical experience into an interactive experience. The responses from spectators
reflect the live beyond the theatrical experience triggered by the quality embedded
within the theatrical production. The final part of the chapter will therefore address
three recently revived and live streamed projects, Speak Bitterness, Quizoola! and And
on the Thousandth Night outlining predominantly their immanent elements. Finally, I
am going to investigate the last two of the company’s durational projects, Complete
Works: Table Top Shakespeare and From the Dark with specific attention to their
temporal dimension being a vehicle to realize the aspects of immanence – openness,
inclusiveness and interconnectedness.

5.2

Complicity in Speak Bitterness

Speak Bitterness is the second durational project by the company originally created
in 1994, and still performed. It is arguably one of the company’s most formative pieces
because of its static arrangement, simple stage design, and ingenious connection
between written text and the performers. The aforementioned game of confessions of
Forced Entertainment, “Tim Etchells on Durational Performance.” Online video Clip. Youtube.
Youtube. Web. 22 December 2015.
31
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different natures is delivered by a changeable number of actors at random. The core
members of the company are in various versions complemented by Tim Etchells or
other regular collaborators. Similar to The Travels, smartly dressed performers are
seated at a long table on the brightly-lit, conference-looking stage. The scripted text is
scattered on the table and provides the conceptual framework for the piece; the
improvisation possibilities for the actors lie purely in the delivery of give textual
material: their voice, posture, gestures and the choice of actual confessions.
The confessions printed on sheets paper are of various length, appeal, and detail.
Some are truly personal, such as “we missed a train. We didn’t believe them. We wrote
six novels.”32 The nature of some other confessions are almost nonsensical, such as “we
put the bop in the bop shee wop” or “we were there and it didn’t happen exactly like
that,” whereas some are far more serious, like “we held a gun to their head, threatened
their families with torture and made them do it. We were silently complicit.”33 Yet the
majority of confessions oscillate between bizarre claims and poetic situations, often in
direct sequence:
We talked about doing time. We confess to canned laughter and circular saw. We
wanted to write love songs, really good love songs that would really last but we didn’t
know music and we couldn’t write. We confess to never having an original idea. We are
guilty of attic rooms, power cuts and bombs; we confess to statues, ruins and
gameboys.34

Although the authorship of confessions is unknown, they were definitely produced
during the collaborative brainstormings of the company. Nevertheless, the majority of
contributions originate from Tim Etchells, as the poetics above to a large degree
resembles his textual oeuvre described in chapter three.
Most of the confessions begin with “we.” The very fact of being a witness to such
confessions is an ethical issue. This fact underpins the company’s understanding of
spectators as witnesses. Indeed the series of delivered confessions is thus an invitation
to a game of complicity. This observation is underscored by the fact that during the
performance the auditorium is partly illuminated so the audience, who are allowed to
come and go at will, are constantly visible and not covered in darkness separating them
from the stage. This fact thus enhances the physical spectatorial engagement in the
32
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piece. With the accumulated burden of confessions, the performance becomes more and
more satiric. Through the excess of wrongdoings and physical duress, the performance
also becomes increasingly fragile and porous. The boundaries between the real and
fictitious, person and persona, made-up confession and autobiographical truth are
blurred.
When Jonathan Kalb discusses the company’s durational works he highlights their
“authentic humility,” as well as the collapsing identities of the person/persona that is in
fact deterritorializing. This actorial deterritorialization has “a paradoxically lifting effect
[…]. Their desperate and perpetually futile efforts to connect (with us, with each other)
offered a poignant image of perseverance in the face of crushing indifference, and also
the impression of authentic humility.”35 The effect of failure, as demonstrated in chapter
four, is an audience activating tool. Thus the “authentic humility” is the result of the
operation of possible failure and the audiences feeling of sympathy. Kalb hereby
accentuates the actors’ “hubristic grasp at omniscience, whose destined failure is
uncommonly moving because of mortal exhaustion in them.”36 The omnipresence of an
exhausted actor functions as another proximity bond.
Furthermore, the audience is activated via the operation of contrastive humour and
aesthetics, which for the company plays a crucial loop in generating the autopoietic
feedback loop. The seemingly nonsensical confessions are followed by far-fetched and
personal ones; the performance’s rhythm is enhanced by the actors’ professional
delivery. The extensive period of time, six hours in duration, enables the exhausted
performers and audience members to reconfigure the traditional binary relationship and
creates another accentuated proximal bond. The newly established “community of
sinners”37 as Schulze has it, creates an intimate conspiracy which is connected to the
previously mentioned understanding of audience as witnesses. The game invites the
spectators to imagine and become co-responsible for the (semi)imaginary crimes. This
shared complicity has a deterritorializing force.
Deterritorialization in the performance happens on two levels, both as an individual
durational transformative experience for the audience, but also thanks to live streaming
technology, also as an interactive side-performance. While following the live stream,
35
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the experience of theatre-witnessing is extended by the fact that people can watch in the
privacy of their homes. More significantly, though, the spectators are allowed to
comment on the performance on a special tweet hashtag. Their activity thus forms a
new responsive platform with its own independent life. The other livestreaming
audience members are able to watch the live blog develop, grow and deterritorialize the
actual performance into a metaperformance.
The online stream of the performance on 18 October 2014 at Hebbel-Am-Ufer,
Berlin, from 5 to 11pm, which promised a “litany of wrongdoing [ranging] from the big
time of forgery, murder or genocide to nasty little details, such as reading each other’s
diaries and refusing to take the dogs out for a walk,”38 was watched in 51 countries all
over the world. The 3838 unique viewers produced over 5.1 million Twitter
impressions, which demonstrates how appealing such an experience is. The
“community of sinners” originating from this witnessing of the performance have thus
reached new, international, interactive and indeed interrelational dimensions. Thus
immanent logic can be applied here as well. Forced Entertainment’s performance is not
only created as devised, multiple-author theatre of immanence, but its streamed
metaperformance is nurtured by collective co-creation of a new performance. Therefore,
the performance is deterritorialized
The exclusive liveness of the theatrical event thus extends to the experience of
witnessing a sporting event, both live but also streamed. This dimension guarantees
significant implications for the future of performance, digital, online, interactive, and
durational, however, it exceeds the focus of the present thesis. What is nevertheless
more important is the reconfiguration of the spectators’ role from seemingly passive to
overtly interactive.

5.3

Quizoola! The Game of Deception

Quizoola! was originally created in 1996 and has been since then intermittently
performed. In 2013 its 24-hour version was live streamed on 12 April from the
Barbican, London. Quizoola! is another durational performance whose rules are simple:
to ask and answer questions. The questions were originally created by Tim Etchells, as a
list of 2000 questions of different nature. These are general, deeply intimate or
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philosophical, such as: “What is the capital of Spain? How does really a lightbulb work?
Why are those women wearing headscarves? Can I sleep with your father? What’s a
religion?” Questions and answers are exchanged by a pair of actors on stage. Answers
must be provided on the spot, and sometimes they are hastily delivered, whereas
occasionally the actors take a long time to contemplate. Therefore, it is clear that
occasionally both the questions and answers are memorized or adjusted momentarily.
Naturally, the answers do not have to be true; on the contrary, the actors often make up
the answer or endeavour to produce an entertaining response. Thus the atmosphere of
the performance navigates between an intimate chat to pub quiz to absurd interrogation.
Similar to Speak Bitterness, Quizoola! also manoeuvres on a fine line between sheer
entertainment and boredom-producing pub contest.
As already said, while the questions are partly pre-scripted, the answers provided
can be adjusted by the performers. So are the questions, which are either taken from an
extensive list, or quickly improvised following the trajectory of the interviewee’s
responses. Additionally, the questions are collected from fans and friends through a
request in the company’s newsletter. Again this direct invitation for fans/potential
audience to participate in making the script for the show is a new element in the
company’s creative history. Inevitably within the six-hour version, several questions are
repeated during the show. The 24-hour version performed at the Barbican from the 12 to
the 13 April 2013 was again the company’s kaleidoscope of improvisation, repetition
and actorial unmasking.
The Barbican version, known also as Quizoola24! was streamed live and had 4500
viewers from 58 countries. Its Twitter page recorded more than 1.8 million tweets. Here
again Daniel Schulze posits that such popularity of the performance is because of the
resemblance of its experience to that of a football match – “the rules are known and the
general tendency can be guessed, the action may take dramatic turns, be boring or
change within seconds.”39 No matter how slippery Schulze’s propositions appear, it
highlights the fundamental aspect of live stream – the enjoyment of the process within a
certain framework of rules. While attending the audience, the spectators have already
been acquainted with the format – now they can appreciate the identity revealing
exercise of the actors.
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When discussing the preparation and rules for Quizoola!, Tim Etchells draws a
similar parallel between theatre performance and a game of football, in terms of its
training, structuring and coaching:
You can prepare for Quizoola! in the same way as you can prepare for a football match
– by training, by understanding the rules, by discussing tactics and strategies, by feeling
good with your team. But you can’t rehearse a football match. Because a proper game
has to be played, not performed.40

Etchells here sees the performance as a game to be played rather than staged or
performed. The parallel with football seems far-fetched, since football is a competition
with its fans, rivals, and ultimately the goal is to win. Nevertheless, what is similar here
is the affect the experience of football and theatre provides. Spectators and football fans
fundamentally do not care how the team or actor plays/performers, but how they make
the spectators feel; in other words, enjoy the show. Again, this brings back the
immanent logic – theatre as affect machine that provides shared, joyful and
transformative experience. As Cull observes: “[t]he greater the amount of active joy or
desire in a performance event, the more immanent the theatre.”41 Affect is always an
issue of relation – a process of bodies entering into composition with the affects of other
bodies.
Besides the joy stemming from witnessing a risky football-game-like theatre
production, another significant element is the spectatorial realization of the reality of
theatrical improvisation. Unlike in a conventional-length performance, similar in length
to a football match (90+ minutes), in six hours of performance the stage management of
the actors inevitably deteriorates, which “opens new possibilities, destroys some
skills,”42 Etchells admits. These moments of nakedness and defencelessness are in fact
the realizations of the clash between the real and representational, the aforementioned
“authentic humility”43 of Kalb; the virtual proximity invitation. Quizoola! is a
performance of clashes: the game for two, the game of questions and answers, the game
of truth and deception, the real and staged, person and persona.
When devising the performance of Quizoola!, Tim Etchells had the idea to create “a
residual drama, a significant heartbeat to its slapstick double-act ghost manoeuvring in
Tim Etchells, “An Island, a Prison, a Hotel Bed, a No Man’s Land: Some Thoughts about ‘Quizoola
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that circle of circus lights.”44 The circus lights and slapstick indeed summon the idea of
acting which is faked, hence double-acted. The actual stage design of the piece is very
simple, and typical of the company – contrastive: two actors are wearing badly done
clown faces and seated in a circle of lightbulbs laid on the floor. In the background
stands a wooden board with the neon light Quizoola glowing in red neon. The
voyeuristic atmosphere of the piece is enhanced by the fact that people are seated on the
same level as the actors on the same chairs. Additionally, the free come-and-go format
of the performance allows exchanges in the auditorium, a physical element that is a
juxtaposition of the static image of two clowns fighting verbally, struggling to find
(true) answers, or like the Bloody Mess clown brawl or scenes from The Coming Storm,
struggling for the audience’s attention, attempting to outdo the other. Like a game of
football, Quizoola! has a competition drive.
While performers are pushing their bodies into excessive performance on stage,
spectators can watch their acting deteriorate, lose control, in a curious yet endless search
for identity. The flux of the questions, uncontrollable, reveals the “moments where the
game suddenly opens up to something real”45 unmasking, making present, Etchells
observes. The rhythm of the performance is achieved by the actors’ voice, pace and
momentary reactions to responses by the one being interrogated. The momentum of the
answers, truthfully or with deceit, underpin the openness, the no-structure structure of
the piece. Here again, Etchells highlights that Quizoola! is an invitation to a game, the
game which is “not interested in ‘true truth,’ but perhaps in versions of it.”46 Quizoola!
is a game of given rules but with unclear content.
The versions of a truth provide a space for actorial activity. The answers delivered
by the actors provide parts of the jigsaw which they can assemble in imagined or
constructed stories. The narratives that are never expressed. Nevertheless, the ruptures
in the confessional unity activate the audience and to quote Daniel Schulze, “employ
reconstructive strategies.”47 The theatre-witnessing experience becomes a highly
individualized quest for revealing performers’ identity and finding the truth. In the
moments where metatheatricality and non-matrixed performing meet, the operation of
their connection/friction produces an interesting immanent quality. The interplay
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between imagined and nonfictional facts are primarily constructive. These moments
appear when the actors produce confusingly (in)correct responses to their
spatiotemporal setting, such as: “Where are you now? In London. What time is it?
Around six. Where would you most like to be in the world right now? In a room full of
people thinking.”48 Similarly, at the end of the Barbican durational marathon when
Claire is being interrogated, she concludes the piece when being asked: “Are you telling
the truth? Yes. Are you ready to stop?,” she responds by “Yes,”49 which results in the
closure of the piece.
In this respect, Quizoola! like the other projects of the company combines the
proximity invitation elements: contrastive humour, activating the audience via the fluid
boundary between the real and imagined, between the truth and deceit. Like other
durational projects, it is a game that has a potentiality to fail. In this context, Tim
Etchells observes, “even if you play well, even if you make smart moves, even if at
times you will outwit your fellow player, even if you stay alive together and alone and
even if you both stay wakeful and open to the possibilities at all times – you will
always, anyway, both lose.”50 This quote expresses the company’s chief interest, to
“stay alive together and alone;” however, there is an inevitable failure embedded within
the theatrical experience: finding the truth. Etchells expresses the futility of theatre
production, which will inevitably finish and the shared energies of the bodies on stage
in the auditorium will be ruptured. The lives of the audience and actors will part.
While discussing audience’s connection to the theatre-witnessing, I would also like
to draw a parallel between Forced Entertainment and the Wooster Group. Arguably, the
Wooster Group was a subject of Forced Entertainment’s long-time admiration, not only
in their creative approach, subversive ignorance of the original texts but also regarding
the attempt to create an audience complicity bond. When being interviewed by Andrew
Quick, Elizabeth LeCompte of the Wooster Group recalls a moment when publically
showing a work-in-progress of To You, the Birdie! (Phèdre). At the end LeCompte
addresses the audience, asking for sympathy: “Please bear with us, come back, have a
good time.” This simple request embodies what Quick identifies as the “contingency of
the Wooster Group’s work, that is always in some way or another in progress, but most
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of all, […] remind us that it is here to be enjoyed.”51 Quick’s observation highlights
what Forced Entertainment’s durational projects attempt to perform: besides asking
questions, pose the same ultimate appeal to their audiences to realize that they are here
there, alive, to be able to enjoy themselves. This is the immanent quality in theatre:
creative, transformative connections again operating via affects and joy.

5.4

And on the Thousandth Night: The Existential Game of Staying Alive

The next theatre production under discussion here, And on the Thousandth Night, is a
durational performance project created in 2000 and successfully revived in 2014. The
piece extends one section originally used in the durational piece Who Can Sing a Song
to Unfrighten Me? in which the actors, inspired by One Thousand and One Nights,
exchange stories. Like in the original One Thousand and One Nights, the actors are
trying to out tell the others; nevertheless, the actual aim of reaching the story’s end is
never fulfilled and thus the performance notion of closure never achieved.
The well-known original version of One Thousand and One Nights is framed with
the main story of a king, who, upon finding his wife was cheating on him, decides to
marry each day a new virgin only to execute her after the wedding night. On the night
of their marriage, Scheherazade, the main character, starts telling the king a tale,
without finishing it. Thus the king, curious to know how the story ends, postpones her
execution in order to hear the conclusion. So the narrative goes for the 1 001 nights.
When finally a tale is finished, Scheherazade begins a new one to keep the king still
curious for the conclusion.
Unlike the original One Thousand and One Nights, Forced Entertainment’s version
introduces a conceptual game rule for this piece that each story, usually beginning with
“Once upon a time” or “There once was,” is never finished. The piece’s greatest
strength lies in its ability to create anticipation even though the spectators are aware that
they will hear no story until the end. So besides the emphasis on the actors’ ability to
tell a story, another strength of the piece is its overall simplicity: conceptual, structural
as well as visual.
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The set design for And on the Thousandth Night is plain – the empty stage is lit only
in the foreground where the actors appear to line up bringing their chairs when entering.
The 6-hour durational streamed version I witnessed broadcast from Culturgest, Lisbon
on 22 March 2014 from 18:00-24:00 had also a table with refreshments located in the
background. The cast for the show consisted of eight performers: besides the six core
members including Tim Etchells the cast for the performance was complemented by
John Rowley and Bruno Roubicek. Similarly to the stage-design, the actors’ costumes
are very simple – red cloaks and cardboard crowns reinforced with black gaffer tape to
represent “Kings and Queens.” The overall mise en scene of the piece is the company’s
typical minimalism providing more space for the actors’ and spectators’ imaginative
performance and the power of the stories.
The crux of the performance is in the stories and storytelling. Like in the original
One Thousand and One Nights, where the stories are collected form many countries and
authors, spanning across genres of historical tales, love stories, tragedies, comedies,
poetry or erotica, the stories in Forced Entertainment’s version are equally diversified
and eclectic - from the highly intimate and confessional through to the banal, fairy-tales,
jokes, urban myths, horror stories, love stories and nonsensical accounts.
The stories in the production are narrated exclusively from memory. The ultimate
rule is that they are never finished, because the storyteller is interrupted by another
member shouting “Stop!,” who then starts anew. These interruptions occur sometimes at
the beginning, sometimes at the utmost climactic moment. The interrupting person then
initiates another story, which may either depart from the same point, or use the same
character; some, on the contrary, can begin a completely different story. This
connection-making possibility, the assemblage and recycling of the elements within
stories constitutes another crucial element of the performance.
The interconnectedness as key factor in the performance is also seen in the
performers’ acting. The competitive aspect, to interrupt, take over and out tell the other
uses a variety of acting modes. Thus the stories and their delivery is sometimes tender
and slow, occasionally tired, vulgar or exaggerated. The structural mechanism of the
piece is changeable; the rhythm is affected also by the fact that some actors leave
upstage to have a drink, some food or even a nap. The structural mechanisms of the
durational projects Quizoola! and Speak Bitterness shows antagonism in their
functioning. While in Speak Bitterness the confessions are single directional without
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any interaction, the communication in Quizoola! is active and highly fluid between the
two actors present on stage. In the case of And on the Thousandth Night the
communication is located not as direct question-answer response, but operates more as a
rhizome: interconnecting the systems and elements so that the spectatorial experience is
even more demanding, more productive. The aspect of recycling certain aspects of each
story, or using the technique of foreshadowing where some insignificant details of their
story play an important role in someone else’s story. Borrowing aspects from another’s
story or building on theirs in almost a collaborative way is exemplified in the following
extract:
Richard Lowdon: Stop! Once upon a time there was a queen who lived in a very very
cold country and her palace was made of ice, and it towered about the valley.
Cathy Naden: Stop! Once upon a time there was a queen and her heart was made of ice.
Richard Lowdon: Stop! Once upon a there was a queen who lived in a very hot country
and she liked to eat ice-cream.52

The scene illustrates the repetition of certain aspects which interconnected the whole
performance and create one kaleidoscopic epic of a story. There is a paradox in
professionally delivered stories where the actors modulate the content and their acting
using the techniques of increased suspense. However, the cliffhanger moments are often
missing because they are never reached. Thereby the audience members are left hoping
for another story to complement the jigsaw, or simply they need to finish the stories
themselves. For this audience activating tool, the theatrical experience of the piece is
also highly appealing for the spectators.
The live streamed version of show from Lisbon on 22 March 2014 was watched in
35 countries by 1482 people, including participants of a festival in New Zealand. Over
1.6 million interactive responses were tweeted.53 Simultaneously, the magazine The
Exeunt ran a parallel durational writing project responding to the live streaming of the
performance.54 The responses sometimes added new details to the story, sometimes
finished them; or, on the contrary, some reactions took the performance into a
completely new dimension, by e.g. painting scenes from the show or providing
autobiographical tweets from the spectators. All in all, this metaperformance resulted in
a pure deterritorialization of the original production. Again, it built on the open structure
52
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and inviting concept of the piece and undoubtedly proved that theatre-spectating can be
literally a productive experience, not only as a passive consumer, but as a creative
producer of something which can be shared.
Not only is the performance of And on the Thousandth Night a genuine attempt to
create a story, it encapsulates the company’s long struggle to produce an original
archetypal performance and make it decodable. Arguably the great lengths enable the
structure of each piece to be more permeable, thus penetrable by the workings of a
spectator. The glimpses of non-matrixed acting mixed with spontaneous reactions
within the production can surface via their proximity invitations which rely on the
interplay between the real and representational, as well as on the audience activation.
The durational pieces, being the pinnacle of the company’s oeuvre, must be
understood not as theatre, but as a random-driven game, in the same way Deleuze reads
philosophical concepts, which are: “not pieces of a jigsaw puzzle but rather the outcome
of throws of the dice.”55 To revisit the Deleuzian dialectics, the game of dice consists of
two parts – a dice throw and a dice fall, which are not separate parts but immanently
different “two moments of a single world.”56 Whereas the bad player keeps throwing to
achieve the desired combinations, the good player affirms whatever combination in the
gesture of amor fati.”57
The Deleuzian good player of dice accepts the fortune, often experiencing a state of
rhizomatically interconnected flux of multiplicities. The perceived structure of a
performance is frequently the result of the chance operation rather than a calculated
format. The productions of Forced Entertainment are the result of the immanent
experimentation in the contingency of the open whole.
Here it is perhaps useful to revisit LeCompte’s plea which illuminates the theatre’s
request for sympathy: “[p]lease bear with us, come back, have a good time…”58 The
invitation to return and feel for of LeCompte is amplified in the performance And on the
Thousandth Night with an existential tone. The original One Thousand and One Nights
stories were told by Scheherazade in order to survive; Forced Entertainment’s
performers do the same – through the repetition and duration they keep telling stories to
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“stay alive,” to remain watched and to be enjoyed. The duration complements to the
experience that Deleuze and Guattari, speaking about an artwork is “like a passage from
the finite to the infinite, but also from territory to deterritorialization.”59 The artwork
here has a capacity to produce transformative experience.

5.5

Shakespeare’s Arm: Ghosting of Shakespeare in The Complete Works

The company’s next project, Complete Works: Table Top Shakespeare (2015), is a
combination of a strongly conceptual approach to performance with a durational
presentation. In the span of nine days the company presents all 36 plays by Shakespeare
in 40-60 minutes each retold from memory by a single actor using ordinary objects as
characters and the table as a stage. The project draws on the company’s earlier
conceptual encounters with Shakespeare, their one-off project Five Day Lear (1999),
succinctly described by Robert Shaughnessy,60 or the piece Mark Does Lear (1999), a
video of Mark Etchells, the director’s brother, shot on a journey from Devon to
Sheffield, where Mark is retelling from memory the story of King Lear. This actual
single-shot video provided conceptual foundations for the project of Complete Works:
Table Top Shakespeare.
Curiously, besides the two projects, Five Day Lear and Mark Does Lear, Forced
Entertainment almost exclusively ignored any direct inspiration by the work of
Shakespeare, which is, for a British theatre, certainly surprising. The few encounters, or
better say reverberation are picked up by Shaughnessy, who identifies that Some
Confusions in the Law about Love (1989) include references to A Midsummer Night´s
Dream – the scenes where the speaker is recollecting: “we did a thing quite a while ago
now, it was a love show and everyone on the stage drank down a love potion that, er,
sent them all off to sleep and when they woke again they were all in love show and no
one felt sad.”61 Similarly, the “main character” in Pleasure (1997), wearing a giant
horse’s head also intriguingly resembles the ass in a dark, distorted version of
Shakespeare´s Dream. Furthermore, the aforementioned list of characters in Emanuelle
Enchanted (or A Description of this World as if it Were a Beautiful Place) (1992,
revived in 2000), includes e.g. BANQUO’S GHOST. Finally, Shakespeare leaks into
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Dirty Work (1998), in which two performers verbally summon the most impossible
stage spectacle, including a handsome woman who plays a number of popular tunes by
farting while presenting great scenes from Shakespeare: “The Old Monarch Lear in His
Madness On The Heath, The Rude Mechanicals and Wicked Macbeth in Bloody
Combat with Macduff, The Youthful and Beautiful Juliet Drinking Poison in The
Tomb.”62 There are also several references to Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet which
appear in The Thrill of it All (2010); which are treated by me separately in a different
article.63
Unlike the above mentioned echoes of Shakespeare, the project Complete Works:
Table Top Shakespeare is built entirely on Shakespeare’s oeuvre. The approach to
Shakespeare, embraces the company’s long time tendency to use solely the potential of
spoken word, like in their performance Spectacular (2008). The company describes
their “obsession with virtual or described performance, exploring […] the possibilities
of conjuring extraordinary scenes, images and narratives using language alone.” 64 This
approach as exemplified in chapter four, however, is in a media-saturated context highly
difficult to translate into practice with success. Therefore, the company imposes on their
process various creative restraints.
The conceptual limitations for the project of Complete Works: Table Top
Shakespeare are clearly designated: on a small desk in 40-60 minutes reconstruct a
Shakespeare play, a unique and fully improvised rendering of the classical text.
Arguably, the project’s immanent elements stem from its genuine risk-nature and again,
the interplay between staged (memorized) illusionary versus the real, performed (with
mistakes). The actors are struggling to reconstruct canonical narratives in D.I.Y.
aesthetics and a very domestic setting. This juxtaposition of the low-fi quotidian
approach of a single person retelling a story with which most of the audience are
familiar has an original appeal with the operation of the spectators’ memory.
Analogously, the genuinely comical task of using domestic objects – salt and pepper
pots, soy sauce, a ruler, or a bar of baby soap – whose everyday usage is ghosting the
newly acquired function – to impersonate kings, queens or villains creates another
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stimulating level of the piece, a reference to ghosting of Carlson, as well as
reverberations with Tim Crouch’s My Arm (written in 2002, first performed in 2003).
Tim Crouch’s acclaimed performance My Arm builds on the audience’s participation
on several levels. Before the actual performance starts, Crouch provides the audience
with a note which reads:
My Arm is partly about giving ordinary things extraordinary significance. What it needs
is a supply of everyday objects from you: stuff in your pockets, in your bags, your
wallets; stuff you carry around […] Useful things; useless things. Things no bigger than
a shoe. Anything you supply will be treated with care and respect. It will be in view at
all times. No conventional magic will be attempted with it – no hammers and
handkerchiefs. You will get it at the end. But the stuff you supply will create a major
part of My Arm. Please be ready with possible things when they’re requested.65

Crouch appeals for everyday objects to become a major part of the production is an
invitation to contribute to the performance. Once collected, during the performance the
objects embody various characters – mother, boy, etc. in other words, the objects
become actors. The crucial element in My Arm is the absence of the physical
representation making the audience project their meanings or create presuppositional
interpretations of the objects.
The projection of the spectators’ meanings is the second level of audience
participation. My Arm is a story of a young boy, who without any reasons, one day
decides to raise his arm and keep it there for more than 30 years. Even though Tim
Crouch, the only protagonist of the piece, uses the first person narrative, he never raises
his arm up. Like the objects borrowed from the audience, the unraised arm of Crouch
“becomes the ultimate inanimate object onto which others project their own symbols
and meanings.”66 The audience can thus enter the game of voluntary associations of
objects as well as accepting the suspension of disbelief and follow the imaginary drive
of Crouch’s drama.
Finally, the associations of everyday objects and their personal memories are
connected to the above analysed issue of ghosting as advocated by Marvin Carlson.
Although Carlson speaks about ghosted stages and the ghosts of other characters, his
concept may as well be extended to ghosted objects. Carlson builds his logic on the
premise that something presented on the stage has a reference to a past event. The
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everyday objects can thus trigger the game of individual associations/memories of
different nature. Also, this objecthood creates a constructive role by not directly
showing the characters, being good, bad, or canonical, as is the case in Shakespeare.
Thereby the show provides the space for spectators’ working, or as Claire Marshall of
Forced Entertainment puts it, “these objects aren’t pretending or acting; you, the viewer,
have to do the work, allow it to happen.”67
Like in the case of My Arm, Forced Entertainment’s project utilizes borrowed
objects; additionally, Complete Works: Table Top Shakespeare also borrows the stories.
Claire Marshall of Forced Entertainment justifies the company’s strategy by drawing a
parallel between them and Shakespeare, who “himself borrowed so many plots, twisting
them to suit his own means, [which] really resonated with us.”68 Thus each of the
performers then have an inscribed play by Shakespeare, a given set of daily objects to
be used as cast, a designated area (a table 1 metre square large) and a temporal framing
(approximately 50 minutes). The role of the performer thus becomes multiplied – they
are in charge of the dramaturgy, choreography, direction as well as the actual
performing.
In the previous durational projects, their performances were broadcast live.
Complete Works: Table Top Shakespeare is not an exception. The project was live
streamed as a part of Berliner Festspiele Festival “Foreign Affairs” and ran from 25
June to 4 July 2015, starting with Coriolanus and finishing with The Tempest with four
unique performances a day. Quite recently, the project was repeated in Theatrefestival
Basel, from 1 September 2016 to 9 September 2016 with the same structure and order –
four performances a day commencing with Coriolanus and finishing with The Tempest.
The core members of the company were extended by the long-term collaborator Jerry
Killick. As in the case of other streamed pieces, Complete Works: Table Top
Shakespeare equally had a live-written response blog hosted by the Exeunt magazine.
This list of creative responses from the spectators again proved to be another
metaperformance itself, which is a territory worth exploring, yet stemming beyond the
scope of the present thesis.
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By being immersed in the complex and “here and now” production of the piece,
each performer inevitably brings a unique, original and unrepeated version of the
original script by Shakespeare. Each version thus underscores the nature of theatre as a
memory machine. Memory serves here on several levels – as actors’ exercise of
memory, ghosted texts (of Shakespeare’s) delivered by performers from memory, or by
the ghosting of ordinary objects, e.g. a cheese grater as Macbeth, a thermo-bottle as
Banquo and three flower pots as the three witches in Richard Lowdon’s version of
Macbeth. Curiously, the two versions of the project varied in the “cast.” While the 2015
version of Macbeth cast as the cheese grater, the 2016 version used an almost empty
bottle of boiled linseed oil as Macbeth. The other productions contained similar changes
in the cast. Finally, the theatre as a memory machine, that is, to return to Deleuze, is
productive and creative. The desiring machine as articulated in Anti-Oedipus, later
evolves into an assemblage in A Thousand Plateaus. Akin to desiring machines,
assemblages are compositions based on creative connections. Assemblages are
“simultaneously a machinic assemblage and an assemblage of enunciation.”69 For
Deleuze and Guattari, machines are not reflections, but productively creative: an
“abstract machine does not function to represent, even something real, but rather
constructs a real that is yet to come, a new type of reality.”70 Machines are thus
formulated by creating transformative connections.
While discussing the role of machines, Brian Massumi goes on to suggest that the
“abstract machine is interpretation. It is the meaning process, from the point of view of
a given expression.”71 This said, Massumi advocates that machines are individualizing
interpretative processes. Similarly, Deleuze, as a philosopher in life, and in his last
published essay, “Immanence: A life,” articulates that the productive, creative,
connection making drive is that of immanence. The role of immanent theatre is then to
through its imperfectness, ruptures in the story, create a space for spectator’s not
reflections, but creative production of meanings.
The connection of the meanings of everyday objects which is projected onto the
canonical texts produced inevitably paradoxically humorous situations when the
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representation clashes with the real. For instance, when Lady Macbeth commands
Macbeth: “look my hands have the same colour as your hands,”72 all the spectators can
see are just two bottles, one empty, the other almost empty. The collision of the real and
imagined plays equally humorous role in the 2016 version of King Lear narrated by
Robin Arthur. There King Lear (an empty beer bottle) instructs Osmund to remove his
boots, Osmund (a tomato ketchup) apologizes to the king claiming that he is rather
busy.73 This coexistence of relations between the staged and imagined is one of the
greatest assets of the piece, an immanence producing gesture, which according to Lyn
Gardner, “is keeping Shakespeare alive, not embalming him.”74 Besides being purely
historicizing, satirical or humorous, the rendering of Shakespeare’s work in the 21st
century in table top aesthetics is a creative step. The theatrical objecthood and the
absence of the physical representation in Complete Works: Table Top Shakespeare offer
creative interpretations from the audience and thus render Shakespeare akin to the
gesture of Tim Crouch’s unraised dying arm, unexecuted but imagined, yet surprisingly
alive.

5.6

From the Dark – The Ethics of Durational Repetition

Forced Entertainment’s From the Dark, premiered on 16 July 2016. It was performed
from 21:21 to 05:05 at Berliner Festspiele, Germany. From the Dark is the company’s
latest project under discussion here. The performance originated as a follow-up of their
1999 24-hour piece Who Can Sing a Song to Unfrighten Me? described above. The
production’s cast amounts to 11 actors, the five core members plus collaborators: Mark
Etchells, Nada Gambier, Tobias Lange, Reena Kalsi, Jerry Killick and John Rowley.
Like the other durational performances, From the Dark is partly improvised and partly a
conceptually structured project. The performance’s major themes are fear, death and
liveness. In my analysis I will predominantly focus on the issues of repetition and selfreference, which along with slow pace and durationality contribute to the appearance of
immanent poetics in the show.
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The show opens with a gorilla-masked actor performing a tap dance. The mask is
identical to that of the gorilla from Bloody Mess or Who Can Sing a Song to Unfrighten
Me? as exemplified by Fig. 7 above. Other actors watch from the sides of the stage. As
a background, slowed down music from a vinyl record is played back. Then a school
board is drawn on stage and one of the other actors writes on the board the word
“Alive” in chalk, like in the production of Who Can Sing a Song to Unfrighten Me?.
One by one, other performers put on a mask of an animal (dog, panda, lion, horse, etc.)
and in succession proceed to the centre of the stage to exhibit themselves. The exposed
mask is further examined by two other actors operating lights with cords. After a while,
the masked character collapses on the ground as if dead, sometimes in a simple way,
sometimes accompanied by overacted spasmodic gestures. The actor with chalk wipes
the board and writes “Dead.”
Later, the dead animal rises back, and the word is again rewritten from “Dead” to
“Alive” and the resurrected animal awarded with a round of applause from the other coperformers, who either watch or slowly dress upstage. There are always two of them
wearing cheap Hawaiian skirts with Hawaiian leis performing a tiresome dance on the
edges of the stage. In the back some actors slowly draw stars in chalk on the huge
blackboard located in the background. This scene takes about thirty minutes until the
arrival of Richard Lowdon dressed as a panda. The slowness and self-citationality of the
first provides a great space for spectatorial activity – either due to the ghosted masks
and scenes, or because of the slow pace of the ordinary and expectable game of
crossdressing.
The following scene transits from the first when Richard Lowdon wearing a panda
mask breaches the rules of the “Alive/Dead” game by refusing to resurrect and keeping
on lying on the floor where he removes his mask. This gesture of unmasking is followed
by Richard’s monologue address to the auditorium starting with “I’m scared of…” or “I
am terrified of…” As usual, the list of fears contains minor personal worries, such as “I
am afraid of dying too young or too old,” or global threats like “I am frightened of the
idea of war,”75 all delivered at a slow pace. The direct address to the audience
establishes a bond with the audience. Gradually the slow and personal pace of the scene
is disrupted by other actors who slowly enter the stage and offend the audience by
shouting at them: “Why are you watching this? You should go home - it is too late.
75
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Either you go or we go. We can do this all night…”76 reminiscent of similar verbal
attacks in Showtime (1996) or offending the audience by predicting the way they will
die, as in First Night (2001). This rhythmical structure of creating a bond with the
audience and immediately destroying it is present during the entire performance.
The following scene resembles a magic show and thus performs another selfborrowing from the company’s recent production, Real Magic (2016), as well as echoes
of the aforementioned My Arm by Tim Crouch, especially in the use of nonrepresentative objects as catalysts of the audience’s imagination. While the sloweddown vinyl record is played, again, two actors operate lights to focus on the subject at
the centre of the stage, which again is an actor in an animal disguise. Yet, after their
arrival to the centre of the stage, two other artists cover them with a veil, wait until the
actor is undressed and disappear, either stealthily crawling away or quickly escaping by
running to the side. The paradox of the situation lies precisely with the veiled
unmasking whereas the masking is possible to be seen on the stage. The scene
culminates with the arrival of actors wearing a skeleton mask (again reminding of Who
Can Sing a Song to Unfrighten Me? (1999), and Spectacular (2006)). The skeletons try
to cover themselves in the veil, in vain. Finally, they start to confess how they would
like to die. Wearing whole body skeleton costumes, the actors are forced always to start
by introducing themselves, e.g.: “Claire: When I die I’d like it to be simple. Richard: I’d
like to die off stage…”77 The skeletons list their deaths until only Claire Marshall
remains, removes the death mask from her face and again begins to list her fears and
worries.
The contrastive rhythm of the performance continues in the next scene, which is a
version of the “Kings” taken from the performance of And on the Thousandth’s Night,
where the line-up of all 11 actors struggle to out tell each other with a story, reviving
again the conceptual game of staying alive, resisting death by narrating. Similarly to
other scenes, this one in the production of From the Dark takes about thirty moments
and brings an analogous pattern of layering of borrowed stories, sometime with ironic
humour, such as Richard Lowdon’s sardonic take on Brexit – “The was once a king
who decided to vote for leave…”78 As the Kings gradually disappear, the stage is
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inhabited by actors wearing costumes of simple cardboard trees and perform a poorly
choreographed scene, which resembles the physical dance parts from The Thrill of it All,
and visually repeat almost identically tree choreographies from Showtime and The Last
Adventures.
The performance continues in a similar sequence of scenes, each taking
approximately 30 minutes. The game of “Alive/Dead” is followed by another actor’s
confession of fears and worries, followed by the disappearing Magic scene. The Kings
scene is performed with small variations - everybody dressed as Kings proposes
imaginary future scenarios, as in The Thrill of It All: “If I ruled the world beer would
flow out of taps … or nights would be shorter.”79 Gradually, towards the end the
performers continue to repeat in variation previous scenes, yet they become more
violent, obscure, embarrassing or explicit. The animals in costumes are pretending to
have sexual intercourse or spasmodically dance. Still, certain scenes remain very
childish, naïve or fragile, such as the pitiful confessional monologue where John
Rowley admits, on the point of tears, that he is “scared of sudden loud noises”80 and
create a sympathetic bond with the audience. Before the end everything is removed
from the stage by actors as if by the operation of “magic.” The stage remains empty but
for the gorilla who concludes the performance again with a tap dance to frame the
performance.
From the Dark again proves to be a durational piece that is based on rules, as a game
of surviving, fears and death. The theatrical experience of the piece is accentuated by
the fact that is played during the night, thus the actors’ exhaustion is shared by an
equally tired audience trying to stay “alive” for the duration of the performers. The slow
pace of the piece provides greater space for spectators’ reflections and creation in the
experience of controlled dreaming. The immanent quality of the piece is amplified by
its quality of an assemblage of self-citationality and dreamlike characters cross-dressing
on stage. Recycling of the themes and scenes, ghosting of characters, borrowing
snippets of texts from other projects, a slowed down record as in Hidden J, and
borrowed scenes from the projects create the ultimate interconnection that is immanent,
open and creative. From the Dark fights the fears (of death), by narrating, telling
stories, attempting to stay alive. Thus the immanent quality of the performance is
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amplified by the extended time frame which paradoxically makes the quest for liveness
more enduring.
In the context of immanence, duration produces not only a realm of affect and
ontological participation, but enables real chances to alter the experience of felt time.
The plurality of durations that appear in the open structure of durational pieces allow
the audience to perceive the duration through change. Thereby the experience is
transformational, reciprocal, and becoming. Deleuze sees duration as a process of
alteration, “a lived passage or transition.”81 The temporal aspect of immanence through
the plurality of durations enables a transformative, interconnection with the audience on
a greater level than is standard lengths.
From the Dark, as well as other Forced Entertainment’s durational pieces analysed
within this chapter are built on repetition. Yet, it is clear that the repetition, be it in the
case of self-citationality or intertextuality, reverberating previous company’s shows, or
the repetition of scenes and elements within the production are inevitably not identical,
but simulacra, as sees by Deleuze, “systems in which different relates to different by
means of difference itself.”82 Deleuzian simulacra are neither primarily identical nor
internally resembling the original, but altered, independent, deterritorialized, therefore
products of creative force. These simulacra thus open up spaces they create so that to
surface the difference, the otherness. Due to the operations of these simulacra, one can
contemplate the difference in themselves. The great lengths and repetition provides
space for thinking. Thinking, for Deleuze is, transformative, becoming. To think means
to create a stranger within oneself, to become different internally.83
The multiplicity of durational pieces of Forced Entertainment is the result of their
typical mixture of boring and quotidian elements, non-linear storytelling, cheap
aesthetics, late-night settings, simple magic, self-referentiality, and process-based
approach. The open structure, collapse of the suspension of disbelief, repetition, worn
out performances, the friction between real and staged is amplified through the use of an
extended time frame. Duration brings a different understanding of time, extended
tolerance to silences, failures, and a greater amount of complicity and sympathy in the
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audience. Cracks in the performances’ structure allow the experience of one’s
transformation.
In the previous chapters, I have designated immanence as open, an open whole
that changes, due to the operation of poly-rhythmicity, inclusiveness, simultaneity,
multiplicity. Other features of immanence are openness to interpretation, or the
inclusive of the spectator, who is no longer emancipated, passively isolated, but actively
and creatively incorporated in the shared experience of theatre-witnessing. Immanent
logic supports alternative perspectives and interpretations, seeing works otherly. The
openness of immanence includes being unrestrictive to different durations as well as to
different rhythms.
Immanent performances are often built on the friction between dream and reality.
Because of its immanent tendencies, devised theatre has no single worded
interpretation. Collaborative and devised theatres have greater tendency towards
immanence. Cull designates that “immanent modes of organization and creativity allow
coordination to emerge bottom-up, and the nodes and principles of organization to come
within the processes themselves, not from outside them.”84 This means that ideally
speaking there is no authority of a leader, director, author or “transcendent idea that
commands coordination and organization from without.”85 In a traditional theatre, the
top-down theatre functions due to an outside, transcendental force. However, theatres
are always mixtures of both transcendent and immanent forces, because, the ideal
model, which Cull calls self-organising theatre,86 cannot exist as such. If we follow the
logic of immanence as advocated by Deleuze, theatres must be combinations of both
immanent and transcendent tendencies, because theatres are processes, the balances are
always changing. Inevitably, theatre has a tendency to immanence, which might be
nurtured by means of collective creation, both actorial and spectatorial, this is to speak
about theatres of immanent organization.
This chapter has proposed that the immanent poetics of Forced Entertainment’s
durational projects stems from their conceptual games with creative restraints with a
space for chance-operation. John Cage maintains, that the playful use of chance
operation is “simply a way of waking up to the very life we’re living, which is so
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excellent once one gets one’s mind and one’s desires out of its way and lets it act of its
own accord.”87 If we remove the personal from the process of composition, as Cage
advocates, the operation of chance will lead to the emergence of a life within rather than
one’s life or my life. The task of a performance will be consumed by the emergence of a
life.
In this chapter I have attempted to utilize the life-producing elements within the
third decade of Forced Entertainment’s oeuvre. I have tried to demonstrate that in the
idea of philosophy as a coexisting system of relations and networks of Deleuze, similar
can be said of the theatre of Forced Entertainment. The immanent reading of their
performances, with their cracks and dissonances, brings the potentiality of creative
transformative experience, the self-realization achieved via the proximity invitations
located in a performance, as treated primarily in chapter four. The performance’s
poetics of immanence enables the realization of the life of spectators; or to translate to
Deleuze’s words, a life within the life. A life that “does not itself have moments, […]
but only between-times, between-moments,”88 a life that is in the duration, constant state
of flux. Thus a theatre stage is not a space for mere self-reflection, but creative
interpretations.
One of the final words Deleuze had written before he committed suicide was in his
short essay “Immanence: A life.” There Deleuze articulates the self-creating and
universal appeal of immanence that is “A LIFE and nothing else.” Similarly in the
conclusion of their latest performance up-to-date, From the Dark, Forced
Entertainment’s John Rowley in the skeleton costume is seated and confesses to his
fears, while a blackboard in the background with one word in chalk: DEAD. A live
person in here and now embodies what Deleuze, speaking about the plane of
immanence - the infinite movement there and back, calls “the needle being the pole.”89
A life actor who stopped acting. Constant process of transition from truth and away, the
multiplicity of experience, productive and creative. As I have stressed several times
throughout the thesis, the immanent logic is that of in-between, challenging the
boundaries between death and life, via a game or theatrical experience. The ultimate
Deleuzian logic of life surfacing and producing elements embedded in the concept of
87
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immanence are indeed impressed in Forced Entertainment’s spectatorial realization,
self-recognition and indeed creative production of the immanent – sharing in time –
being alive, becoming different.

Fig. 8. Forced Entertainment, From the Dark, by Jan Suk
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Conclusion
The Poetics of Immanence: Performance Theatre of Forced Entertainment
One always writes at the edge of understanding, in that zone where knowledge first
emerges out of ignorance. Mistakes abound, but so do energies and thriving life forces.
We must always try to write better than we are, a venture that comes with risks.1

The present dissertation thesis has examined the transformative potential of
performance theatre of Forced Entertainment in the context of Deleuzian and
Deleuzoguattarian thought, most particularly via the notion of immanence. Immanent
logic presupposes the mutual interconnectedness of elements located within; rather than
any external force coming from outside. Immanence is a system of coexisting relations,
therefore it can function as a methodological tool in the mapping of the transformative
area between the stage and the auditorium. By studying the performance theatre
productions of the British experimental company Forced Entertainment, the thesis has
focused on the identification of the elements of the poetics of immanence within the
chaotic devised structure of multifaceted company’s performances.
To conceptualize the transformative aspects within the experimental character of the
company’s productions is a challenging issue. In the thesis I have allocated several
elements which enable the appearance of transformative potential. These elements are
the openness of performances’ structures, the oscillation between the real and the
phantasmatic, direct address to the audience and themes such as silence and failure. The
thesis highlights that the mutual interconnection and coexistence of these elements is
the immanence producing experience of a theatrical artwork.
Immanent logic presupposes that analogously to philosophy, which is an opening to
new concepts by thinking differently, art is a composition of mutually immeasurable
elements. “The peculiarity of art is to pass through the finite in order to rediscover, to
restore the infinite,”2 Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari advocate. Art can thus perform,
create and preserve by becoming alive, thereby enabling the transformation. The
process of this transformation is decodable on a plane of immanence. The plane of
immanence is what enables the creation of meaning against the chaos which underlies
all life.
Matthew Goulish, “Palinode of Glass,” Performance Research – On Repetition (Volume 20, Issue 5,
2015), 132. Emphasis added.
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According to Deleuze and Guattari, the plane of immanence is the border of thinking.
“The plane of immanence is […] that which must be thought and that which cannot be
thought. It is the unthought in thought.”3 Thinking is transformative, thinking means
becoming somebody else, a process where thinking means becoming a stranger to
oneself. Analogously to thinking (philosophy), while decoding an artwork, the plane of
immanence provides new answers by making new cuts through chaos. “Poets, artists
make a slit in the umbrella, they tear open the firmament itself, to let in a bit of free and
windy chaos and to frame in a sudden light a vision that appears through the rent.”4
The ruptures in the chaos enable the appearance of a life, humanness, potentiality to
fail. Similarly to thinking or theatre, also writing is inevitably prone to failure. As a
critical thinker one tries to proximate truth, a project that is likely to fail. In the article
“Palinode of Glass” Matthew Goulish questions the issue of repeated failure. There
Goulish departs from his most frequently cited microlecture The Example of Glass,
where he suggests that criticism has a double life that functions similarly to glass, liquid
in time.
Exemplifying on stained glass in oldest cathedrals in Europe, which is thinner on the
top and thicker in the bottom as the result of extremely slow liquidity of glass, Goulish
postulates that the work of critical thinkers is analogously valid in the long term: “our
criticisms can outlive the subject,”5 and produce their own, timeless subjective
creativity.6 Goulish’s observation about the liquidity glass is, however, defied by his
students whose counter-arguments are supported by Wikipedia. Here therefore the
actual concept of critical thinking as advocated by Goulish is ridiculed by the use of an
internet encyclopaedia. Glass is not liquid, it is purely thicker near edges for structural
reasons and due to the surface tension.
I have used the example of Goulish’s failure to illustrate the poetics of his original
claim concerning the liquidity of glass, the poetics of failure. Consequently, Goulish
therefore revisits his original concept in the light of new revelation by justifying that
“one always writes at the edge of understanding, in that zone where knowledge first
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emerges out of ignorance […] We must always try to write better than we are.”7 Writing
thinking for Goulish is the expression of organic humanness in the liminal state. It is a
becoming – a transformative change. Writing at the edge of your possibilities is a risky
exercise. The failure of such writing is but mere manifestation of its life. In my analysis
of theatre, immanence and failure, similarly, I am investigating the moments when the
life forces appear. Like the project of Goulish, my writing process is also organic,
fragile, equally navigating on the verge of possible failure. Therein I locate the
transformative potential of its poetics.
The thesis genuinely attempts to manifest that failure is one of the greatest qualities
of theatre, philosophy and also writing, in its possible collapse of the fragile line
between perfection and the disastrous. The moments of non-matrixed appearance of this
humanity within theatre is what I call theatre’s poetics of immanence. Deleuze identifies
immanence as something which is not outside, above, beyond, visible or transcending.
It is located within, under the surface, and is the result of rhizomatic, interconnections.
Contrary to transcendence, representing the opposition to the lived world (e.g. a God,
substance or subjectivity), immanence has no outside and its creative force is located
within; immanence is an open whole, “a whole which changes.”8
Immanence, or the plane of immanence, manifests the greatest potential in reading
contemporary performances. Immanence is inclusive, it contains both life and death,
creation and non-creation. Similarly, art and life coexist and should not be separated.
The life, Deleuze’s major preoccupation, is unqualified immersion or embeddedness.
Deleuze and Guattari argue that immanence is a life rather than ‘my’ life or the life,9 a
universal potentiality. The immanent reading of performance, with its cracks and
dissonances, brings the potentiality of creative transformative experience.
Theatre is a process that happens in-between – as the interconnection of shared
energies between performers and spectators, flowing between the stage and the
auditorium. Analogously, philosophy, like life or theatre is a coexisting system of
relations and networks. The complexity of life resembles philosophy and theatrical
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experience; they are interconnected, both in motion and duration. The “inter” and “in,”
inclusive rather than exclusive nature of immanence. The interest in the interrelations,
so pervasively present in the philosophy of Deleuze, is equally applicable to
performance, to the relationship between the performer, spectator and the work itself.
The title of the dissertation, The Poetics of Immanence: Performance Theatre of Forced
Entertainment, suggests that it is Deleuze’s thought which is used to highlight the
aspect of a life within theatre and performance and the transformative potential of
theatrical experience that surfaces due to what I call poetics of immanence.
The thesis departs from the brief survey of the performance and philosophical
discourse on the transformative potential of theatre and immanence. The project’s onset
builds on what has been designated as the ethico-aesthetic paradigm of immanence as
advocated by Laura Cull. However, rather than the structural understanding of what
Cull understands as theatres with immanent tendencies, I elaborate on the possible
affects of such theatres. Sara Jane Bailes’s notion of poetics of failure serves as a
vehicle to enable the permeability of the real and its transmission onto the spectator.
Failure is a constitutive element, both as a theme and a performative tool, in the
emergence of an immanent dimension of performance. Finally, while speaking of the
transformative experience I incorporate also the critique of Erika Fischer-Lichte’s
understanding of the autopoietic feedback loop of a performance, where I contrast with
the connection-making and inclusive interdependence rather than closed self-contained
independence as advocated by Fischer-Lichte. I then designate four principal factors
which contribute to the revelation of performances’ poetics of immanence, the aspects
of “a” life inside of a theatrical production.
The poetics of immanence is connected with so-called virtual-proximity enhancing
invitations. These are the result of immanent structure of the devised open structure of a
performance, the live presence of live bodies both on stage and in the auditorium, and
finally, a ludic approach to theatre-making using intertextual or metatheatrical elements
drawing upon sympathy triggering aesthetics (failure, silence, fragmentary, unfinished,
sampling, bricolage aesthetics). These designated elements have then been projected
onto initially on the prose work of Forced Entertainment director, Tim Etchells (chapter
three) and both standard-length projects and durational pieces of Forced Entertainment,
paying a special attention to the works from their third and early fourth decade, i.e. from
2004 -2016 (chapter four, resp. five). The synergy of these elements, I would argue,
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enable the immanent experience of transformation, be it via the performance witnessing
experience or reading of a text.
Although the interpretation of performance experience may be open, the significant
aspect of theatre experience lies in the connection-making and duration. Immanent logic
supposes that participation is crucial because of the connection and sharing. Deleuze
and Guattari believe, that ontologically speaking, we are always “in the midst of
things,”10 transforming and being transformed. Overall, the thesis demonstrates how
immanence functions not only as an open whole that changes, but how its
transformativity becomes apparent in duration. Deleuze sees duration as a process of
alteration, “a lived passage or transition.”11 The temporal aspect of immanence through
the plurality of durations enables a transformative, interconnection with the audience on
a greater level than in standard lengths. The duration complements the experience that
Deleuze and Guattari, speaking about an artwork, call “a passage from the finite to the
infinite, but also from territory to deterritorialization.”12 An immanent theatre through
its imperfectness, ruptures in the story, creates a space for creative production of
meanings.
In my study I have investigated how the immanent reading of Forced
Entertainment’s performances, with their cracks and dissonances, brings the potentiality
of creative transformative experience via the thought of Gilles Deleuze. Deleuze and
Guattari are philosophers of life, therefore their methodology is logically applicable to
contemporary experimental theatre, which is, above all, about the life, here and now.
For Deleuze and Guattari, philosophy is a tool enabling to create new concepts.
Thinking, after Deleuze and Guattari, is an unorganized yet organic process.
Deleuze has demonstrated that art and philosophy both react to the chaos; while
philosophy establishes a plane of immanence, art creates on the plane of composition.
Philosophy, art and life become mutually indistinguishable, because they share “the
same shadow that extends itself and across their different nature and constantly
accompanies them.”13 The shadow which is not their negation but a glimpse of
something new within themselves, by following the shadow we become different, we

Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, trans. Brian
Massumi (Minnesota: Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 1987) 280.
11
Deleuze cited in Cull, Theatres of Immanence 187.
12
Deleuze and Guattari, What is Philosophy? 180. Original emphasis.
13
Deleuze and Guattari, What is Philosophy? 218.
10
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are transformed. In thinking, one makes a dangerous journey here and back to bring a
glimpse of chaos, by pushing thinking to the extreme.
I have started my conclusion by quoting an article on the liquidity of glass by
Matthew Goulish. I will therefore revisit Goulish’s argument to provide the conclusion
of the conclusion. Among many ideas, Goulish there postulates that one “always writes
at the edge of understanding;” he further urges that we “must always try to write better
than we are, a venture that comes with risks.”14 This dissertation is an attempt to create
a Deleuzian transversal across diverse contexts. Or, even better, my project endeavours
to rhizomatically interconnect several ideas coming from across the discourses of
philosophy and performance studies; to project a plane of immanence on the chaotic life
within theatrical experience. I am well aware of writing at the edge of my
understanding, better than I actually can, between the thought and unthought; this
venture possibly and logically having a potential to fail. Having learnt that he
committed a mistake in his article, Matthew Goulish realised how transformative the
experience was. “What I said wrong, I will now say less wrong. What I can’t erase, I
can write again.”15 By being exposed to the experience of one’s own fragility, the
realization is productive and transformative. A failure signals a life. That I have made
mistakes means I am alive.

14
15

Goulish, “Palinode” 132.
Goulish, “Palinode” 133.
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Abstract

The present dissertation thesis examines the multi-faceted nature of the devised as
well as durational works of the British experimental theatre Forced Entertainment via
the thought of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari. The aim of the thesis is to explore the
transformation-potentiality of the territory between the actors and the spectators. The
transformativity of this interspace, or the territory in-between, is decodable namely via
Forced Entertainment’s performances’ structural patterns, sympathy fostering
aesthetics, virtual audience integration and accentuated emphasis of the now. The
application of Deleuze’s philosophy, chiefly the phenomenon of immanence, results in
the definition of the poetics of immanence, whose operation enables the
transformativity of theatrical space to be terminologically embraced.
After delineating crucial terms, such as performance and theatre, live art, or
postdramatic theatre, the initial chapter contextualizes Forced Entertainment as the
pivotal experimental theatre group; the chapter further conducts an analysis of relevant
critical literature in performance and theatre theory discourse. Chapter two provides a
deeper contextualising study of the most significant Deleuzoguattarian concepts of
rhizome, deterritorialization, becoming, haecceity and immanence; these concepts are
further analysed within the framework of performance and theatre. The third chapter
maps the fiction and performance-related textual works of Tim Etchells, the director of
Forced Entertainment, and examines the transformative appeal and the performativity
embedded in them which the application of Deleuzoguattarian philosophy enables to
clarify. Chapters four and five examine via Deleuzoguattarian methodological apparatus
the company’s performance productions from the last two decades, the former focusing
on devised standard length projects, the latter dealing with conceptual and durational
projects of up to 24 hours long.
The present dissertation thesis is a Deleuzian transversal interconnecting two
seemingly distant phenomena – theatre and philosophy. Based on this alliance, the
conclusions suggest that the transformative potential of process based non-linear
contemporary devised theatre is palpable through the concept of immanence as
advocated by Gilles Deleuze. Deleuze understands immanence as the quality which
helps to oppose the chaos inherent in creating meanings. Deleuze’s philosophy is a tool
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used to embrace new concepts; therefore its application in contemporary performance
practice discourse is relevant. Like theatre, philosophy is a living, organic and
productive process. Thinking means becoming somebody else. Theatre understood via
philosophy and vice versa brings thus new, creative alliances. The theatre of Forced
Entertainment, due to its inherent interconnectedness and imperfectness, demonstrating
the elements of the poetics of immanence, can reveal glimpses of a life within a
theatrical experience. Such immanent performance theatres lead to a transformative
experience.
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Abstrakt

Předkládaná disertační práce zkoumá aplikací myšlenkových konceptů Gilla Deleuze
a Félixe Guattariho mnohotvárnou povahu autorských představení britského
experimentálního souboru Forced Entertainment. Hlavními cíli práce je prozkoumat
transformativní

teritorium

mezi hercem

a divákem.

Transformativita tohoto

meziprostoru v díle Forced Entertainment je dekódovatelná zejména skrze analýzu
strukturálních vzorců, prvků provokujících sympatie, virtuální integrace diváka a
zvýšeného důrazu na přítomnost. Aplikací terminologie Deleuzovi filosofie, zejména
pak fenoménu imanence, dochází k definici pojmu poetika imanence, jejíž fungování
právě tuto transformativitu divadelního prostoru dokáže terminologicky a myšlenkově
uchopit.
Po vymezení základních pojmů, jako je např. divadlo, performance, live art či
postdramatické divadlo, úvodní kapitola kontextualizuje Forced Entertainment jakožto
klíčové představitele současného experimentálního divadla; dále kapitola provádí
analýzu relevantní odborné literatury v diskurzu divadelní teorie a performance. Druhá
kapitola přináší hlubší vhled do nejsignifikantnějších prvků deleuzovské a
deleuzoguattariovské filosofie, jako jsou např. rhizom, deteritorializace, dění
(becoming), haecita a imanence; tyto koncepty jsou dále zkoumány a aplikovány
v kontextu divadla performance. Třetí kapitola mapuje beletristické a divadelně
orientované texty Tima Etchellse, režiséra divadla Forced Entertainment. Hlavní důraz
je kladen na transformativní apel a performativitu těchto textů, kterou aplikace
Deleuzova myšlení napomáhá vymezit. Kapitoly čtyři a pět zkoumají skrze
deleuzoguattariovský metodologický aparát samotnou divadelní tvorbu skupiny
posledních patnácti let, konkrétně autorská představení o standardní délce, resp.
konceptuální a dlouhé (až 24 hodinové) projekty.
Předkládaná disertační práce je deleuzovskou transversálou spojující zdánlivě
odlišné fenomény – filosofii a divadlo. Na základě tohoto spojení, závěry práce
naznačují, je patrné, že transformativní potenciál na procesu založeném, nelineárním
autorském divadle současnosti je uchopitelné srze pojetí imanence jak jej navrhuje
Gilles Deleuze. Deleuze chápe imanenci jako kvalitu, která napomáhá čelit chaosu
života tím, že vytváří významy. Deleuzova filosofie je nástroj k uchopení nových
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konceptů, proto se právě její aplikace nabízí v otázce nových divadelních postupů.
Filosofie, stejně tak jako divadlo, je živý, produktivní proces. Pro Deleuze myslet
znamená stávat se jiným. Proto pak chápat divadlo skrze filosofii a naopak, přináší nová
produktivní spojení. Tvorba divadla Forced Entertainment, pro svou nedokonalost a
vzájemnou propojenost vykazující prvky poetiky imanence, odhaluje záblesky života.
Takováto imanentní divadelní zkušenost vede k transformativnímu zážitku.
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